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REMOVE SIGNS — Murray Mayor John E. Scott (second from left) and
members of the Murray Police Department today removed road-closed
gr*.3 1.7
signs from the north end of 15th Street which runs through 
the Murray
State University campus. (See accompanying news storv.) Staff Photo by David 
Hill
Public Hearing Set For
Glendale Road Proposal
Local citizens will have
an opportunity to express their feelings
on the proposed extension of Glendale
Road between U. S. 641 S (12th St.) and
Ky. 121 S (4th St.) at a public hearing at
the next meeting of the Murray
Common Council Sept. 8.
The decision to hold the public
hearing on the controversial road
extension was made by the council last
night following a que4ion and answer
session with Jim Cleavinger, assistant
district engineer for pre-construction in
the Reidland office of the Kentucky
Department of Highways (DOT).
Cleavinger told the council and
several interested citizens who were
present that DOT had committed
$350,000 toward the building of the road
. but that if the city did not accept the
proposal in the near future, the money
would likely be withdrawn and put to
use elsewhere in the state.
Councilman Melvin Henley outlined
five points, of clarification on the
project in an attmept to dispel some
confusion that has arisen in recent
months concerning DOT's position On
641,
inside today 
Glendale Road. Cleavinger agreed with
the points, which are:
— that the state funds would be
withdrawn if the city does not accept
the proposal in the near future;
— that if the state participates in the
project, the road will be 48 feet wide
and will include curbs and gutters;
— that the road initially could be
lined for two lanes of traffic with two
lanes of parking but that DOT would
make the determination as to if and
when the traffic pattern would be
changed to four-lane;
— that DOT will not allow a speed
limit greater than 35 m. p. h. on the
road, and;
— that the city could, by ordinance
and with approval of DOT, established
a speed limit less than 35 m. p. h.
The proposal was first discussed by
the council in February of this year and
at that time, due mainly to objections
raised by residents of the area to the
four-laning of the road, the council
turned down the proposal.
Cleavinger said that the 48-foot
roadway is proposed by the highway
One Section — 16 Pages
A federal judge is consrdering a motion by the U. S.
government to intervene in a lawsuit against a
government owned utility, the Tennessee Valley
Authority. See the story on Page 16 today.
Formal lawsuits are planned against the City of Los
Angeles in connection with the death of persons allegedly
shot by policemen in the line of duty. See the story on Page
16 of today's issue.
partly sunny
Partly sunny, warm and humid
today with a chance of
thundershowers late this
afternoon. Highs in the mid to
upper 80s. Partly cloudy and
continued warm and humid with
a chance of thundershowers
tonight and Saturday. Lows
tonight in the Upper 608 to low 70s.
Highs Saturday in the upper 80s.'
Chances of precipitation are 30
per cent today, 30 per cent tonight
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• '
A City Wide Court of Honor IA 1 ,
held Boy Scout Troops 45, 13, an.:
at the Fellowship Hall of the F•
United Methodist Church on Mon,:,
August 29, at 7:00 p. m.
Awards and recogntiion will be n.
to all scouts ofAthe three units for t'•
achievements during summer
and the last few months.
All parents and interested- per'' ' •





department because of a projection
that 12,000 vehicles per day would be
using the road by 1990.
The highway department spokesman
said he could see no reason why the
four-lane road, if constructed, could not
be utilized as a two-lane roadway with
two lanes of parking until such time as
traffic warranted changing the road to
four lanes of traffic.
Many of the residents at last night's
meeting who said they objected to the
Glendale proposal based their
opposition on the four-laning of the
road, and expressed the feeling that a
two-lane road would be sufficient.
"We don't object to a road going
through," M. C. Garrott, who lives at
the corner of Glendale and Circarama
said. "We see it's practicality and
inevitability but we cannot see the
feasibility of a four-lane road."
But Cleavinger again reiterated
DOT's position that they would not
participate in the project if the city
determines that it wants less than a48-
foot roadway.
"You feel then," Dr. C. C. Lowr-
asked Cleavinger, "that if the city P4
going to avail itself of these funds we'd,
better move in that direction now'''.
"Yes," Cleavinger answered, -thy
state could withdraw the mor,
tomorrow or next month, I don't knov,
when, but they want an answer,"
"There's been a good deal of
misunderstanding about this project."
councilman Henley said, in suggestini:
that the council hold the public hearint:
at its next meeting. "I think all side,
should be heard and council member'
should make up their own minds or! •
project)." -
Mayor John E. Scott pointed out Y.
the city's share of the cost, if the coo:'
approves 'the project, would be
clearing, grubbing and eatavatinr " •
roadway, placing the Initial en
City-Wide Court
Of Honor Set
subbase and the purchase of drainage
pipe. All of the city cost except the
purchase of the pipe which was
estimated at costing $20,000, could be
-in-kind" work by city street
department crews.
In other action at last night's
meeting, the council agreed to study
recently adopted no parking
restrictions on Olive Blvd. between 13th
and 15th Street to see if further changes
might be warranted.
That action was prompted after
complaints fro-in a student-worker at
the university and a business owner on
Olive Blvd. were registered witlythe
council at last night's meeting.
The council adopted an 'ordinance on
second reading last night establishing
no parking on North 13th Street, North
14th Street and Olive Blvd. from N. 13th
to N. 14th Street but changes in the no
parking ,on Olive between 14th and 15th
could develop as a result of the council
study.
Another ordinance, changing the
name of Second Street to L. P. Miller
Street, was enacted in honor of the long-
time Murraf educator.
. The council approved a
recommendation from Mayor Scott!
that David Hill, 501 I.ynnwood Court, be
appointed to tilt the unexpired term of
Dave Dickson on the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board.
Also approved was the permanent
employment of Brad Haugh and Ronnie
Barnett with the Murray Fire
Department. Both had served the
standard six-month probationary
employment and were recommended
for permanent employment by Fire
Chief Jackie Cooper.
An amendment to the city budget
allowing the city to utilize $13,400 in
federal anti-recession funds was also
approved. Councilman Henley,
chairman of the budget and finance
committee, explained that the anti-
recession funds, must be used for
salaries according to the federal
guidelines.
Henley explained that since the
guidelines required that the money be
used for salaries, the city had to
transfer a like amount revenue sharing
funds earmarked for pollee salaries
back to he revenue sharing funds so'
that the anti-recession funds -would be
preperly utilized:
Councilman Ed Chrisman told the
council that the police committee
See , COUNCIL. -
Murray City Mayor John Scott and
members of the Murray City Police
Department removed four barricades
this afternoon that had been placed on
15th Street, blocking the street from
traffic between Chestnut and Payne
Streets.
The barricades had been erected at
the corner of 15th and Chestnut,
blocking entry into 15th from Chestnut
Street, and just north of the corner of
15th and Payne.
Mayor Scott said in a statement today
"In my position as mayor to serve the
citizens of Murray and the students of
Murray State University, I feel that
adequate notice or study has not been
given to the barricading of 15th Street.
"The Police and Fire Departments of
our City have not been properly notified
-of this actfon. Until the University can
justify the barricading of 15th Street
and can provide alternate ,means of
traffic flow and emergency services to
the University for fire and police.
protection, this portion of 15th Street
will remain open to the public.
"I do not intend to sit idly by and let
the University cause the
misunderstanding and confusion that
surrounded the building of (the)library
in the middle of a portion of this street. I
hope this action will bring about
immediate ,response from officials in
Frankfort who are responsible for the
burden and inconvenience being placed
upon our City."
Mayor Scott participated in the
removing of the signs, which read
"Road Closed." There were two signs
at each end of the street.
Dr. Constantine Curris, president of
Murray State University, denied all
knowledge of the signs or their
removal. He issued a statement on the
matter, which said "Murray State'
University has erected no street closing
signs. It is our understanding that the
signs were erected by the state
department of transportation and
Harper and Arterburn Construction Co.
If these signs have been removed, it is
obviously a matter that the City of
Murray needs to take up with the
department of transportation and the
contractors in question."
The closing of 15th Street to traffic
has been a matter of much concern to
local citizens and government officials
for several months, 'since the street Was
partially closed to allow extensive
remodeling of the Waterfield Student
Union Building into a new cehtral
library for the university.
Citizens meetings to protest the
closing hive been held and the issue has
been the subject of considerable debate
at Murray City. Council meetings in
past weeks.
TAr Murray City Council On Monday.
June 28, adopted an agreement that the
city would not take legal action on the
closing of 15th Street following an open
meeting between council members,
university officials and private citizens.
The university board of regents,
however, has not yet taken action on the
agreement and Mayott Scott said today
that until such time as the board acts,
no agreement has been reached.
The portion of 15th previously closed
, was from Olive Blvd. to Payne Street
and that portion remains temporarily
closed due to construction and
renovation of the student union building
into a new library complex for the
university.
The signs taken down by city officials
today were on the portion of 15th Street
North of the Payne Street intersection.
City School Board
Meets On Thursday
The Murray City Board of Education
met in regular session Thursday
evening, and approved several items of
routine business.
The substitute teachers list was
approved, as was the salary schedule
for substitute teachers. Payments per
day range from $15 for a Rank IV
teacher with no experience, to $34 per
day for a Rank I teacher with 10 years
experience or more.
Mrs. Margaret Franklin, director of
curriculum, discussed with the board
several new programs for the school'
year, including professional
improvement, math curriculum guide,
career education, Murray State
University mini-programs, elementary
physical education, and exploring the
possibilitrof a variation program for
the handicapped.
The superintendent's report included
a report on traffic congestion at the
elementary schools, which was
discussed by the board. The _board
requested that. Supt. Robert Glin
Jeffrey investigate the areas of concern
and report back to the board.
The resignation of board member
Kenneth Humphreys was accepted by
the board. Humphreys has moved out of
the school district.
11 Arrested In Drug
Raid Here Thursday
Officers from the Murray City Police.
Kentucky State Police and Calloway
County Sheriff's office arrested 11
persons Thursday in connection with
armed robberies of four drug stores,
here and in Salem, Ky.
Two of the robberies occurred August
13 here, at the Scott Drugs and Holland
Drugs' pharmacies. The other two
occurred later this month in Salem.
Arrested were:
— Steve Brown, 19, Paris. • Tenn.,
charged with two counts of robbery in
the first degree, and one count of
transferring Schedule II narcotics
Bond was set at $20,000.
- Randy I.. Wilson. 20, Route One,
Almo, charged with two counts of
robbery in the first degree and one
count of transferring , Schedule II
narcotics. Bond was set at 820,000.
Eugene Mohler, 22, Route'. One,
Almo, charged with two counts
robbery in the
count .of transferring Schedule II
• narcotics. Bond was set at $20.000.
Charles R. Cunningham, 22, Route
Two, Murray, two counts of robbery in
the first degree and one count of
transferring Schedule II narcotics.
Bond was set at $20,000.
- Joe S. Jolihston, 22, Route Eight,
Benton; Anita Mohler, 19, Route One,
Almo, Marsha ..Hendon, 22, 1654
Calloway Ave.; and Paula L. Cook, D-5
Coach Estates, all. charged with
possession of.. Schedule II narcotics.
was set a $ , (or each of the
-11ge 16.-4110101e!INWAII04mf
first degree and one
Also arrested by local authorities on
warrants from Livingston County in
connection with the armed robberies of
a drug store ip Salem were
• - Peggy Stephens, 19, Route Two,
Paris,Tenn.; Marty Wilson. 19. Route
one. Almo; Dwane Bennett, 33, Route
One, Almo; Steve Brown, Eugene
Mohler, and Randy- Wilson The -six
were charged by Livingston County
authorities with two counts of robbery
in the first degree. Bond was set at
$20.000 each on those charges.
The arrest of the 11 persons
cow •luded an intensive two-week




The Calloway County Schools' Band
Boosters Club will hold a special called
meeting on Monday, August 29 at 8:00
p. in. in the band room of the high
school on College Farm Road, Murray.
Hal Winchester, president, urges all
pOrents and interested persons from
the three elementary schools 4 East,
North, and Southwest, and from
Calloway- High School to attend this
meeting.
• 'Plans for fund raising events will be
discussed, and .schedules
concession stand workers
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Friday, August 26
Land Between the Lakes
activities %ill include a one
hour discussion and walk to
discover and appreciate
ecology at Center Station at
330 p.m.
Community Theatre
production will be on court-
house steps in downtown
Murray at 7:30 p.m.
Twilight golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 5:45
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118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Porkies In Rear
Friday, August 26
Adult Dance will be at the
Jaycee Building at Jaycee
Fairgrounds at eight p.m.
with music by Bob Nance and
The Blue Blazers. Admission
is six dollars per couple and
public is invited.
Saturday, August 27
Brooks Bus tour to Bard-
stown to tour My Old Ken-
tucky Home and see the
Stephen Foster Story will
leave the bus station at 9:30
a.m. Each one is to bring a
sack . supper, but the noon
lunch will be at Hopkinsville.




Pull will be at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds with scales to
open at five p.m. and close at
6:30 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include natural
dyes workshop from nine a.m.
to two p.m., wildflower search
at Center Station at three
p.m., and night visual at 8:30
p.m. at Center Station.
Bake sale, sponsored by
Church of Jesus Christ of
latter Day Saints, will be held
in front of Roses beginning at
nine a.m.
Turkey Shoot will be held by
the Farmington Optimist Club
starting at twelve noon at the




Turkey Shoot, sponsored by
Farmington Optimist Club,
will continue today at the field
behind the Farmington school
building starting at 1:30 p.m.
Founders Day will be
celebrated by the Unity
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church with regular services,
basket dinner, and gospel
singing.
Reception for Fred Schultz
will be held at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray High School as
sponsored by the Murray
. Education Association. All
employees, retired teachers,
and spouses of the Murray
City School System are invited
to attend.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include slide
program at Center Station at
two p.m. and tour of The
Homeplace at entrance road
at 2:30 p.m.
Monday, August 29
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at 7:30 p.m. The church is
located at Sixteenth and Main
Streets, Murray.
Weight Watchers Class will
meet at the First Presbyterian
Church, 16th and ,Main
Streets, Murray, at 6:45 p.m.,
Note change of place,
NEL BROOKS' COMIC MASTERPIECE:'
N% 
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Employees of the Murray
Independent Schools Food
Service Department met
recently for an in-service day
to complete plans for the
opening of School.
Special recognition was
given to Fred Schultz, former
superintendent, principal and
teacher in the Murray In-
dependent System for his
cooperation and support so
faithfully rendered during his
29 years in the system.
The new superintendent,
Robert Glin Jeffrey, along
with all the new principals,
and assistant principal John
Hina were. introduced to the
food service workers.
Mrs. Glinda Jeffrey, Food
Service Director, presented
challenges for the new year,
and introduced new food
service workers.
The manager of each school
kitchen in meeting with her
group presented the new work
schedule for each employee
and finalized plans for the
opening of school with that
particular group.
The Food Service Depart-
ment announces the following
people who will be working at
each particular school for the
coming year:





Alerie Hargis, Jean Holloway,
cashier, Jeanie Lamb, Betty
FROM CALIFORNIA
Mr. and Mrs. Don R. Grubb
and son, Brad, and daughters,
Wendy and Amy, of
Camarillo, Calif., have
returned home after spending
ten days with Mrs. Grubb's
-Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Story of Kirksey,. and Mrs.
Grubb's sister, Mrs. Elwood
Brown, Dr. - Brown, and
family, Johnny Robertson
Road, Murray. Enroute home
they went by way of Baylor
University,. Texas, where
their son, Brad, has enrolled




Held Over - 8th Week
7:20,9:35 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.
Late Show Fri. & Sat.611:40
Rated (X) 18 or over only
the story of a winner.
FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS of the lunchrooms for the
Murray City Schools are, left to right, seated, Lillian
Gilbert, Carter, Lola Sherrill, Robertson, standing, Ladeen
Spann, Murray Midle, and Sallie Lawrence, Murray High.
June Scott, and Betty
Williams.
MURRAY MIDDLE
SCHOOL - Ladeen Spann,
mgr., Clydie Childress, Mary
Hornbuckle, Celia Key,'
cashier, Thelma Mayfield,
Eulalya Warren, and laxie
Wilkerson.
Joanna Adams, food service
director for the Calloway
County Schools, has released
the menus for the week of
August 29 to September 2.
Menus for East, North, and
Southwest Calloway
Elementary Schools are as
follows:
Monday — grilled cheese
sandwich, deviled egg, mixed
vegetables, celery strip,.
peach cobbler, and milk;
Tuesday — taco salad with
shredded cheese, shredded
lettuce, tomato wedges,. ap-
plesauce, pineapple upside
down cake, and milk;
Wednesday — steak and
gravy, creamed potatoes,
buttered corn on cob, ' rolls,
jelly, and milk;
Thursday — chili dog, baked
beans, cole slaw, roundabouts,
ice cream, and milk;
Friday — ham slice, sweet
potatoes with marshmallows,
green beans, rolls, jelly, and
nilk
Menus for Calloway County
High School are as follows:
Monday. — fish sandwich
with tarter sauce, ravillo,
Pottertown Club
Holds Luncheon
At Ken lake Hotel
Twenty-three women were
present for the summer
luncheon meeting of the
Pottertown Homemakers Club
held at the Kenlake Hotel. —
Mary Gertzen presented a
brief talk of her recent bus
tour with the Mayfield-Graves
County Senior Citizens in the
western United States in-
cluding the Black Hills of the
Dakotas, Washington,
California, Colorado, Grand
Canyon, Missouri, etc., and
also showed pictures of many
places they visited.
The project of making "lap
desk" was discussed by
Rosina Zimmerman. She said
the price for this craft would
be $3.25, and will be com-
pletely built with only the
members to do the finishing
such as sanding, varnishing or
painting or whatever finish is
desired.
Sunshine friends will be
revealed and new ones will be
chosen at the next meeting to
be held Wednesday, Sep-
tember 14, at ten a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
with the new president, Ola
Outland, presiding.
Guests present included
Bobbie Cook's sister, Mildred,
and sister-in-law, Arabella
Sowell, Ola Outland's sister,
Grace Moffett, and the return
of the traveling member,
Rosezella Outland, and her
sister, Mary Elizabeth, and
the return of Ruby Tucker.
A nine a good )
Tiempagressmakes
necktie press for travelers.
Place one end of the ties flat
like bookmarks in the center
of the magazine and fold tbe
 ..."111111i,`"*"`""-**21111m. ....):41Sr...arerr<LS cffenri
CARTER ELEMENTARY -
Lillian Gilbert, mgr., Anita
Perry, Buena Rose, and Ruth
Ann Outland, cashier.
FiOBERTSON ELE-
MENTARY - Lola Sherrill,
mgr., Marilyn Weatherford,
Elizabeth Turner, and Shirley
Morton, cashier
•
white beans, sweet potatoes
with marshmallow's, kraut
skad, eombinition salad, iced
oatmAal cake, and apple
crumb;
Tuesday — bar-b-que beef
on bun, lasagne, green peas,
creamed potatoes, cold slaw,
pear salad, rolls, jelly, and
peach -cobbler;
Wednesday hot dogs,
meat loaf, green beans, whole
kernel corn, fruit plate
complete, jello salad, slaw,
apple-cheese crisp, and
cookie; - -
Thursday — pizza, bologna
sandwich, broccoli casserole,
lima beans, peach salad on
lettuce, combination salad,
potato salad, fruit delight, and
sweet and buttered rice;
Friday — grilled cheese,
taco salad, roundabouts, pinto
beans, greens, pineapple
salad, kraut salad, an-
plesa uce, and chocolate
pudding.
Hamburgers and french





Methodist Church Women met
Wednesday, August 17, at
seven p.m. at the church with
Anna Wright as program
leader who presented an in-
teresting program on one area
of the March of Dimes com-
munity service.
Mrs. Carol Vinyard, home
economics teacher at Heath
High School, and five students
who are members of the Heath
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America who
presented a puppet show and
film strip entitled "Health
Baby—Chance or Choice,"
which focused on the causes
and prevention of birth
defects.
The teacher and some of the






by the March of Dimes at
Washington, D.C., and the
puppet show and film strip
evolved frorp this conference.
Educational programs aimed
at the prevention of birth
defects is a state project for
the Kentucky Chapters of the
FHA for this year.
Following the business
meeting, Sue Anne Hutson
presented a silver tray from
the society to Mildred Adams
who is moving toSikeston, Mo.
The closing prayer was by
Ruth Wilson.
During the fellowship hour a
surprise shower was given for
Sue Anne Hutson.
Refreshments were served
by Erin,a Outland and Delpha
Rhoades to the nineteen












FISH & FRYES. IF THE TASTE
DOESN'T HOOK YOU,
THE PRICE WILL
It's the fish that made us




We serve three of them with
fryes for just $1.79.
Of course if fish isn't your
kettle of fish, you can have
a heaping helping of clams, ,
tender oysters, a slew of
shrimp, chicken peg legs or
fish fillet and chicken.
They all come with fryes
and some with slaw. t00.
...TN •
And when you bring
' the kids to Long John
't Silver's they eat from 89t
'"— So next time you get
hungry for lunch or
lir dinner, bring your whole
crew in to Long John




whole crew Its the























FOR SATURDAY, AUGL'S'rv, trn
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "Ifi
Use good judgment in all
situations: Restrain vigor when
it seems politic, be aggressive
when such tactics are required.
TAURUS
' (Apr. 21 to May 21)
If planning changes, make
certain first that they are for
the better; also that they meet
with the approval of others
involved. A tithe for making
ALL moves thoughtfully.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You have instiactive know-
how in may areas, but COULD
get off the track now, unwisely
go off on tangents. Concentrate
on essentials; evaluate all
situations carefully.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
Some admonitions now: Be
forbearing with trying
situations, and DO wait until the
time is ripe before acting on a
decision, no matter how well-
considered.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ia,t4A
Do not neglect responsibilities
in pursuit of pleasure — or
through sheer boredom. Also be
tactful in making requests, not
demanding.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Fine deeds of the past could
now bear fruit beyond your
expectations. Travel and
romance in high favor.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)- Arl
You are usually more than
competent in handling dif-
ficulties "on your own," but this
Is a day when you may need a
little advice. If so, seek it from
competent sources only.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Me-lir'
Stellar influences now en-
courage your best endeavors
and promote happiness in your
personal life. Do not fear the
outcome of anything you un-
dertake. This can be YOUR
day.
SAGITTARIUS
) Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ler44;
Gear yourself to a pace
adequate for THIS DAY'S
program and keep it there,
neither slackening nor
hurrying. Romance and
friendship favored in the p.m.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vi6v
Good planetary influences.
You can manage in better-thaw
ordinary fashion, yet must take




1Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Generous aspects now
stimulate your interests and
proclivities, and your per-
sonality should make itself felt
where it counts. Enjoy the day!
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C.
Some situations may be
getting out of hand. This is the
time to use your wits and clear
up matters insofar as YOU are
personally concerned. •
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly intuitive individual,
sensitive to the needs of others
and a guiding light in the causes
you espouse — which may be
many in a lifetime. You are a
humanitarian at heart and, no
matter what career you choose,
will always find time to give of
yourself to others. Your Sign,
Virgo, indicates idealism, high-
minded endeavors and interests
of wide scope. You are highly
imaginative, conceive unique
and brilliant ideas-but always
workable. Faults to conquer:
hypercriticism and worry.
Fields in which you could make
an enviable success: jour-
nalism, education, music,
statesmanship, the theater. •
Birthdate of: Lyndon B.




esided at the meeting of the
Ruth Wilson Circle of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women held at the
church on Tuesday, August 16,
at 1:30 p.m. The opening
prayer was by Mrs. Ruth
Wilson.
Officers elected for 1978 are
Mrs. Mildred Smith, chair-




Mrs. Diane Moore, unit
president and program
leader, used as her subject,
"People Who Are In Mission."
She said the purposes of the
program were to recognize the
ways we are in mission at
'home and globally; to
motivate us for mission; to
develop skills in meeting the
needs of others; to sensitize us
to these needs.
The song, "Take My Life
and Let It Be," was sung with
a.
Mrs. Emma Knight as the
pianist. Through a series of
scripture readings with
questions and answers an
awareness was made plain as
to what it means to be a people
in mission, MrS. Moore said.
Mrs. Lee Lassiter and Mrs.
Emma Knight read a skit on
"What United Methodist
Women Are Doing To Help
Meet The Needs of People At
Home and Around the World."
The meeting closed with the
reading of a response
benediction.
Announcement was made of
the World Community Day
program to be held at the First
Christian Church, Murray, on
November 4. A report from
the committee named to
suggest teams for visitation
was given.
Seven members and one
visitor were present.
The next meeting -will be
held Tuesday, September 20,
at 1:30 p.m. at the church.
°
In the September issue
of Cosmopolitan there's a
coupon worth $15
towards The Perfect Perm.
Bring it to us.
.A. a participating Sen.or
Perm Salon we'll allow you
$15 toward. a Sensor Perm "!..
Sensor Perm combines
,olid-state electronic., acid pH
cherni.trY and our expertise to
give you a perfect perm every
time V.'hah means that your
hair might list be.getting the
kind of srvling flexibility it
ries Cr his) N'ttnC.
it OW the .oupon and
...ill us for a Sen.or Perm
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I Magness-Marvin WeddingVows Solemnized At Church
The candle-lighted sanc-
tuary of the First United
Methodist Church, Mayfield.
was the setting on Saturday
evening, July 30 for the
wedding in which Miss Leslye
Carol Magness became the
bride of James William
Marvin, Jr.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R.
Magness, and Mr. Marvin.is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
William Marvin, Sr., all of
Mayfield.
Dr. Jerry Jeffords, of
Jackson, Tn., officiated at the
double-Ting ceremony read at
seven p.m. before a large
guest assemblage.
A program of music was
presented by Mis% Wendy
Stallins, soloist, and Miss
Donda Stallins, organist.
The sanctuary was
beautifully decorated for the
occasion, with white flowers
and candles. On the altar table
was an arrangement of white
mums and porn poms in which
were set white tapers, which
cast a glow on the brass altar
cross. Fifteen-branch seven-b-
ranch-Und sunburst can-
delabra were placed in the
altar area, which - was ac-
cented with all-white
arrangements of Killin daisies
and white gladioli. Marking
the aisles were hurricane
lamps with clusters of
magnolia foliage and ivy, and
magnolia encircled the
hurricane lamps which were
in each of the sanctuary
windows.
The register table in the
foyer held a long-stemmed
rose.
Preceding the ceremony,
the candles were lighted by
David Magness, brother of the
bride, and David Pickens.
Bride's Dress
Escorted to the altar by her
father, the 'lovely young bride
chose.a gown of ivory sheer
organza over sata peau. The
scliop neckline and high-rise
bodice were accented with
reembroidered Alencon lace
and encrusted with seed
pearls.
The gown featured long,
tapered sleeves of reem-
broidered Alencon lace, and
the softly flowing skirt was
adorned with a pyramid of the
lace which continued on to the
chapel train. The train was
accented with appliques of the
matching lace.
A matching mantilla, at-
tached to a Camelot head-
piece, held a fingertip veil of
illusion encireled with
Alencon lace; and poised over
cathedral veils'sprinkled with
motifs of Alencon lace.
She carried a colonial
bouquet of white hybrid or-
chids, stephanotis, white roses
and baby's breath, tied with
white ribbons extending to
streamers.
The bride wore a pearl
necklace, which was a gift of
the groom.
Attending her sister as maid
of honor was Miss Elizabeth
Ann Magness.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Sherri Lynn Adair, of
,Mayfield, Miss Mary Ester
Hoagland, Louisville, Miss
Barbara Stone, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Harley Sutton, Auburn,
Ala.
The attendants were attired
in identical floor-length gowns
of apricot tina-seta, with the
honor attendant's claess-- in a
deeper •tone.
The empire bodices were
designed with jewel necklines,
and each ensemble featured a
cover-up jwket with hand-
kerchief-style short sleeves
and peplums which tied at the
waists.
They carried colonial
nosegays fashioned of coral
carnations, white daisies and
baby's breath, tied with ivory
ribbons.
Russell Jewel Brower, Jr.,
served as the ring bearer.
Marcus Kennedy Marvin,






Mayfield, an Ivan Coleman,
Radcliff.
David Magness, Tommy
Boazand David Pickens, all of
Mayfield, were ushers.
The...mother of the bride
were a formal gown of mint
supple-knit .with a Grecian
neckline and bodice outlined
with jewel trim.. She wore a
avhile orchid corsage.
r Mrs. Marvin chose for her





Mr. and .Mrs. James
length stole which tied at the
back neckline. Her corsage
was also a white orchid.
Mrs. 011ie W. Barnett,
maternal .grandmother of the
bride, chose a pink silk chiffon
formal-length gown, with an.
accordian-pleated skirt. She
was presented a white
glamellia. .
Mrs. Otis Magness, paternal
grandmother of the bride,
wore a light green formal-
length dress. She was




Marvin, of Paducah, wore a
floor-length gown of light. blue
knit. She wore a white
glamellia corsage.
Mrs. Margaret Duclaux, of
St. Louis, maternal grand-
mother of the bridegroom,
selected a formal gown of
black and white, accented
with silver threads. , Her
corsage was a white
glamellia.
Miss Tammy Brower, of
Mayfield, and Miss Lisa
Grimes, Paducah, kept the
guest register at the church
and at the reception. Each
wore a corsage of white
daisies.
Reception
The bride's parents en-
tertained with a receptionin
the Fellowship Hall of the
church following the
ceremony.
The stairway in the en-
trance hall was garlanded
with magnolia and white
streamers. In the reception
hall, the windows held clusters
of magnolia leaves and
candles.
An ivory lace cloth Covered
the bride's table, which was
centered with a Williamsburg
silver and crystal b(.al
holding an arrangement of
Sonya roses, ivy, white
daisies, eucalyptus and baby 'S
breath. Flanking the ) vli-
terpiece were silver 
delabra. Also on the talio.
were the tiered wedding ciike
and a silver punch bowl.
Assisting at the recepti,n
were Mrs. Tommie of
Lexington, Mrs. Tomul
Marshall and Mrs.
Wells, of Murray, Mrs. .11:n
Gill., Houston, Texas, NIts,
-Jerii Ann Jeffords, Jackson.
Tn., and Miss Alison Marsha ;}
Murray.
Miss Treasa Brower
Miss Tracy Brower presented
guests with apricot satin rie
roses.




couple left for an unannounced
wedding trip. For traveling,
the bride chose a white knit
pants Suit, with light blue
accessories.
Mr. and Mrs'. Marvin are
hoW: residing in Mayfield.
"New or Different Life
Styles" was the subject of.the
program presented by Mrs.
Dorothy Cooper at the
meeting of the Cordelia Erwin
Unit of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church Women held on
Monday, August 8, at 7:30
p.m. at the church.
Mrs. Mavis McCamish and
Mrs. Justine Story assisted in
the program by leading group
discussions.
A short business session was
conducted by Mrs. Clara
Brandon in the absence of the
chairman, Mrs. Imogene
Paschall, who Was ill. Mrs.
McCamish gave an interesting
report of her trip to the School
of Missions at I.ambuth
College, Jackson, Tn.
Mrs. Ellen Orr and Mrs.
Clovis Brown, hostesses,
'served delicious refreshments











Fast Service and Smile
Maketh the Salesclerk
DE AO ABBY: I work at a store with a girl I'll call "Sue."
She's a nice girl and very efficient, but she never smiles.
'When she says, "Thank you," she sounds like a recording.
No sincerity, no cheerfulness, just a long face and about as
much personality as a robot.
I always smile when I wait on customers. I think that's
the way to get them to come back. Sue says the customers
' don't care whether you smile or not. They come in to buy,




DEAR BETT: What customers want more than
anything else are efficiency and courtesy—not smiles. The
salesperson who is too busy chatting with another
. salesperson to notice when a customer is waiting, or the
clerk who can't make change or write up a sales slip
efficiently will never compensate with a smile.
But the salesperson who is courteous, efficient, ready to
serve and smiles, too —ah, her price is above rubies, her
paycheck shall runneth over, and her boss will rise up and
call her "buyer."
DEAR ABBY: I'm a guy, age 18. Last night I dated a
17-year-old girl because I liked her looks and wanted to get
to know her better.
Like most guys. I tried to see how far I could get with





Those coming from out-of-
town for the ceremony and
reception included Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Marvin, Mrs. John
Stewart, Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Ezzell, Mrs. Max
Miller, and Miss Lisa Grimes,
of Paducah; Mrs. Margaret
Duclaux, Dr. and Mrs. R.A.
Binder and Mrs. A.H. Binder,
of Si, Louts:
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie W.
Barnett, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Marshall, Victor and Allison,
Mr. and Mrs. Voris -Wells,
Auburn Wells, Mrs. Sharilyn
Wisehart, Mrs. Ronda Cun-
ningham, Mr. and Mrs.
ROlmeiEllis, Sr., and Mr. and
Mrs. John Gallagher, of
Murray; Miss Nancy Prewitt,
Jeff Edwards, Mrs. James V.
Edwards and Miss Jeanna
Edwards, Sedalia, Mo.;
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Estes, of
Hopkinsville, Miss Mary
Rosson, Frankfort, Miss Mary
Kaye Kimmer and Miss
Georgia Wightman, of
Owensboro, Miss Mary Ann
Loftus, Princeton, Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Martin, Anna, Ill..
Mrs. Jerry Jeffords, Jerri
Anne, Jimmy and Johnny
Jeffords, of Jackson, Tn., Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Hoagland,
Louisville, Mr. and Mrs.
Tommie Dee Hill, Tommie D.
Hill, Jr., and Ronald Hill, and
Alan Smith, of Lexington, and
Mrs. Jim Gill, Houston,
Texas.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents, Mr.
and .Mrs. James Marvin, Sr.,
hoStet1 the rehearsal dinner at
their home on Campbell
Court, Mayfield, following the
rehearsal of the wedding of
Miss Magness and their son on
Friday evening.
Guests were greeted at the
door by mannequins dressed
for the occasion in the attire
worn by Mr. and Mrs. Marvin,
Sr., at their wedding
The dining table was cen-
tered with an arrangement of
white summer flowers ac-
cented with gold wedding
bands. A white cut-work cloth
was used on the table.
Individual tables were
covered with white cloths and
centered with small bouquets
Of summer flowers.
There were thirty guests.
Hello, stranger
Searching for ansae•
questions about your neo.
As your WELCOME VIA
help you gelfover the bur'
By bringing you some
Advice on reliable busine,
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON
first nice things to happer
Kathryn Outland
ill those who what where
N Hostess, it's my job to
of being a newcomer., etill gifts, Community info.
in your new neighborhood.




Women of the Coles Camp
Ground Church met at the
home of Mrs. Donnie Williams
on Tuesday. August 16, at 7:30
p. m.. with Mrs. Homer Fred
Williams, president,
presiding.
Mrs. Fred French was the
leader for the program on
-Learning To Know Your-
self," and she was assisted by
other members of the group in
the presentation.
During the social period
refreshments were served by
Mrs. Williams to Mesdames
Keith Letterman, Austelle
Crouse, Marvin - Scott,
Maurice Crouse, Boyce
Norman, Charlie Lassiter,
Homer Fred Williams, and
Fred French.
An election of officers will
be held at the next meeting to
be held Tuesday, September
20;-^at 7:30 p.m.
FREE INFORMATION
About 12 million people in
the U.S. suffer from
osteoarthritis, a wear-and-
tear disease that involves a
breakdown of cartilage and
other tissues, says The Ar-
thritis Foundation. For free
information on how serious
this disease is and what can be
done about it, write to The




Abby, I never knew a slap could feel that good. I wanted
to thank her for slapping me!
I wish you'd advise more girls to use that technique.
sure have a lot of respect for that girl now. Just because a
guy puts up a little fight doesn't mean he wants to win.
ST. JOE SHMO
DEAR SliMO: Thanks for your honesty. Too many girls
think if they don't let a guy go as far as he wants, they'll
never see him again.
DEAR ABBY: I recently saw a documentary on
television that made me sick. I couldn't get it out of my
mind for days.
It was about 13- and 14-year-old girls—just kids
themselves —who are expecting babies! They were being
interviewed, and one 14-year-old said she got pregnant
because she wanted someone to love!
What happens when she discovers that this bundle of
love needs more than just the love she can give it?
Who takes care of it?
SICK IN CLEVELAND
-DEAR SICK: Either the girl's parents or the taxpayers.
One of the reasons I am such a true believer in Planned
Parenthood is their stand on sex education, and their
motto: "Every child a wanted child."
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.











-Boots 8 Shoes For
Every Activity Under The Sun"
ORBIT
LASER




-,tandlrig at the blackboard or stompii
on the blacktop. these Jumpmg-Jack••
shoes have learned the fundamen
tals of fashion and durability'
They're Made to take a beatinq
and still get an A + ri g000
looks! The new bottoms anrt
natural leathers are the reaso-
kids ask for them but moms lure
the way they last' Come in arid se,
them today
Jumping-Jacks.









Whatever one may think of
Senator Hubert 11 Humphrey
and his political philosophy,
everyone has to admire. his
spirit and courage and his
desire to. get every happy
moment out of life.
Slowed down by cancer
.;urgery a year ago. he made a.
quick comeback and was back
on the job in the Senate in no
time at all. Even discovering
now that he has terminal
cancer hasn't slowed the brisk
pace of the "Happy Warrior."
After devoting his life to
public service in a political
career that almost took him to
the Presidency, the Minnesota
Senator was told by doctors'
after extensive surgery last
Thursday that he has an
inoperable malignant tumor
this time — that he may, with




But the Senator is giving
them a bad time at the hospital.
lie gets up at 6 o'clock in the
morning at University of
Minnesota Hospital, and the
nurses have a hard time
keeping up with him as he
walks up and down the halls.
His doctor said Humphrey 's
schedule is an unusual one for
anybody after major ab-
dominal _surgery, but added:
"Ile isn't just anybody."
Hubert Humprey has known
victory and he- has- known
defeat, both on The political
battlefield and in the operating
room. But his indomitable
spirit has always brought him
back with his quick wit and
ready smile.
We hope the. "Happy
Warrior" is around for a long
time yet, and if he's got
anything to do with it, he will
be.
ily ILI .1 kik-,
Nationhood
I Samuel 8:1-9: 10:1
During the administration of Samuel,
the fifteenth and last of the fudges of
Israel, he did his best.to get his people
to be ....awai:e of their ..convenant
re1a4onship with God. Samuel
conttasted God's faithfulness to the
people with their unfaithfulness to Him
and then strongly urged them to be
obedient to God.
Samuel had been a splendid judge. He
had settled numerous quarrels, and had
- successfully guided his peciple in times
of peace and of war. Knowing that his
administration would be terminated
ere long, due to his advancing years,
Samuel appointed his sons, Joel and
Abiah, as judges over Israel. That
action proved to be a very unwise thing.
It would have been far better had he let
'God choose the next judge.
Unfortunately, Samuel's sons failed to
follow in the steps of their noble father.
Whereas his character was above
reproach, due to their desire for
financial gain, Samuel's unworthy sons
accepted bribes and perverted justice.
Fortunately, all the elders of the
tribes of Israel had the courage to
approach Samuel at Ramah and
express to him their disappointment
and displeasure at his appointment of
his unworthy and greedy sons, to the
position of judge: Even though they had
great respect and love for Samuel, they
told him in no uricertain terms that they
did not have any intention of accepting
his wicked sons as their judges.
Concerned about the situation, the
elders of Israel said to the aged
Samuel: -Now make us a king to judge
us like all the nations." Their motive of
being like all the nations was wrong.
Their desire to be as the nations that
surrounded them was contrary to the
expressed purpose of God that Israel
should be separate and unlike the other
nations.
Very much against the will of God,
and against the warning of flis
spokesman, the Jews demanded a king
to rule over Them, in order that they
might be like the other nations.
Although God warned them against
such a move, nothing else would satisfy
them. _ 
t01/4
The desire to have a king to lead them
into battle revealed an anticipation of
war which was far from comrneridable
in God's people, since it was in direct
opposition to the divine will. It reveals
that some people are so headstrong that
they reject warnings and refuse to
learn except through personal
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Samuel was displeased because their
request was prompted by the wrong
motive. Nevertheless, God instructed
Samuel to accede•to their expressed
wish, but, before doing what they
requested, he was to warn them of the
consequences thereof. God informed
Samuel that the demand of the people
for a king was not a reflection on his
leadership as judge, but that it was a
rejection of Him, consequently, they
would have to learn the hard way.
Saul was chosen as their king. He was
a man of splendid physique,
exceptionally attractive, Very
handsome. Jail in stature, graceful in
build, princely in bearing, and kingly in
appearance. His majestic appearance
commanded the admiration and
respect of a nation that was fond of
. pomp and grandeur. Marking an epoch
in the history of Israel, Saul's
corbnation was a brilliant affair. Bound
together by the ties of brotherhood, the
people joined their hearts, hands, and
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The•energy crisis is hardly news, and
few doubt its seriousness. It's grimly
reflected each rucinth when the bills
arrive, and the September issue of
Popular Mechanics gives 101 ways to
cut energy costs.
Following are the dozen kitchen
conservation items some people
probably new thought of:
— Never boil water in an open pan.
Covered, it boils sooner and over less
heat.
— Don't put small pans on large
heating elements. Heat missing the pot
is lost to the air.
— Turn off heating elements shortly
before cooking time is up. They'll stay
hot long enough to finish the job.
— Use small electric fry pans and
grills for small meals. They use less
energy than the stove.
— Range top burners and reflectors
produce more heat with less energy
when kept clean.
— Keep the refrigerator at 40
degrees; freezer at 5. Defrost
regularly. Over t. inch frost build-up
works your compressor harder.
— Check seals on refrigerator and
freezer doors. If you can slip a piece of
paper under them anywhere, replace.
— Don't wash dishes under running
hot water. Close the drain, fill sink with
warm water and detergent and rinse
with hot spray.
— Never run dishwasher until it has
full load.
— If dishwasher has no air dry
switch, turn the control to "off" after
the last rinse, crack the door and dishes
B. %whorl% Harrigan
Energy Congress
Since President Carter delivered his
major energy address on April 18, the
American public and Congress have
been scrutinizing his proposals and
recommending alternatives. It will be
months before the complete energy
package is ready.
Some of the most sensible comments
on energy policy were made at the
Energy Congress held early this
summer at Phillips University in Enid,
Oklahoma.
More than 100 delegates from 25
states met to examine the nation's
energy problems, to exchange
information, and to make
recommendations.
A consensus emerged on several
fundamental energy issues.
For example, the delegates approved
for the goal of reducing dependence on
imported oil, recognizing that this
growing dependence increasingly
threatens the nation's economy and
security. But there was widespread
disagreement with Mr. Carter's
proposal for achieving this goal.
Many of the delegates at the Enid
conference regarded the Carter
administration energy plan as in effect
a "no growth" policy because of its
failure to recommend the steps needed
to increase epergy production.
The delegkes concluded that reducied
dePendence on imported foreign oil can
best be achieved by deregulating the
price of newly discovered oil and
natural gas in the United States, and by
phasing out price controls on old oil.
They also concluded that intrastate
natural gas markets should remain free
Of federal price controls.
President Carter's plan, however,
would continue price controls- on
domestic oil and interstate natural gas,
congressmen who poi. Well 141111 Ul
federal regulation instead of free
market activity.
The delegates to the Energy Congress
at Phillips University contended that
the administration proposals are based
on unduly pessimistic estimates of the
amount of oil and gas that remains to be
found in the U. S.
It was agreed that the only way to.
find out how much oil and gas is letto
be discovered in America is to drill 4or
it, and that the surest way to attract the
risk capital necessary to get the drilling
done is to deregulate .new oil and gas
prices.
The Energy Congress performed a
valuable service in informing the public
as to the fact that price controls prevent
increased drilling high risk, high cost
areas such as deep offshore basins,
Alaska and the Outer, C,ontinetal Shelf.
With price contz, the assumed lack
of potential ne resources could
become a self-fulfilling prophecy. This,
in turn, would force consumers to
increase their dependence on imported
oil. When President Carter and
congressional advocates of regulation
and price control push their point of
view, they guarantee a continuing
energy crisis in the United States.
Funny World
air dry.
— Dishwasher "rinse-hold" Antrol
uses three to four gallons each time
used. Avoid using it.
— Here's an oldie your mother
taught you: When weather permits, use
the clothesline instead of the clothes
dryer.
0+0
"People are always blaming their
-circumstances for what they are. I
don't believe in circumstances. The
people who get on in this world are the
people who get _up and look for the
circumstances they want, and if they
can't find them, make them."
—George Bernard Shaw
0+0
The beginning of school is an exciting
time for most youngsters, and therefore
adults must be on the lookout. Children
are active, inquisitive and impetuous,
and never miss an opportunity to
explore something that interests them
— even if it means venturing into the
street.
Be especially careful when you are
near a school and obey school zone
speed limits as well as the directives of
crossing guards.
The motorist plays an important role
in helping to keep kids safe. Remind
yourself that school crossing and
advance warning signs are now back in
use again.
Responsible motorist behavior is the
most important step towards an
accident-free school year. Let's work
together — we can do it if we try!
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
-Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. Imes




Letters to the editor. are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
• binterest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
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day week by eliminating pay day.
State police in Carmichaels,
Pennsylvania believe it might be a
world record. Driver Dorothy Walters,
23, picked off 63 mailboxes along
Pennsylvania 21 near Carmichaels.
Police said the woman sheared the
boxes off their perch on a rail outside a
trailer court. She was jailed for
reckles driving. ( Road . Track ) .
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
A plaque was presented by Reginald
F. Brown, Safety Director of the
Louisville Automobile Club, to Murray
Police Chief Brent Manning. This
award was presented to Chief Manning
for the city of Murray "for going for one
year without a pedestrian traffic
death."
Cohen Stubblefield, sheriff of
Calloway County, has released the jury
list for the September term of Calloway
Circuit Court with Judge Richard Peak
presiding.
Deaths reported include Felix
Williams, age 56.
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Phil Shelton, is pictured as
they practice for the opening game of
the football season.
Jessie Shoemaker of Murray,
director of District One of the Business
and Professional Women's Club, was a
special guest at the meeting of the
Princeton B. & P.W. Club held August
14 at the Princeton Hotel.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Training School will
open on September 6, according to Mac
G. McRaney, director.
.Army Pvt. Bobby J. Smith recently
completed basic combat training with
the Fourth Armored Division at Fort
Hood, Texas.
Deaths reported include Gervis
Morris, age 59, and Mrs. Ivan Gream,
age 49.
Benita Maddox and Sandra Williams
have returned from attending the
Junior Red Cross Leadership Training
Center at Miami University, Oxford,
Ohio.
Miss Rebecca Lynn Outland,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Outland, was married to Ronald M.
Hampton, son of the Rev. and Mrs.
M.M. Hampton on August 10 at the
Hazel Baptist Church.
30 Years Ago
The Murray High School will open for
the fall term on September 2, according
to W. Z. Carter, superintendent.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Artie
Jones Brandon, age 63, T. A. Breeden
age 74, and Mrs. Grace Brewer, age 56.
H. T. Waldrop, Calloway County
Businessman and farmer, announced
that he had accepted an invitation from
B. W. Fortenberry, manager of the
Kentucky Seed Improvement
Association, to exhibit some of his
Ladino Clover'at the Kentucky State
Fair.
Miss Alice Green Waters, now of
Murray, who served as a missionary to
China for forty-three years, is today
celebrating her 79th birthday. -0)
Miss Evelyn Ahart, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Ahart, was married to H.
W. (Stub) Wilson, son of the Rev. and
Mrs. L. D. Wilson, on August 22.
• ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger SZ
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article...to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feeis that the issue merits





HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a -question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are
retired senior citizens. Every day we
get quite a bit of mail trying to sell us
different products. Is there any way we
can have this mail stopped? — T.R.
A. The Post Office can stop delivery
of this mail to you, but there are ways to
have your name taken off different
mailing lists. Write to The Direct
Marketing Association, Mail
Preference System, 6 E. 43rd St., New
York, N.Y. 10017 and ask for a mail
removal form. Return the form to the
association and it will be distributed to
consumer mailing companies.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are 63
years old and we are still working full-
time.
My wife has worked all her life and
has no idea how much money she has
paid into the Social Security fund. How
can she find this information out? —
K.C.
A. To find out how much money you
have accumulated in the Social
Security fund, you need the Social
Security form OAR-7004, "Request for
Statement of Earnings." Heartline
feels that people working under a Social
Security covered job should fill one of
these forms out every year to insure
that your record has been given the
proper credit. •
These forms are available at your
local Social Security office, or by
writing "Heartline, Department
R.E.S." Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
request.
HEARTLINE: My husband
disappeared years ago, and his family
got word a couple of weeks ago that he
had died.
I've, been receiving Social Security
disability benefits for some time and
I've been told that because of his death,
I should be eligible to receive more. Is
this true? J.C.
A. Yes. You should be entitled to
widow's benefits.
To apply for them, go to your local
Social Security office and provide the
people there with proof of your
marriage, age and Social Security
number.
For people interested' in learning
more about the Social Security
program, Heartline has developed
"Heartline's Guide to Social Security."
This book is written- in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form
and covers retirement benefits,
widows' benefits, childrens' benefits,
disability benefits and other interesting
facts.
To order your copy, send $2 to
"Heartline's Guide to Social Security,"
Box 4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
Today In History
Today in History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Aug. 26, the 238th
day of 1977. There are 127 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1920, the 19th
Amendment to the U.S. Constitution
went into effect, giving women the
same voting rights as men.
On this date:
In 1316, artillery was said to have
been used for the first time, in the
Battle of Crecy in northern France.
In 1765, Massachusetts Gov.-Thomas
Hutchinson was accused of favoring the
British Stamp Act, and a mob sacked
his Boston home.
In 1934, Adolf Hitler demanded that
Fiance turn over the Saar region to
Germany.
In 1937, Japan blockaded Chinese .
shipping.
In 1964, student and Buddhist riots in
South Vietnam forced the resignation of
the government of Premier Nguyen
K hanh.
In 1974, aviation pioneer Charles
Lindbergh died of *cancer at the age of
72.
Ten years ago: Communists
attempting to sabotage an election in
South Vietnam destroyed a bus a few
miles from a presidential campaign
rally, killing 22 people.
Five years ago: The 20th Summer
Olympics opened in Munich, Germany.
One year ago: Prince Bernhard of the
Netherlands resigned from most of his
military and business posts after a
Dutch government commission
criticized his relationship with the
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Today's birthday: General Maxwell
Taylor is 76 years old.
Thought for today: i"The man who
lives only by hope will die with
despair." an Italian proverb.
Bible Thought
Who hp_th ears to hear, it
him tear. Matthew 13:9.
77-7.71201e; • • ...6411-;:litatir- t
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT OF
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
For Fiscal Year 1976-77
GENERAL FUND RECEIPTS
July, 1976
Name of Payee, Purpose Amount
Murray Natural Gas, Service 69.19
Murray Electric System, Service 627.85
Murray No. 3 Water Dist., Service 39.35
Murray Water & Sewer.Service.. ..... 277.31
South Central Bell, Service 150.24
United States Post Office, Stamps 50.00
ASCD, Adm. Journal 3500
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 3,732.34
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 8  p
Social Security, Matching 348.93
Ky. State Treasurer, Matching 415.83
United States Post Office, Stamps 50.00
5,804.37
Local Taxes
Sheriff, County Treasurer, TVA Utility Tax
Treasurer, Interest on Investment 806,653.20
State Treasurer, Foundation Program 1,292,661.65
State Treasurer, Other State Aid 28,767.74
Federal Aid Through State Treasurer 62,394.63
Non Revenue Receipts 27,986.00
Transfers:
Capital Outlay 212,190.00
School Food Services - 100,230.92
Title I, ESEA 79,943.00
Title IV-C, ESEA 5,890.00
Other 4,015.00
TOTAL  , .2,620,732.14....
DISBURSEMENTS
• August, 1976
Ag. & Home Ec. Travel, July Travel 237.22
Murray Electric System, Service 342.97
Murray No. 3 Water Dist., Service 7  00
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 19.63
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service 209.07
Walter Byars, Per Diem, Travel 34.80
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel 35.76
Ferrel Miller, Per Diem, Travel 35.76
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 32.88
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel 32.88
Don Overbey, Legal Service 60.00
William B. Miller, Exp. to Meeting 50.76
Charlie Lassiter, Exp. to Meeting 41.55
Jack Rose, Exp. to Meeting 81.02
Winchester Printing, Printing Forms 91.95
Howard D. Happy Co., Office Supplies 6  65
State Treasurer, Maps 4  83
Jim's Rubber Stamps, Rubber Stamp 600
Paducah Bd. of Education, Checks, W-2 Forms 396.11
Ledger & Times, Advertising 149.40
Mid-American Research, Library Books 15.65
Silver Burdett Co., Books 822
Hickman Bindery, Inc., Binding Magazines 150.35
Modern Ed. Corporation, Teaching Supplies 17.30
Margarette Crawford, Seminars 75.00
Linda Feltner, Seminars 75.00
Sue Adams, Seminars 75.00
Patricia Seiber, Seminars 75.00
Creative Printers, Supplies 12.60
Sammons Bakery, Donuts 4.23
Amoco Oil Co., Gasoline 445.02
Shell Oil Co., Gasoline 24.40
Chevron Oil Co., Gasoline 112.67
Phillips Petroleum Co., Gasoline 52.64
Union Oil Co., Gasoline 237.40
Texaco, Gasoline 192.73
Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co., Lube Oil 11.50
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil 172.0§
Western Ky. Bandag, New Tires 632.56
Hopkinsville Recapping Co., Recaps 26.50
Williams Radiator &Glass, Bus Parts, Main. 39.90
Paschall Truck Lines, Bus Parts, Main. 29.83
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts, Main 27.94
Taylor Bus Sales, Bus Parts, Main .  129.46
Welders Supply, Inc., Bus Parts, Main. 12.03
Jones Iron & Metal, Bus Parts, Main. . 6.14
Westerman Bros. Body Shop, Bus Parts, Main. 180.00
Interstate Battery system, Bus Parts, Main 105.00
Beale Hardware, Bus Parts, Main . 30
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts, Main. 132.67
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts, Main 275.04
Taylor Motors, Inc., Bus Parts, Main. 702.07
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts, Main 58.55
Texgas Corp., Service 37.00
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 2,259.70
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 6  59
South Central Bell, Service 144.68
Paper Supplies, Inc., Toilet Tissue 1,107.00
Marimik Ind. Supply, Jan. Supplies 263.87
Murray Cash & Carry, Jan. Maintenance .... 49.02
Sherwin Williams Co., Maintenance 96.72
Bel-Air Decor, Maintenance ......... . 3.97
Vaughn's & Humphrey's Plumbing,'Maintenance 185.00
Calloway Co. Soil Imp., Maintenance ........ 44.75
Huntington Laboratories, Maintenance . .13.00
Foy-Johnson, Mantenance 247.25
Pitney-Bowes, -Inc., Main. Agreement4, .. .48.00
Holton & Melugin Ins., Treas. Bond 360.00
Wholesale Electric, Clock, Main 155.19
Readmore, Books 
Murray State University Furniture 1,331.00
Pool Office Equipment, Cabinet, Supplies........236.53 
Big K Store, Jan. Supplies 7.56
Metal-Nax Sales, Riveter Si Tools 165.16
Social Security, Matching  418.95
Ky. State Treasurer, Matching 486.57
ESEA Title I. Transfer 4,000.00
Ky. State Treasurer, Tax 41.23
TOTAL  17,786.49
September 1976
United States Post Office, Stamps .   50.00
Schooltunch Account, Reimbursement .10,265.00
Foundation Program, Transfer . . . 97,845.00
Capital Outlay
Murray Electric System, Service 316.93
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 19.63
Murray No. 3 Water Dist., Service 4  50
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service J  189.05
Walter Byars, Per Diem, Travel 17.40
Joe Dyer, Per Diem Travel  17.88
Ferrel Miller, Per Diem Travel 17.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem Travel 16.44
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem Travel  16.44
Don Overbey, Legal Service 60,00
io Jack D. Rose, Exp. To Meeting , 37.88
li Howard D. Happy Co., Office Supplies , .. .  37.20
Business Systems Supply, Office Supplies . . ....  26.25
Winchester Printing Service, Envelopes 39.20
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 74.61
Ledger & Tunes, Financial Statement Advert 531.67
Sammons Bakery, In-Service Expense 28.75
irt Jim Adams IGA, In-Service Expense 91.80
Mid-South Magazine Agency, Magazines .. /1.134.00
:,s, ZiGegkerrqhfdllinCo.,liooks .,- 
- ...4....44 . . ......;.' 4.4 ,...,...
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Ward Making Productions, Teaching Supplies 34.00
Stanwix House, Inc., Teaching Supplies 34.65
Interstate Printers & Pub., Teaching Supplies
Calloway Co. High School, Textbooks 1,987.28
Graham Paper Co., Paper for Schools 3,315.04
NASCO, Elec. Motor Part 11.63
Central School Supply, Pencil Sharpeners 230.53
Shirley Garden Center, Supplies 75.00
Paducah Bd. of Education, Student Scheduling 
Ohio Agri. Ed. Curriculum, Teaching Supplies 
Ohio Agri:Ed. Curriculum, Slides 
Vocational Agriculture Service, Teaching Supplies 
Vocational Inst. Services. Teaching Supplies 27.60
Balfour, Diploma Sheet 65
Shell Oil Co., Gasolin-e"` 25.52
Standard Oil Co., Gasoline f  16.99
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline, Pump Inst. 11,673.19
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 101.51
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil 123.90
Ewing Tire Service, New Tires (  10.60
Western Ky. Bandag, Inc., New Tires 945.96
Hopkinsville Recapping, Recaps 185.50
Parker Ford, Inc., Bus Parts 320.08
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts 264.59
Williams Radiator & Glass, Bus Parts, Maintenance .  312.34
Interstate Battery, Bus Parts • 74.00
Welders Supply, Inc., Bus Parts 7  38
Martin Amoco Service, Gas Can 350
Waldrop Saw &Lock Shop, Key 60
Hooks Wheel Alignment, Bus Parts 16.00
Pecks' Upholstery Shop, Bus Parts 15.00
Rose's Wheel Alignment, Bus Parts 22.10
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts .. 85.99
Taylor Motors, Bus Parts 347.72
Holton & Melugin Ins., School Bus Ins 6,937.00
Hunt's Athletic Goods, Plaque 18.65
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service 27.41
South Central Bell, Service 126.48
Marimik Ind. Supply, Maintenance 831.41
Murray Cash & Carry, Maintenance 39.76
Wholesale Electric, Maintenance 17.16
Hutson Chemical Co., Maintenanoe ...... . .  16.00
Starks Hardware, Maintenance 19.08
Bel Air Decor, Maintenance 17.20
Beale Hardware, Maintenance 9  90
Vaughn & Humphrey Plumbing 22.00
Calloway Co. Soil Imp. Assn 72.00
Calloway Co. Soil Imp. Assn., Maintenance 25.50
Hale Lockshop 104.95
Murray Supply Co., Maintenance 64.20
Seaford's Lawn & Garden Center, Lawn Mower 
Gene Landolt Ins., Workmen's Comp. 
J.B. Smith, Maintenance 
Five Points Welding, Transportation
Ag. & Heme Ec. Travel, Travel . 510.54
Calloway Co. High School, Inst. Fees 5,597.06
Southwest Elementary, Inst. Fees 3,122.29
North Elementary, Inst. Fees 4,490.07
East Elementary, Inst. Fees 4,530.87
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service ... 3,192.91
ESEA Title I, Transfer 7,000.00
Social Security, Matching 1,051.08
United States Post Office, Stdmps 50.00
TOTAL 181,250.26
October, 1976
Quill Corporation, Supplies 111.14
Vo. Ag. Travel, Travel 105.74 
Murray Natural Gas, Service 61.96
Murray Electric System, Service 698.
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 46.35
Murray Water & Sewer, Service 258.07
South Central Bell, Service 162.02
Ky. State Treasurer, Matching 1,150. 91
Walter Byars, Per Diem, Travel 34.80
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel 35.76
Ferrel Miller, Per Diem; Travel 35.76
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel . 32.88
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem,Travel 32.88
Don Overbey, Legal Service 60.00
Richardson & Trevathan, Audit 1,325.00
Jack D. Rose, Expenses to Meeting 26.00
William B. Miller, Expenses to Meeting 42.09
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 29.72
Howard D. Happy Company, Office Supplies 24.60 
Leake Printing Company, Supplies, Folders 156.25
Education Digest, Journal 14.00
Ledger & Times, Ad 6  80
Grolier Education Corporation, Books 235.50
Baker & Taylor Company, Books 929.14
Ledger & Times, Newspapers 13.50
Sun Democrat, Newspapers 36.00
Gessler Publishing Company, Audio-Visual 68.90
Vocational Ed. Productions, Audio-Visual 48.40
McGraw-Hill, Audio-Visual 38.17
Deere & Company, Audio-Visual 76.00











Vocational Agriculture Ser., Audio-Visual 80.05
Region I, Area Film Library, Rental 454.50
National Computer Systems, Tests 30.98
Howard D. Happy, Typewriter - 420.00
Fertilizer Institute, Supplies 8  50
Vocational Agriculture Service, Supplies 32.48
Tennessee Equipment Si Supply, Folders 71.94
Winchester Printing Co., Report Cards 126.58
Yopp Seed Company, Supplies 416.05
Mayer Myers Paper Company, Supplies 234.70
Central School Supply, Supplies 1,472.02
Gould Oil Company, Gasoline 6,770.43
86.75 Texaco, Inc:, Gasoline 24.71
Hopkinsville Recapping Co., Recaps 132.30
Taylor Motors, Inc., Bus Parts 660.96
Murray Auto Pars, Bus Parts 76.72
Interstate Batteries, Bus Parts 92.00
Parker Ford, Bus Parts 114.93
Williams Radiator & Glass, Bus Parts 6  00
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts 513.87
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts 183.61
Waldrop's Lock Shop, Bus Parts 60
Beale Hardware, Bus Parts 4  80
Taylor Bus Sales, Bus Parts 237.19
Tucker's Auto Repair, Repair Bus . ...  30.00
Hookk Wheel Alighment, Repair Bus 49.50
Ky. State Treasurer, Certificates 38.75
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 6,087.20
Murray No. 1 Water District, Service ......... . 27.41
City of Murray, Service 75.00
Murray Cash & Carry, Jan. Supplies .......... 194.01
Marimik Ind. Supply, Janitorial Supplies 551,67
Calloway County Lumber Co., Maintenance 44.77
Murray Silica Sand, Maintenance  36.24
Greenheck Fan & Ventilator, Maintenance 32.55
Don Stimson Electric Co., Maintenance 405.00
Rain's Signs, Maintenance  80.00
Wholesale Electric, Maintenance 95.56
Randy Thornton Service, Maintenance 120.00
Steele-Allbritten, Maintenance . .......... 33.00
Calloway County Soil Improvement, Maintenance  68.24
Vaughn az Humphrey Plumbing, Maintenance 744.67
Seaford's Lawn & Garden Equip., Lawn Mower 1,695.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Tool Box 99.00
Holton & Melugin Ins., Bonds 20.00
. State Farm Insurance, Driver Education Car 115.50
Central School Supply, Projector • 725.00
4441 James B. Smith, Maintenarte  
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Calloway County Board of Ed., Transfer 5,890.00
Calloway County Board of Ed., Matching 1,077.37
ESEA Title I. Transfer 1,500.00
50.00
TOTAL 39,128.79
United States Polt.1)ffice, Stamps 
915.90 Hooks Wheel tildamerit Tranamtation
November, 1976
K) State Treasurer, Matching 1,192.59
Ag & Home Ec. Travel, Travel   77.98,
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 125.26
Murray Electric System, Service 1,014.03
South Central Bell,Service .141.33
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 54.35
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service 258.03
ESEA Title I, Transfer 2,144.00
ESEA Title I, Transfer 5,000.00
Walter Byars, Per Diem Travel 17.40
Joe Dyer, Per Diem Travel 17.88
Ferrel Miller, Per Diem Travel .  17.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem Travle ....
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem Travel 16.44
Don Overbey, Legal Services 60.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies ..........1,435.37
Central School Supply, Office Supplies .33.83
Edward Curd, Exp. To Meeting ...... .... 3.68
Charlie Lassiter, Exp. To Meeting 25.52
Fearon Publishers, Library Books 17.87
American Companies, Inc., Library Books 443.60
Alton Jenkins, Library Books 143.90
Jean Karr & Company, Library Batiks 306.87
Courier-Journal, Subscription 26.32
Sun Democrat, Subscription 36.00
Mid-South Magazine, Magazines 192.00
Parent's Magazine Films, AV Material 49.00
J Weston Walch Publishers, AV Material 18.85
Ed. Record Sales, AV Material 51.15
Baker & Taylor Co., AV Material .  32.95
Skutt Ceramic Products, AV Materials 88.13
American Guidance Service, Tests 5  94
Science Research Assoc., Tests 39.30
Nancy Lovett, Exp. To Meeting 39.32
Beverly Galloway, Exp. To Meeting 34.08
Fannie Young, Exp. To Meeting 16.46
Alberta Korb, Exp. To Meeting . ........... • 61.79
Murray State University, Membership Fee . . .453.40
Angel of Mercy, Crutches 39.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Pick Up Truck 4,642.00
Standard Oil Co., Gas 1 .5.86
Texaco, Inc., Gas 21.32
Gould Oil, Gas 4,623.57
Texaco Inc., Oil 228.24
Hopkinsville Recapping, Recaps 268.88
Motor Parts, Bus Parts  423.64
Continental Research, Bus Parts 52.25
Murray Muffler Service, Bus Parts. ... 68.00
Taylor Motors, Bus Parts  ' 641.48
Welders Supply Co., Bus Parts .. 23.6*
Parker Ford, Bu :s Parts .. 24.34
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts . 135.43
Interstate Batteries, Bus Parts .166.00
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts  220.90
Williams Radiator & Glass, Bus Parts ...  .55.82
Hooks Wheel Alignment, Bus Parts ..... 19.00
McCuiston Automotive Elec., Bus Parts 37.50
Texgas, Gas  62.13
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service . 5,894.04
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service ....... .52.56
City of Murray, Service 150.00
Murtay Cash & Carry, Jan. Supplies . . 59.64
Nurthside IGA, Jan. Supplies 26.05
Marimik Ind. Supply, Jan. Supplies ........ 124.77
Randy Thornton Service, Maintenance 61.25
Kaine Signs, Maintenance' 18.00
Murray Supply Co., Maintenance 23.15
Vaughn & Humphrey Plumbing, Maintenance .. 159.20
Calloway County.Lumber Co., Maintenance .66.69
Jimmy Wilson Electric, Maintenance 255.86
East Calloway Elementary, Reimb. Lawn Mower 1,695.00
Holton & Melugin Ins., Insurance 784.00
Custom Built Buildings, 2 Buildings .  2,200.00
Baker & Taylor Ed. Products, equipment 727.63
Central School Supply, AV Equipment 979.40
Central School Supply, AV Equipment . 1,549.33,
ESEA Title I, Borrowed from Gen. Fund 1481.63 600.00
Calloway County Board Soc. Sec. matching ,1,078.00
TOTAL 41,592.51
December 1976
United States Postoffice, Stamps • 50.00
School Lunch Account, Transfer   15,337.00
ESEA Title I, Transfer  13,400.00
Ky. State Treasurer, Matching .... 1,180.19
Ag. & Home Ec. Travel, Travel 110.06
Murray Natural Gas System, Service   1,060.01
Murray Electric System, Service . 1,388.69
Murray No. 3 Water System, Service  59.85
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service  247.14
Walter Byars, Per Diem Travel .17.40
Joe Dyer, Per Diem Travel  17.
Ferrel Miller, Per Diem Travel  17.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem Travel 16.44
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem Travel  16.44
Don Overbey, Legal Services  60.00
Jack D. Rose, Exp. To Meetings _ .. . . 103.27
Leake Printing Co., Office Supplies ... .... 55.20
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies  73.72
University Book Store, Office & Tea. Sup. .  17.72
Paducah Board of Education, Payroll Checks 101.50
Ledger & Times, Bids 760
Coronet Inst. Media, AV Material  81.00
Publishers Central Bureau, AV Material .367.61
Baker 8z Taylor Companies, AV Material  82.95
Learning Arts, AV Material . 191.76
Deere & Company, AV Material ,---  80.00
National Computer System, Tests .123.90
Stanwix House, Inc., Tea. Supplies 11.95
Center For Innovation, Reg. Fee 20.00
Jones Iron & Metal Co., Supplies 235.00
Mayer Myers Paper Co., Supplies 218.86
Murray Supply Co., Supplies 175.66
Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Supplies 168.84
Elizabethtown Bindery, Supplies 50.00
Judy Lamb, Exp. To Danville   94.17
Amoco Oil Co., Gas 280
Gould Oil Co., Gas 5,226.63
Standard Oil Co., Gas 105.59
Texaco, Inc., Gas .4.60
Texaco, Inc., Oil 167.36
Western Ky. Bandag, Inc., New Tires 960.96
Taylor Motors, Transportation 529.47'
Taylor Bus Sales, Transportation 72.4i
Ky. Lake Oil Co., Transportation 19.50
Williams Radiator & Glass, Transportation 67.00
Interstate Batteries, Transportation  178.00
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Transportation 37.50
D & W Auto Supply 158.22
Parker Ford, Transftation 148.20
Five Points Welding'Transportation 5.00
Big K Department, Transportation 54.97
Murray Auto Parts, Transportation 134.53
Motor Parts & Bearings, Transportotion 366.58
Ridgeway Distributors, Transportation 58.07
Perkins & Miller, Transportation. 6.80
Truck Equipment Sales, Transportation. 492.t0
52.50
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Texgas Corp., Gas 
T:57.92
97.63
South Central Bell, Service
City of Murray, Service . . .150.00
Murray Cash & Carry, Jan. Supplies 58.20
Marimik Ind. Supply, Jan. Supplies 901.97
Vaughn & Humphrey Plumbing, Maintenance 
1 9 . 7957
Murray Glass Co., Maintenance 73.87
Wholesale Electric Supply, Maintenance 128.67
Jimmy Wilson Electric, Maintenance 292.13
Foy Johnston, Maintenance 23.16
Kent Wright Glass, Maintenance 89.10
,Jalloway Co. Lumber Co., Maintenance 63.00
Jones Iron & Metal, Pipe 
2°131..687Murray Lumber Co., Maintenance .
Waldrop Saw SE Lock Shop, Maintenance . 3.60
J.R. Penner Co., Maintenance  28.74
Murray Supply Co., Maintenance, Transp. . 28.72
Vaughn & Humphrey Plumbing, Repair Work 1,002.80
Gene Landolt Ins. -Agency, Property Ins. 4,978.00
Custom Built Buildings, Portable Building 1,100.00
Central School Supply, AV Material ... 99.60
Baker & Taylor, Projectors ... 467.61 .
Associates Capital Service, Radio System 2,483.79--
7188W
Central School Supply, Drapes  
48King School Equipment, Drapes  1,6
Joan Milner, Travel . . 87.22
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 9,357.80
Murray No. 1 Water Dist., Service  65.92
Social Security, Matching . 1,114.38
School Lunch, Reimb. 11,481.00
TOTAL 80,521.82
January 1977
United States Post Office, Box Rent 16.00
United States Post Office, Stamps 100.00
Murray No. 3 Water Dist., Service 51.60
Murray Water Sewer, Service  . 238.83
South Central Bell   156.78
Murray Natural Gas System, Service 1,620.33
Murray Electric System, Service 1,896,59
School Lunch Account, Transfer 137.50
ESEA Title I, Transfer,.8,000.00
Ag. & Home Ec. Travel, Travel .. 66.22
Walter Byars, Per Diem, Travel . 17.40
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel 17.88
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 16.44
Bill Stubblefield, Per Diem, Travel 16.44
Ky. State Treasurer, Matching  1,208.22
Don Overbey, Attorney, Legal Services 60.00
Richardson . Trevathan. Audits . . 1,150.00
Jack D. Rose, Exp. to Meeting ..   19.20
Paducah Bd. of Education, Payroll Checks ... 260.75
Quill Corporation, Calculator 101.10
Winchester Printing, Inc., Supplies, Records Cards „ .78.45
Ky. School Boards Assoc., Membership Dues 1,320.00
Heckman Bindery, Library Books 167.98
Newspaper Enterprise, Library Books 3.85
Frontier Press Dist. Co., Library Books 158.95
Ed. Audio-Visual, Inc., AV Material 39.26
CTE-McGraw-Hill, Tests   13.80
National Learning Systems, Supplies. 433.81
National Ed. Association, Supplies 12.96
Gould Oil Co., Gas, Anti Freeze, Oil .4,309.00
Standard Oil Co., Gas 182.68
_Texaco, Inc., Gas 29.02
Hop1tinsville Recapping, Recaps  212.00
Mottir Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts 96.11
Taylor Motors, Bus Parts 978.76
Parker Ford, Bus Parts  12.88
D&W Auto Parts, Bus Parts 60.28
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts .23.19
Williams Radiator& Glass, Bus parts 101.56
Hook's Wheel Alignment, Balance Wheels /3.00
Rose's Wheel Alignment, Balance Wheels 5.40
Peck's Upholstery Shop, Cover Seats 20.00
Texgas Corp., Gas 240.53
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 10,237.86
Murray Cash & Carry, Jan. Supplies 27.83
Marimik Ind. Supply, Jan. Supplies 719.59
Pickens Electric Supply, Maintenance 225
Jimmy Wilson Electric, Maintenance 249.00
Toy Lee Barnett, Maintenance 153.68
Vaughn's & Humphrey's; Maintenance 59.25
Wholesale Electric Supply, Maintenance 114.72
Rex Camp, Maintenance 30.00
Randy Thornton Service, Maintenance 267.44
Kenneth Ramsey, Repair Work 9.00
Burroughs Corp., Main. Agreement 604.80
Ky. State Treasurer, Trailer House 1,000.00
Baker & Taylor Ed. Co., AV Equipment 106.81
Baker & Taylor Co., Library Books 528.32
American Companies, Library Books 33.23
Baker & Taylor Co., Library Books 124.94
Century Custom Recording, AV Equipment 2,008.00
Century Custom Recording, AV Equipment 2,008.00
Century Custom Recording, AV Equipment 2,008.00
Gary Butler, Labor, Painting Truck 100.00
Murray No:1 Water Dist., Service 72.94
Foundation Prog. Capital Outlay, Transfer 2,000.00
Social Security, Matching 979.51




Murray Natural Gas, Service
Murray Electric System, Service
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service
Murray Water Si Sewer, Service .
Ky. State Treasurer, Matching
School Lunch Account, Transfer
ESEA 'Title I, Transfer
Walter Byars, Per Diem, Travel
Joe Dyer, Per Diem, Travel
Billy Joe kingins, Per Diem, Travel
Ferrell Miller, Per Diem, Travel
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel
Don Overbey, Legal Services
Jack Rose, Joe Dyer, Walter Byars.
Billy Joe Kingins, Exp. to Meetings
William B. Miller, Exp. to Meeting
Jim's Rubber Stamps, Rubber Stamp
9
Vinton School Form Co., Applications
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies
Newspaper Enterprise!Library Books
Political Research. Library Books
Region I Area Film Library, Film Rental
Calloway Co. High School, Field Exp., Supplies
East Elementary, Field Exp., supplies
Southwest Elementary, Field Exp • Supplies
North Elementary, Field Exp Supplies
Joan Milner, Travel
School Health Supply, Supplies
Texaco, Inc., Gas
Gould Oil Company, Gas
Standard Oil Company, Gas
Motor Parts Si Bearings, Bus Parts
D & W Auto Supply, Bus Parts
Parker Ford, Inc , Parts-lfriver Ed Car
Murray Auto Parts. Bus Parts •
Hooks Wheel' Alignment, Bus Parts
Murdock Garage, klus Parts
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225-00Jones' Iron & Metal, Supplies . ..
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service 
. LialdH ti44:39751111TICE
Don Stinson Electric Co:, Bldg. Maintenance .....
Murray No. 1 Water Dist. Service
-LEGAL NOTICE LEGAL-NOTICE - Ufa -
4 Continued From Page 5
Taylor Motors, Inc., Bus Parts
Welders Supply, Bus Parts
Williams Radiator, Bus Parts
Texgas Corporation, Gas
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service
Murray No. 1 Water District, Service
South Central Bell, Service
IGA Northside, Jan. Supplies
Marimik Industrial Supply, Jan. Supplies
Rex Camp, Maintenance
Florence & Hutcheson, Maintenance
Pierce & Barry Hardware, Maintenance
Calloway C'ounty Lumber Company, Maintenance
Waldrop's Saw & Lock Shop, Maintenance
Jimmy Wilson Electric, Maintenance
Steele-Allbritten, Maintenance.
Murray Cash & Carry, Maintenance
Vaughn & Humphrey Plumbing, Maintenance
Randy Thornton Service, Maintenance
Murray Machine & Tool Company, Maintenance
Beale Hardware. Maintenance
Wholesale Electric, Maintenance
Murray Supply Company, Maintenance
Ky. School Service, Equipment
Baker & Taylor Company, Library Books
U. S. Government Printing Office, Books


































Calloway County School Lunch, Transfer 7,483.00
Murray Electric System, Service .. .1,668.58
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service . .82.85
Murray Water & Sewer System, Service 238.01
Ag. & Home Ec. Travel, Travel  102.48
United States Post Office, Stamps 100.00
Walter Byars, Per Diem, Travel .17.40
Joe Dyer. Per Diem. Travel 17.88
Billy Joe Kingins, Per Diem, Travel 18.08
Lubie Parrish, Per Diem, Travel 16.44
Don Overbey, Legal Services' .60.00
Jack Rose, Exp. to Meeting .44.60
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 48.24
Media & Methods, Supplies 4.50
Winchester Printing Services, Supplies .33.85
University Bookstore, Supplies 18.75
Bank of Murray, Box Rent 4.00
Grolier Educational Corp., Books 220.50
National Geographic Society, AV Material .67.50
Society For Visual Ed, AV Material 127.76
Walt Disney Ed. Media, AV Material 238.00
Pio-Co Company. Pencils 50.71
Joan Milner, Travel 111.16
Stan Outland, Travel • 81.62
Murray-Calloway Co. Transit System, Transp. D.
Brown  57.00
Texaco, Inc.. Gasoline 32.75
Chevron-Standar401i'o., Gasoline  53.27
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline. .... 6,394.78
Texaco, Inc., Lube Oil 209.82
Western Ky. Bandag, Inc., New Tires .968.32
Hopkinsville Recapping, Recaps 132.50
Parker Ford, Bus Parts . 125.45
Williams Radiator, Bus Parts 114.32
McCuiston Automotive Elec., Bus Parts  40.00
Taylor Motors, Bus Parts ., 937.07
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus Parts  376.00
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus Parts  472.45
Murray Auto Parts, Bus Parts. .  57.87
Texgas Corp., Gas . . .185.48
South Central Bell, Service  
178.88
Marimik Ind. Supply, Jan. Supplies 115.7
2
Murray Cash di Carry, Jan. Supplies 
17.72
Randy Thornton Service, Maintenance  . 51.0
0
Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Maintenance 9  49
Purestream Ind., Inc., Maintenance 76.10
Wholesale Electric Co., Maintenance .  .6.3
6
Baker & Taylor Ed. Products, Inst. Equipment . 666.0
0
Teachers Retirement System, Retirement  
41.55
Jimmy Wilson Electric, Maintenance  
129.06
West Ky. Rural Electric, Services , 13,119.4
0
Murray No. 1 Water District, Services .
170.88
Social Security Fund .1,144.4
5
A 811 Traveltime, Inc., Plane Fare, Board  332.0
0
A & I Traveltirrie, Inc., Plane, Fare, Board .40.0
0
Title VI B Fund, Transfer . 3,015.0
0
ESEA Title I, Transfer 8,000.0
0
Murray Natural Gas System, Services 2,299.39




Calloway County School, Lunch transfer
Murray Natural Gas, Service
Murray Electric System, Service
Murray No. 3 Water Dist., Service
Murray Water & Sewer, Service
Don Overbey, Legal Service
Lubie Parrish, Per diem, travel
Billy Joe Kingins, Per diem, travel
Ferrell Miller, Per diem, travel
Joe Dyer, Per diem, travel
Walter Byars, Per diem, travel
Paulette Woodall, Sec. meeting
Lorene Falwell, Sec. meeting
Patsy Watson. Sec. meeting
Leake Printing Co., Cumulative folders
Ken Ramsey, Repair machine
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies
Paducah Bd. of Education, Process payroll
Sammon's Bakery, Supplies
Baker SZ Taylor Companies, Library books
Baker & Taylor Companies, Library books
Ledger & Times, 1 yr. subscrip.
CTB-McGraw-Hill, Tests




Jones' Iron & Metal, Supplies
H4mmond SI Stephens, Promotion cert.
Dept. of Education, Supplies
Murray-Cal. Co. Transit, Transportation
Shell Oil Company, Gasoline
Gould Oil Company, Gasoline
- Chevron U.S.A., Inc., Gasoline
Tex i, Inc., Gasoline
Texaco', knep, Gasoline
Western Ky. Bandag, Inc., Bq,s tires
Hopkinsville Recapping, Recaps
Taylor Motors, Transportation
Murray Lawn & Garden, Transportation
Ridgeway Distributors, Transportation
Parker Ford, Inc., Transportation .
Eutetic-tastolin, Transportation
Williams Radiator, Transportation.
Hose's Wheel Alignment, Transportation
Welder's Supply, Transportation
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus'parts
Murray Auto Parts, Bus parts 
_
Hook's Wheel Alignment, Transportation



















































Kentucky State Treasurer, Matching
Sears, Supplies 
Murray Municipal Utilities, Service
Murray Electric System, Service .
Don Overbey, Legal service...
Lubie Parrish, Per diem, travel .
Ferrell Miller, Per diem, travel 
Billy Joe Kingins, Per diem, travel
Joe Dyer, Per diem, travel ............... 35.76
Walter Byars, Per diem, travel  
Jack Rose & Lubie Parrish, Travel
University Bookstore, Supplies
Ken Ramsey, Repair copy machine
McBee Systems, Supplies
University Bookstore, Supplies
Leake Printing Co., Supplies
Howard D. Happy Co., Supplies
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies
Edward Curd, Travel, supplies
Creative Printers, Envelopes
Paducah Sun-Democrat, Subscription 









Kentucky School Service, Supplies
L. G. Balfour Co., Diploma cases " ... 591.94
Gould Oil Co., Gasoline .  4,236.60
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 12.78
Chevron USA, Inc., Gasoline . 30.04
Hopkinsville Recapping, Recaps 8  70
Motor Parts & Bearings, Transportation i53.85
Jones' Iron & Metal, Transportation . 35.60
Williams' Radiator & Glass, Bus parts .. 53.58
Taylor Motors, Bus parts  694:20
Murray Supply Co., Transportation .11.74
Ridgeway Distributors, Bus parts  68.30
Murray Auto Parts, Bus parts  18.44
Parker Ford, Inc., Transportation  . .244.18
McCuiston Auto Electric, Transportation main. 40.00
West Ky. Rural Electric, Service  5,97930
Murray No. 1 Water District, Service  75.76
Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 56.00
South Central Bell, Service  254.40
Murray Supply Co., Supplies  10.58 •
Wholesale Electric Supply, Supplies  . 78.60
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies  124.65
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies  13.65
Purchase Equipment Co., Supplies 36.15
Jim Wilson Electric, Maintenance  186.98
Vaughn's & Humphreys' Maintenance 113.90
Global Steel Products, Maintenance 38.00
Global Steel Products, Maintenance  80.00
Beale Hardware, Maintenance 1.31
Florence & Hutcheson, Lab-water testing 119.25
Toy Lee Barnett, Maintenance 49.88
Hutson Chemical Co., Maintenance . 51.58
Fitts Block & Ready-Mix, Maintenance . . 53.56
Murray Vocational School, Typewriters  .370.00
Baker & Taylor Companies, Lib. Books-Sec  283.44
ESEA Title I, Transfer  14,299.00
University Bookstore, Supplies  5.49
TOTAL  34,235.11
 2338429°4South Central Bell, Service 
Marimik Industrial, Supplies 368.59
Murray Supply, Cust. supplies ........ 25.63
Vaughn & Humphreys, Supplies  71.14 Herndon Farm Seed Com
pany, Grounds Maintenance .92.00
Beale Hardware, Maintenance ........... 3.68 Wholesale Electric Supply Co
., Bldg. Maintenance 81.37
Murray Electric Supply, Maintenance  16.80 Calloway Co. Soil Improveme
nt, Grounds Maint. 26.00
Pierceale Electric, Maintenaqce 96.00 Calloway Co. Soil Imp.,
 Bldg. & Grounds Maint. 89.25
Calloway Co. Lumber Co., Maintenance  48.13 Jones' Iron & Metal
 Co.; Grounds Maint. 265.70
Murray Cash & Carry, Maintenance 49.50 Burton Young Distribut
ing Co., Grounds Maint. 2  50
Rex Camp Ditching, Service 40.00 Calloway County Lumber 
Co., Grounds Maint- 18.00
Randy Thornton Service, Supplies 509.32 Cal. Co. Bd. of Ed. Sch. 
Lunc., Transfer 8,773.00
Globe Mobile Homes, Move class room 1,070.00 Found. Frog. Capital Ou
tlay, Transfer  
4,646.06
Ky. State Treasurer, Matching 1,369.60 West Ky. Rural Electric
, Services 
1/4. 200,000.00
Fitts Block az Ready-Mix, Supplies 218.00 Quill Corporation, Supplies 
59.48
Central School Supply, Shades 1,650.14 Pool Office Equipment,
 Supplies 34.62
Calloway Co. School Lunch, Transfer 3,526.00 University Bookstore, S
upplies 21
ESEA Title I, Transfer 8,000.00 F & E Check Protector, Supp
lies  .50
Patrick Murphy, Maintenance 9  0(1) Holiday Inn, Board meeting 
99.75
James B. Smith, Maintenance 503.99 Area Film Library, Films 
197.55
Bank of Murray, Rubber Stamp 5  Si Shirley Garden Center, Main
tenance 120.00
United States Postoffice, Stamps 80.00 PART Foundation, Mark Twain 
Show 275.00
Calloway County Soc. Sec., Soc. Sec. Transfer 1,082.61 Lester Motors, Bus Chassis 
37,215.00
School Lunch Fund, Transfer 11,154.00 Superior Coach, Bus Bodies 
23,005.00
Foundation Program Capital Outlay, Transfer 114,345.00 Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 
123.89
TOTAL 149,701.72 Gulf Oil Corporation, Gasoline 
117.95
Western Ky. Bandag, Tires 953.45
Taylor Motors, Bus parts 1,293.23
Benton Auto Supply, Bus parts 2°6181.9078
Motor Parts & Bearings, Bus parts 
Murray Auto Parts, Bus parts 193.75
D & W Auto Supply, Bus parts 181.34
Williams Radiator az Glass, Transportation 19.00
- Ridgeway Distributors, Transportation .  422.25
Murray Cash & Carry, Sewer treatment 990
Randy Thornton Service Co., Maintenance 1,097.82
Calloway County Lumber Co., Maintenance 165.92
Fitts Block & Ready-Mix, Maintenance 69.38
Calloway Co. Soil Improvement, Maintenance 9  90
Jones' Iron & Metal, Maintenance 40.40
United States Post Office, Stamps 39.00
Four Seasons Nursery, Maintenance 47.00
Larry England, Travel - 647.35
Carmon Parks, Travel 39.06
I.ubie Parrish, Travel, Per Diem 49.32
Ferrel Miller, Travel, Per Diem 53.64
Billy Joe Kingins,.Travel, Per Diem • 54.24
Walter Byars, Travel, Per Diem 52.20
Joe Dyer, Travel, Per Diem 53.64
Bess Kerlick, Travel 71.25
Supply, MaNational Lumber
Lucy Ann Forrest, Travel 
1221 7785&intenance 
Murray Lumber Co., Maintenance 20.48
Starks' Hardware, Maintenance 3  15
Jack D. Rose, Travel 8  49
Chucks' Music Center, Supplies  54.50
Murray Sewing Center, Supplies 100.05
West Kentucky Ceramics, Supplies 126.42
McKnight Publishing Co., Supplies 685.40
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 253.71
Kentucky School Service, Supplies 69.25
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Supplies 495.36
Office Outfitters, Supplies 407.90

































Social Security Account, Matching FICA 1,063.13
Kentucky State Treasurer, Matching Ret.  1,139.0Q
School Lunch Fund, Transfer ...... . 20,580.97
Murray Municipal Utilities, Service  746.63
Murray Electric System, Service  998.82
Joe Dyer, Per diem, travel . 35.76
Lubie Parrish, Per diem, travel 32.88
Bandy Thornton Service Co., Bldg. Maintenance 
Jim Wilson Electric, Bldg. Maintenance 
Warren Seed Company, Grounds Maintenance
Purestream Industries, Inc., Grounds Maintenance






McKnight Publishing Co., Supplies 
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 
McKnight Publishing Co., Supplies 
The Caxton Printers, Ltd., Supplies
T. S. Denison & Co., Supplies 71.70
Central School Supply, Supplies 10.07
McKnight Publishing, Supplies 306.00
Chuck's Music Center, Supplies 285.00
The Wild Raspberry, Supplies 48.87
Pyramid Paper Co., Supplies 193.44
Eye Gate House, Supplies . . .. ,  110.09
Rose's Stores, Inc., Supplies 22.86
Vanguard Crafts, Inc., Supplies 15.26
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 236.78
Murray Sewing Center, Supplies 100.05
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Supplies 648.41
Subscription Fulfillment Cnter, Supplies 39.31
Murray Home & Auto Store, Supplies 69.95
Murray Lumber Co., Supplies 19.95
Say-Rite, Equipment 50.00
Ken Ramsey, Equipment 924.00
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Equipment 1,279.49
Murray Sewing Center, Equipment 365.00
Jeanne G. Wagner, Equipment 160.00
Murray State University, Equipment 275.00
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Equipment 549.31
Ceramic Boutique, Equipment 429.81
A-V. Educational Systems, Equipment 688.46
Murray Lumber Co., Equipment 363.00
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Equipment 866.01
Sears, Roebuck az Co., Equipment 1,416.13
Murray Vocational Center, Equipment 820.00
Twin Lakes Office Producers, Equipment 67.47
Central School Supply, Equipment 100.59
Ken Ramsey, Equipment 364.00
Safe-T Discount Pharmacy, Equipment 55.00
Twin Lakes Office Products, Supplies 52.02
Eugene Chaney, Travel 32.48
Larry Gilbert, Travel 229.04





Total Receipts & Balance 16,682,95
Expenditures 16,682.95
Ledger Balance - 00
Bank Balance .00
_ LISK-111MIE -
Outstanding Checks Close of Year 27,055.82
Actual Cash Balance Close of Year 457.12
Securities 300.200.03
Calloway County Board of Education
Cynthia Herndon, Treasurer
Subscribed and sworn to before me by Cynthia Herndon on
this ilth day of August, 1977.
Elaine Paschall
Notary Public





Slosson Educational Publications, Tests 22.98
Psychological Corporation, Tests 173.81
Ginn & Company, Tests 43.17
August, 19711
Ginn & Company, Tests 86.34
United Lighting Equipment Co., Teaching Supp 26.39
September, 1876
Ledger & Times, Pub. Financial Statement 75.00
Ginn & Company, Tests 43.41
Psychological Corporation, Tests 30.39
Society for Visual Ed., Teaching Supplies 97.92
University Bookstore, Teaching Supp 40.17
Simon Educational Publications, Teaching Sup. 635
United Lighting Equipment Co., Teaching Supplies . 101.25
Randa Cunningham, Travel 21.00 •
Johnson & Johnson, Health Sutoplies 59.00
Lucille Ross, Travel \ 31.22
N
. October, 1/76 1
CTB-McGraw-Hill, Tests -- -- -- . '4' 60 -
University Bookstore, Teaching Supplies 72.92 .
Central School Supply, Teaching Supplies 20.30
Barnell Loft, Ltd., Teaching Supplies 119.12
Continental Press, Teaching Supplies 12.50
Modern Curriculum Press, Teaching Supplies 160.96
Ed. Sensory Program, Teaching Supplies 465
General Lighting Products, Teaching Supplies 80.24
Southern School Supply, Teaching Supplies 175.00
Holt, Rhinehart & Winston- 75.94
Randa Cunningham, Travel 16.80
School Health Supply, Teaching Supplies in
Holland Drugs, Teaching Supplies 12.20
Lucille Ross, Txayglok-  . 28.14
., November, 1976
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 424
kCTB-McGraw-Hill, Tests 19.56Rand McNally & Company, Teaching Supplies 202.27
Banda Cunningham, Travel 12.60
Lucille Ross, Travel 23.24
Calloway Co. Bd.of Ed., Maint. of Plant




Salaries for September, 1976-October, 1976
and Part November,1976 (Title I




Walter Byars, Per diem, travel  34.80 Community Playthings, Supplies 
1,036.25
Ferrell Miller, Per diem, travel  35.76 Kentucky School Service, Supplies 
160.10
Billy Joe Kingins, Per diem, travel  18.08 Central School Supply, Supplies 
132.05
Don Overbey, Legal services  60.00 DeVanti's Restaurant, Interview expen
ses 33.93
Paducah Bd. of Ed.-Data Proc., Processing payroll 180.25 Murray Cash 8r Ca Sewer Treatment 
19.80
Creative Printers, Supplies  38.86 Vaughn's & Humphreys , aintenance
 21.06
University Bookstore, Supplies 35,68 Moore Business Forms, Supplies 
189.01
Pool Office Equip. & Supplies, Supplies  11.88 Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies 
271.85
Jack D. Rose, Bd. meeting exp. " 29.07 Holton & Melugin Insurance, Treasurer
's bond 450.00
Baker & Taylor Companies, Library Books-Elem. 533.45 Kentucky State Treasurer, Matching 
1,112.25
Mid-South Magazine Agency, Magazines-Elem. ' 226.00 South Central Bell, Service 
248.95
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Tests  137.06 Cal. Co. Bd. Ed. Soc. Sec.d Acct., Matching 
992.00
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Tests-Sec. . 89.89 Ma rirnik Industrial Supply, Supplies 
332.35
CIS-McGraw-Hill, Tests-Elem........... . 252.59 Hunt's Athletic Goods, Supplies 
18.89
Vocational Travel-Ag., Travel  ,.,  131.95 Cal. Co. Soil Improv. Assoc., Grounds Maint
enance. 110.13
Stan Outland, Travel 77.42 Shoemaker Seed Company, Grounds Maintenanc
e 180.00
Joan Milner, Travel 74.20 Twin Lakes Office Products, Supplies 
70
Shirley Florist, Supplies 217 00 Ledger & Times, Advertising . 
•
34.00
Paxton-Patterson, Supplies 53.71 Murray Electric System, Service  
 88.23
Chevron USA, Inc., Gasoline 223.28 Murray No. 3 Water District, Service 
35.85
Gould Oil Company, Gasoline  3,434.60 Murray Municipal Utilities, Service 
350.87
Texaco, Inc., Gasoline 4.05 Parker Ford, Repair Parts 
4  46
Texaco, Inc., Trans.-Motor Oil  204.78 Don Overbey, Legal Services  
60.00
Big K Department Stores, Transportation, Supp. 102.18 Community Playthings, Shipping . 
107.18
Hopkinsville Recapping Co., Inc., Transportation 750.34 TOTAL  338,653.
45
Taylor Motors, Inc., Transportation 
Motor Parts az Bearings, Transportation
Murray Auto Parts, Transportation 
Beale Hardware, Transportation 
Parker Ford, Inc., Transportation







Welder's Supply, Transportation  23.57
Williams Radiator & Glass Co., Transportation, Maint 419.76
Murray No. 1 Water District, Utilities 80,68
Murray No. 3 Water District, Utilities 47 75
South Central Bell; Service - 238.04
Marimik Industrial Supply, Supplies 757.94
Murray Home 8c Auto Store, Supplies 




July 1, 1976 through June 30, 1177
All Certified & Non-
Certified Personnel 1,570,528.52
RECAPITULATION
Balance on Hand Beginning of Year 301,551.89
Total Receipts for Year 2,620,732.14
Total,Balance & Receipts 2,922,284.03
Total Exp. for Year '  2,621,626.91
10 98 Ledger Balance close of Year
RECAPITULATION
Calloway County Board of Education
Cynthia Herndon, Treas.
Subscribed and sworn to before me by Cynthia Herndon on
this 8th day of August, 1977
Elaine Paschall
Notary Public





Randa Cunningham, Travel 25.20
Lucille Ross, Travel 72.84
January, Ion
Richardson 8c Trevathan, Audit 250.00
CTB-McGraw-Hill, Tests 46.91
SVE-Society for Visual Ed.,
Teaching Supplies 139.74
American Guidance Service, Teaching Supplies 10.50
National Learning Systems, Teaching Supplies 433.81
Ginn & Company, Teaching Supplies 765
February, 1977
Twin Lakes Office Supplies, Teaching Supp 21.38
Randa Cunningham, Travel 11.20
Lucille Ross, Travel 34.02
March, 1977
Pool Office Equipment, Teaching Supplies 17.23
The Continental Press, Teaching Supplies 60.45
Randa Cunningham, Travel 37.80
Lucille Ross, Travel 23.52
University Bookstore, Teaching Supplies 12.32
April, 1977
Banda Cunningham, Travel 23.80
Lucille Ross, Travel . 43.68
June, 1977
Psychological Corporation, Tests 98.86
Charles Merrill Publishing Co., Teaching Supplies 820
Modern Curriculum Press, Teaching Supplies 406.13
Central School Supply Co., Teaching Supplies 74.63
Charles E. Merrill Pub. Co., Teaching Supplies 44.61
Randa Cunningham, Travel 39.20
Angel of Mercy, Supplies 18.95
Lucille Ross, Travel 41.72
Calloway Co. Bd. of Ed., Operationof Plant 4,960.00
Calloway Co. Bd. of Ed., Maint. of Plant 734.00
Calloway County Schools
Salaries for Remainder of
November, 1974, through
\ June 1977 (Title I)











Calloway County Board of Education
Cynthia Herndon, Treasurer
Subscribed & sworn to before me by Cynthia Herndon on this
8th day of August, 1977. .
._ Elaine Paschill ,
300;657412 „ *„ Notary Pubtie 
•.
... , _2km- _ Bank lialawfiC41.94-184441Wavo•-• on., / • - - - - ,......;-• 6.• .- .i ^ 4 
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Schedules For The Week Of August 27-September 3
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 WSM-4 WTVF-56:30-Summer Semester WPSD-6 KFVS-12
6:30 - Childres's Gespel
7:1111- Tem & Jerry
7:30 Jahherjaw
6:2S-A_,. ' 7:00-Sylvester & Tensity 6:45- Weather 6:10 - Semmes Seasseter








































11:311- Kik from Gaper
11:00-Fat Albert
11:30-Ark II 
10:30-Big Join, Little Ms
: Mid of We11 00-
12:00- Tem Coaskil 11:30-Kids from Caper
1:00-Fun City 5 12:00-RFD-TV
1:30- in:ep The Flasseathestiville This Wk 1230- At
%3:::•11/6411..5haumilisis
11:00 - Fat Abort
11:30-Arit II
12:00-Frisbee






1201- Inem it to hover
12:30- Victory Lame
2:00- News Conference 1:00-Baseball
2:30-Loue Ranger 4:00-Bemis & Beater


































I I :30 -Sietndey light Use
1:00-Movie
3:00-P.rry Mesas 430-ky. ARM
3:00- Gadd Cohere 5:00 -Spirit of kiskll•
5:30-News 5:30-News 'ego_ pme. Km, 6:00-News
7:00 - 701M TVies Memo 6:30 - Accent
7:30- Bole Nowitart 7:00- Immergescy
0:00-Al in the Fessay 8:00- Football
1:30- Ake 11:00-News



















12:30 - Movies & Maness
-
11:30 - Nesivale Ile lied
12:00-Geed News





- WNGE2 WSIL-3 WS M-4
Dirt*
WTVF-5






700 - Numeam Diemen*
7:30- Nerd° "Pis- - --
8:08-WilY Out Gomm
8:30-Sloss Nuts




7: = amisibilbe s if annewership
7: IS= BM tides Ileartm
7,3g_IMy id Duft„my
000- Josses Reinses98:: oidoratbrs
4:50-7010
7:00- Dennis the Mesenr.7:30_
7:30-J•Ws Cal•00::=DaytesaargunineGisverypei









9:00- Dimensions in Frith 9:00-Oral 1.berts 9:30- Children, Gospel


















10:30- Yon Church 10,30_ Horan al Ereth
11:00- (ad Time Gospel 11:00- accord
12:00-lam Ranger 11:30-Meet the Press
12:30- Health Perspectives 12:00- AlfinriCan Lifestyle
1 :00- NFt Pre-season Gime
-
10:30-P.c. the Nation
11:00- This i"°. W.
11:30- Mani°1 If..
12:00-Look Up & Live
12:30 - Thelma
























tie Pr ess 
i
12:00- Vaginae
130 - Movie •
4:00-intieseal Geographk
12:30-1vsasis-4:00 - among Thaw 100 - WC Tennis
4:15 - Athletes 2:00- Nat'l. Muir
4:30- Riflemen 4:00-ME Religiouss:00_ mews
6:00- Nerdy hys



































































10:00 -Doe No Slow






, 12:1111-All My Children:
1:00 -$20,000 Pyramid












11:00 -Sheet for Stews
7:30- Morning on 5
8:00 - Ceilimin 1181090lic
9:00 - New's Lucy
9:30-Price is Right
10:30-Low of Ufe
11:00- Teeing & Restless
11:30 -Search for Tormwrow
12:00-Tel the Troth
900- Sanford 1. See
9:30- Romer 11110411
9:55-Calendar
1 10100- Mom/ of fortune
10:30- Anyisedys Ginn
11:00 _ shoe T.,. TIN kin,






10130- Um sof Lif•
10:S5 - Wahl News








3:00-Edge of I tglet
3:30-Brody Bunch
4:00- Walks Workshop
4:30 - Seel Train
11:30-Nees Thew






12:30-As the World Terns
1:30-Gs:WM Ugh?
2:00-Al in the Fenny
2:30- Mad Game
3:00- Manners






, 3:30 -Gilligan' linen
4:00-- Briny Bawd.
' 4 : 30_ insuia,
i /2t710-1118 On World term
1:30-Gelding Light
2:00-All Is the Feely
2:30- Match Game '77
3:00- Tattletales



















5:00- Tel the Trirth
5:30-News
6:00- News
6:00 - New s



































10:311-Sts. of Sam Fran.
12:45-News
12:00- Tomorrow 1:30-Sink
900: - Sonny & Cher
:1000- 
NewsVE Re orts10 : WI30- p
11:00 -Special
32:00- Nem



















6:30- Nene lint Twee
MO- Nrippy Days

































9:00 - Peke Story
10,00









TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAt
' WNGE-2
4:30- &Plywood Simms
7:41.-41" is b..°8:00 Angels
WSIL-3















II-New Lew kat 6:31
-News
MO- light is bough
II:30 -Eakins

























12:00- Teaserrer 12:00-News 10:30- Tonight Show
12:30- Movies 4 Modems 12:"-T""WreW














7,14_ comedy moo !CM- Hawaii Five-0
WPSD-6
6: sg _porter warmer
7:00-Riming Nigh
KFVS-12
6:30- World of Animis
7:00-Wuhan
11:00- !Mesa Five08:00-
740- DOW 7:31- Comedy Tim 9:00 - Illoslibt























111.1111 She • V
10:30- Tonight Siumw Weasel: Dena
12:00- Tomorrow Or Alive
12:00 - News




TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY .
WNGE-2
6:31- Nasbelk sa Reed















 7:30-Chic. a lb. isms:•_techtwi  n
9,08- %be,
10:11-News -




'3°- CI W4*4 "'
71°- TIA

































A few years ago t -attended a
matinee screening of Walt Dis-
ney's "Bambi." While sitting in
the middle of a couple hundred
children, with only a sprinkling
of full-sized people, I began to
wonder if the magic of the car-
toon world would still exist.
After the child to my right
spilled half of his soft drink
down my arm, the one in back
of me insisted upon braiding my
hair and winding up with a
strange urchin pn my lap, I be-
gan to have serious doubts. Then
the titles began and there was
Bambi, Thumper and Flower.
The clamor and whispers faded
and we all sat in silence, held by
Disney's Wizardry.
Hollywood's animation facto.
des, the producers of full-length
cartoon features, are slowing
down as a result of prohibitive
cost factors, yet animation has
not taken a final bow as an art
form.
KET employs a (Oil-time ani-
mator to create promotional
spots, station IDs and program
openings and to add a special
touch to KET-produced series
such as the "Universe and I."
fftk,
Merlin Olsen Moves To Booth
By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
LOS ANGELES AP) -For
the last 15 seasons, Merlin
Olsen has spent Sundays in the
fall working for the Los
Angeles Rams, jumping on
folks he felt needed jumping
on. Like quarterbacks.
It's safe to say the jumpees
are relieved this 6-foot.5, 225-
pound All-Pro defensive
tackle has retired and starts a
new career this fall as an
employe of NBC, both as a
sportscaster and as an actor.
The acting is being done in
"Little House on the Prairie."
He'll start appearing in it on
Sept. 12 - three days before
his 37th birthday - as regular,
a farmer-woodsman named
Jonathan Garvey.
It's his first series, but not
his acting debut. That carne,
he says, in 1969 when he and
another actor, Roman
,Gabriel, now with the
Philadelphia Eagles, were in a
John Wane flick, "The
Undefeated."
Merlin played a good guy, a
blacksmith.
"I did have a fight scene in_
It, but I was - provoked," he
said with a low chuckle that
sounded like reveille in Mount
Vesuvius.
It led to other off-season
acting roles, he added, but
usually as a heavy: "They
figured anybody as big as I
was had to be a heavy."
A matter-of-fact man with
considerable smarts, Olsen,
owner of a Phi Beta Kappa
key and a master's degree in
economics from Utah State,
says he never formally
studied acting.
But when he signed to be the
biggest man in "Little
House,"' he commenced
intensive work with Charles
Conrad, a veteran acting
coach here.
Olsen, who started his
sportscasting career during
off-seasons at TV station
KTLA here and his business
career with a Porsche
dealership in suburban
Encino, was asked why he's
taking a serious shot at
emoting.
"Well," the ex-Ram
rumbled, "it really puts me on
somewhat of the same
-
performance cycle I've been
on during all my football
career.
"And that is intensive,
preparation, then per-
formance, and then a
chance to get it all back .
together again and start all
over again.
"I felt if I could find
something similar in its
challenge to professional
sports - which in its own way
is part of the entertainment
world - I was going to make
the adjustment (to civilian
life) more easily.
"And so far, it's working."
Olsen, who lives in Salk
Marino, near Pasadena, with
his wife and their three kids,
was asked if he feels Ram
withdrawal pangs, if it feels
odd not to be cranking up to
smite football opponents again
this fall.
"No, I haven't had any real
problem with the
adjustment," he said, a
disappointing answer for fans
expecting his eyes to mist with
regret at not trying just one
more season. S.
B. B. King On Top Of Field
And Look For More Acceptance
By BRENDAN RILEY
Associated Press Writer
STATELINE, Nev. iAP) -
B. B. King has been singing
the blues for 31 years. Now
he's on top in his field but
wants more - 'mass
acceptance of the blues as
"part of our culture."
King sings of love, jealousy,
joy and the folly of people,
with words that "don't dress it
up - it's kind of in the raw."
He punctuates phrases by
"bending" notes on his
electric guitar, producing a
wailing sound from the
strings.
The result is a driving,
rythmic sound that starts the
audience clapping, stomping
and even joining in songs like
"Everybody Wants to Know
Why I Sing the Blues," a King
favorite.
King says he could play,
other types of music like jazz,
but, "I'm comfortable doing
what I do. It's better to be a
big hog in a little pond than a
little pig in the big ocean."
And King says there's
plenty of room to improve and




form he has focused on since
starting on the "chitlin'
circuit" of black night clubs in
tbe South in the 1940s.
King, 51, born Riley King on
a plantation between
Indianola and Itta Berta,
Miss., was taught by a
preacher uncle to sing and
play the guitar for church. In
1947, he got a job as disc
jockey and singer on a
Memphis, Tenn., radio station
and eventually started playing
one-fighters in clubs around
Memphis.
He won early fame with a
small, mostly black audience,
but it was not until the late
1960s, when major rock artists
credited him for techniques
they used, that King hit the big
time.
SUPPLIED BY KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
By Lbws English appearances - practically
He continued a hard pace of'TELEVISION
year-round - adding to shows
at black night clubs
appearances on college
campuses, at rock concerts
and Nevada's big hotel-
casinos, and European tours.
He has received many
awards, including a 1970
Grammy for "The Thrill is
-Gone." Last May, King was
one of 14 persons awarded
honorary degrees at Yale
University - the second
musician from the Afro-
American tradition to get an
honorary doctorate from the
school. The late Duke
Ellington got the first.
King has also started
working for prison reform and
improvements. Through his
music, King feels he can help
prisoners - or anyone else for
that matter - realize "this
planet is for everybody - it's
not just mine or yours."
As part of the effort, King
has scheduled a benefit
concert Sept. 11 in Nashville to
help raise funds for familes of
inmates and visitors killed in a
fire in the Maury County Jail
in Columbia, Tenn.
King says he thinks the
ta)luudeisencellibechanusd e ''mugsriocwaingd
people are like "a big wagon
wheel, with the spokes
running to the center."
"There's a need for all of
it," he says of the blues and its
place on the "wheel," adding,
"People don't get as much of
the blues as they. * other
types olfnusic. I think there's
enough room to squeeze me in
there."
ually painted and then placed
over a background.
Moving to the animation stand
(a specially designed camera),
the artwork is photographed on
16mm film to match the sound-
track. (One minute of film con-
tains 1440 separate frames.) The
"master" copy Is sent to a film
lab where final prints are made.
"A minute's worth of compli-
cated cell animation will keep
me busy for three or four
months," says Comstock.
Unlike large animation facili-
ties, the work involved in com-
pleting a piece of "cell" anima-
tion is not an assembly line pro-
cess at KET. Comstock partici-
pates from the script stage to the
final product.
The "back lit" technique is
used primarily ih.animating pro-
gram titles. In applying this tech-
nique, artwork is done on trans-
parencies so it can be lighted
from behind. This adds the di-
mension of more brilliant colors.
Also, a variety of different
images can be combined by
multiple exposures on a black
background and movement can
be added without redrawing
each image-a title can be made
to "grow" by uncovertht it a
little bit at a time.
His work also involves creat-
ing special effects and combining
animation with live action-slow-
ing down, speeding up and stop-
ping action.
Many different media can be
used for animation-sand, paint
on film, clay figures, cut-outs.
"The demands of the subject
matter often dictate what med-
ium I use," Comstock continues.
"At the moment I'm exploring
the possibilities of animating
sand."





7 p. m. Options The Spoils
of War" Three groups_ of
people in the U. S. wee
significantly affected by the
Vietnam War; the vets who
returned, the refugees who
came with them, and the
families of those who never
returned. During this
broadcast producer David
Selvin examines the ways in
which the spoils of the Viet-
nam War have shaped the
lives of the members of these
three groups.
10 p. m. Nightfllght 91 Heard
Monday through Friday, this
four-hour program of album
oriented rock also features
"Cosmic Connections" at
12:30. This weeks tentavie
guest is Burton Cummings
formerly of The Guess Who.
Saturday, August 27
12 Noon Soundtrack This
weeks program features the
"Best of Soundtrack" from
--the-past-two yval 0.-141e4ifiest-
motion picture sco s over the
past two years ca/be hoard on
this edition. /
1 p. m. WK11, 1'13aturday
Opera This weeks opera
features the first stereo
recording of a Czech operatic
masterpiece. It's 1,eos
Janacek's "Jenufa" an Opera
in three acts after a drama of
Moravian rural life by
Gabriela Preissova. Per-
forming will be The Chorus
and Orchestra of the National
Theatre of Prague conducted
by Bohumil Gregor.
Sunday, August 28
7 p. m. Voices In The Wind
Americana, former composer
Charles Ives to funnyman
Kimo the Klown, is the subject
on This weeks edition of
Voices In The Wind.
10 p. m. Jazz Horizons This
four-hour program of total
Jazz features "Jazz
Revisited" at 10 and JaYz
Unlimited at Midnight.
Monday, August 29
7p. m. Options In Education
Part 1 of "Is Bigger Better?„
Since 1930 the number of one
room schools has declined
from 149,000 to 1,247 in 1975. In
1966 there were 24,600 school
districts; today there 'are
16,000. We'll examine the
impact of consolidation. And
we'll also tell Au what school




10 p. m. *Nightflight 91
Album Oriented Hock,
Monday through Friday until 2
a. m.
Tuesday. August 30
7 p. m. National Town
Meeting The Press, Polities
& Morality" Guests include
syndii'afed columnist - Jack
Anderson & Political (7om-
mentator Kevin Phillips The
moderator will be Carol
Randolph of WTOP-TV in
WashiOton D. C.
Wednesday, August 31
7 p. m. Options "Controlling
Health Care Costs" During
this program we examine why
medical bills have been rtsiv.
so rapidly, and we consider
things which might bti dont- to
ease this problem Poii,
Krulwich is host
Thursday, September I
7 p. m. Pauline Frederick &
Colleagues Join, NPIC--i
Foreign Affairs I 'irrespiin-
dent for this 30-minute in-
formative rn wra Ili
.ternationa I events
Sam Comstock came to KET over every frame which is photo-
1 '.1. years ago after completing alljraphed during animation. "I
• oe in cinema at the Univgr- like the control ... I can make a
if Southern California MSC) world of my own," says Com-
. i
is currently the network's stock. "Unlike live-action film -
pal animator. ing, it's not capturing life; it's ,
1 1 a recent interview, Com- creating it."
with each.
. described two techniques
'-mating--"cell" and "hack is
:,r-tiefloyu,tlibnointhg
-1 a basic idea, delineated in a
,ind the • processes associ-
processes begin far as animation facilities are
sceorinecseronexdb.erry"We have a Master
commercial TV operations" as
According to Comstock, KET
"better equipped than most
animation stand
. -
the flow and equipped with an aerial image
rnent of the figures. A 
c (Itrack is selected and tined. 
projector. This enables us to use
optical effect.s and super-imposed
1 - ollowing the "cell" proce titles in addition to the more
first, pencil drawings of the standard animation techniques.
,- to 1* animated are exe- "Although many people find
.1 and photographed in se -the work involved in animation
ce to make certain move- excessive," Comstock concludes,
a..., are carraok . Necessary."I find it the most fulfilling art •
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Dobbin May See More Action This Year
One of a Series
By MIKE BRANDON
Murray Ledger & Times
MURRAY, Ky. 1AP -
Since Murray State Univer-
sity's athletic teams support
the nickname of Racers,
someone in the. football
booster club last season
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Why not get a horse and
every time Murray State
scores a touchdown let the
horse race around the track at
Stewart Stadium? There was
only one problem: the horse
got little exercise as Murray's
offense sputtered along all
season like John Boy Walton's
truck.
This year, "Old Dobbin"
may be seeing more action.
Murray finished 5-6 last
season but had a 4-3 , Ohio
Valley Conference for third
place.
Despite a lackluster offense
that averaged just pver. 50
yards per game, the Murray's
defense was respectable. Had
it not been for a pair of two-
point losses, the Racers could
I Prep Football—A
Rerun Of Last Year?
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Many football coaches and
sportswriters around
Kentucky are figuring that the
1977 season which begins
tonight will be a virtual rerun
of the 1976 campaign. The four
teams that won state titles a
year ago are figured to be the
teams to beat when playoff
time rolls around in
November. \s 
The wisdom of those
preseason piognostications
won't be known for several
weeks, of course, and until
then every team is equal.
Beginning on Friday,
however, the favored and the
ignored will battle on the field
in search of those four state
championship trophies.
In Class AAAA, defending
champion Louisville Trinity is
given a slight nod over arch-
rival Louisville St. Xavier, the
1975 champion. Those two
teams are rated about even
and no serious challenger
appears ready to rise from the
State AAAA ranks, so it
appears once again that the
title will go to a Louisville
school.
The best from "out in the
State," just like last year,




"In Class AAA, don't bet
that a northern Kentucky
school won't make it three in a
row for that area of the state.
Erlanger Lloyd won the title in
1976 and returns enough
veterans to rate the favorite's
Free for the Asking!
write
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• sea food restaurants
c ,t4
nod this tune around. But Ft.
Thomas Highlands, the 1975
champion that suffered
through a rebuilding
campaign last season, is'seen
as a title threat once again.
The likely AAA challenger
from western Kentucky is
e won the OVC cham-
pionship.
One of our main problems
last year was the fact that we
had little experience in the
' offensive line," Mui ray coach
Bill Fergerson said.
"Another problem was that
e didn't have a great deal of
'speed in our backfield. But we
think with what 'We have
coining back plus an excellent
recruiting year, we are sitting
in pretty good shape."
Heading the offense will be
jutuor quarterback Mike
Dickens, who last year passed
for 659 yards.
'l'ony Franklin, a sophomore
fullback from Caldwell
County, and junior fullback
Randy Jones of Mayfield both
return but the big boost for
offense is at tailback.
The top prospect is transfer
Austin Perine, who in a spring
game rushed for 91 yards and
caught two passes for 26 more.
the Racers also recruited two
.;(0ad high school runners,
Danny Lee Johnson of East
Prairie, Mo., and all-stater
Lindsey Hudspeth of Murray.
Murray has much depth at
the receiver positions and
tight end David Thomas, who
caught 17 passes fast year for
219 yards, has been selected to
the pre-season all-conference
team.
Over the past years, Murray
has been known for its out-
standing defense and this
year, the Racers could have
one of their best delep,sixe
units ever. Head-frit -tne
defensive list is senior back
Eddie MacFarland, a two-
time all-conference player
who also is on the pre-season
all-conference team.
The Racers have four ends,
five tackles, eight linebackers
and three backs - all ex-
perienced players who will be
returning.
The top defensive lineman is
Owensboro native Bruce
Martin, a junior -tackle who
was named to the pre-season
all-conference team. Punter
Wes Fergerson and kicker
Henry Larorce were named to
the squad, making Murray
State the only team in the OVC
with five all-conference
players.
Murray opens at Southeast
Missouri Sept. 3.
The rest of the schedule: at
Delta Staa Sept. 10; open,
ar--Tennessee Tech,
Sept. 24; Morehead, Oct.1 ; at
University of Tennessee-
Martin, Oct. 8; at Middle
Tennessee, Oct. 15; at East
Tennessee, Oct. 22; Eastern
Kentucky, Oct. 29; Austin
Peay, Nov. 5; Eastern Illinois,
Nov. 12; at Western Kentucky,
Nov. 19.
Franklin-Simpson, an
years and a veteran unit vv
heading into 1977. Indsor Enduring Pains Of Camp
outstanding team the past two
Corbin- again-Fates-the-4404—
in Class AA, with Mayfield
and Middlesboro considered
the best of the rest. Mayfield,
incidentally, made it to the
championship game last year
before falling to Corbin.
Middlesboro, in the same
district with Corbin, dropped a
10-9 decision to the Red
Hounds in 1976.
But Corbin realizes it does
not have a lock on the title,
especially after dropping a 36-
14 decision to AAA




Bellevue are among the
headliners in Class A, with
Campbellsville, Paintsville
and Frankfort again figured to
offer stiff competition.
And Loving Every Minute Of It
By MIKE CLARK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
A little over a year ago, Bob
Windsor's .football career
dissolved -ineb ashes, and he
admitted then that he was
apparently doomed to spend
the rest of his days running his
sporting goods store in Laurel,
Md.
But it's Mrs. Windsor who's
minding the store these days
while Bob endures the bruises
and hurts of another
professional football training
camp. And he's loving every
minute of it.
-I was more or less setting
myself to being a working
marl and go back to my
business," Windsor said. "But
I'm really happy to get
another shot at it."
Windsor, who will enter his
10th pro season if he survives
the final two squad cuts, was
literally picked off the scrap
heap by the Philadelphia
Eagles last summer. He-was
unceremoniously tossed there
last September by the New
England Patriots, who
assured the former University
of Kentucky star that he was a
solid member of the team -
up to the moment he was cut.
Windsor, as might be
Brock Pilfers 25th, 26th To




went into the trivia book with




behind the p141L, Thursday
night when Lou k stole his
25th and 26th bases of. the
season to increase his career
mark to 891 and pull within
one of the major league
records set by Ty Cobb.
"I thought about the
situation last. night
t Wednesday) because I knew
I was going to be playing,"
said the rookie catcher. "But I
really didn't mind. He is going
to set the record sooner or
later. I'm just glad it wasn't
off me."
For non-trivia buffs,
Downing, Branca and Stallard
are afl pitchers. Downing gave
up Hank Aaron's 715th home
run, which broke Babe Ruth's
career mark. Branca served
up Bobby Thompson's
celebrated home run in the
final game of the 1951 playoffs
to give the New York Giants
the National League pennant.
Stallard was on the mound
when Roger Mans hit his 61st
home run in 1961 to break
Ruth's single-season mark.
-The crowd tried to
intimidate me by yelling at the
top of its lungs," said
Alexander.
In the first inning, the 38-
year-old Brock singled. Two
pitches later he stole second.
He attempted to add third
base to his theft total and was
two-thirds of the way when
Garry Templeton fouled off a
2-2 pitch.
A double by Keith
Hernandez scored Brock with
the game's first run.
In the third, Brock beat out
an infield hit and stole second
again. This time he scored on
Templeton's single and the
Cards were in front 2-0.
It didn't stay, that way long
as San Francisco starter John
Montefusco, who scattered
eight hits through six innings,
drove in the winning run with
a seventh-inning single as the
Giants downed the Cardinals,
4-2.
In. other NI. games
Thursday, Pittsburgh edged
Los Angeles 2-1, Atlanta
defeated Chicago 8-6,
Cincinnati nipped New York 3-
2 and Houston squeezed by
Philadelphia 6-5.
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Pirates 2, Dodgers 1
Reliever Larry Demery
finished up what John
Candelaria started, then gave
a fan an unexpected souvenir
of Pittsburgh's victory over
the Dodgers.
"A guy kept calling me a
bum," Demery said. "I
showed him different."
Reggie Smith, the first
batter Demery faced when he
entered the game in the sixth
inning, smashed his 24th home
run of the season, narrowing
Pittsburgh's lead to 2-1. That
started the fan's heckling.
But Demery held the
Dodgers to only one hit and
one walk the rest of the way,
earning his first save of the
season as Candelaria
increased his record to 14-4.
And, when the game ended,
Demery trotted over to the
stands and tossed the ball to
the heckler.
Braves 8, Cabs 6
Rookie Junior Moore
smashed his first major
league grand slam in the first
inning to highlight Atlanta's
victory over Chicago. Right-
hander Dick Ruthven, 5-10,
hurled the first five innings for
the Braves, scattering five
hits to earn the victory.
Reds 3, Mets 2
A seventh-inning single by
Dave Concepcion drove in two
runs and carried Cincinnati
past New York. Concepcion's
hit scored Johnny Bench and
Dan Driessen.
Len Randle slammed his
fifth homer of the year for
New York.
Fred Norman, 12-10,
scattered five hits through
seven innings and struck out
seven, including the 1,000th
strikeout of his career, to get
the victory.
Astros 6, Phillies 5
Consecutive home runs by
Bob Watson and Joe Ferguson
and a run-scoring double by
Cesar Cedeno rallied Houston
over Philadelphia. It was the
Phillies' second straight loss
after winning 19 of 20.
The Phiis-jumped out to a 4-0
lead in the first inning, but
Houston scored twice in the
second and Watson led off the
fourth with his homer.
Ferguson followed with his
round-tripper 7 on the next
pitch.
Houston pinch-hitter Wilbur
Howard singled to open the
Astros' seventh, was
secrfticOR - WW1- and
scored the winnin run on
expected, reacted bitterly to
the waiver and spent a
troubled off-season puttering
around in his store and
working out in hopes of getting
another chance to play.
"It's like watching him
die," Mrs. Windsor said
during those dark days. "I feel
so badly for him, but there's
nothing I can do."
Even in the depths of
despair, the 225-pound tight
end plugged away. He burned
up telephone lines talking to
pro coaches across_ the
country. Although the
responses were negative, he




finally came last May.
"I • called an old coach of
mine with the Patriots and
asked him if. he knew of
anybody that would give an
old man a shot, said the 34-
year-old Windsor. "He said he
knew (Philadelphia coach)
Dick Vermeil and he'd call
him for me.
"Ten minutes later, the
Eagles called me and here I
am," said Windsor, who was
talking by phone from the
Eagle camp in Chester, Pa.
While his wife waits at home
- "I'm not taking anything
for granted this time around,"
she says - Windsor tries to
shake off the effects of the
year's layoff.
"It's definitely been a little
tougher," Windsor said. "I've
really had to get my mind
back together, as well as my
body, and get mentally
prepared for it. But it's slowly
starting to come around.
"I have a lot of aches and
pains ... a pulled hamstring
and groin, things I've never
had before. I 'think it's just
from the year's layoff and my
body not being quite ready.
But I'll fight through. I've got
to."
The Eagles break camp on
Sunday, but it will be another
two weeks before Windsor
learns if his comeback from
limbo has been a success.
"That'll be D-Day," he said.
"We'll find out then whether
the old man can make it again.
I'm just doinglhe best I can. I
hope it's enough."
116116 PRACTICE WITh UT-Steve Porter, former Murray
High School football standout and now a loonier at the Univer-
sity of Tennessee-Knoxville, began practice with Johnny
Majors squad this week for the upcoming Southeastern Con-
ference season. Steve, the son of Bill Porter and Margaret
Porter of Murray, is listed as a 6-3, 242 pound center in the
Volunteer retrain. lite program says of Steve: "(he) could be
listed at guard, and, indeed, that is where he might be
stationed-Sort his play in the post has been primarily at cen-
ter and coaches say.his most important responsiblity_la 1977
may be as deep snapper for punts and plocements."
Purcell Advances To
Quarter-Final Round
Murray's Mel Purcell upset
top-seeded Byce Manson of
Los Angeles, 2-6, 6-0, 6-3 in the
International 21-and-under
championships at Shelter
Rock, N. Y. to advance to the
quarter-finals in the tour-
nament.
Manson was the number. two
seed in the tournament and
had only last week won his
second consecutive U. S. 21-
and-under crown. Purcell,
seeded llth in the tourney, will




Purcell will compete in the
Canadian Junior Open
Championships and the U. 6.
Junior Open Championship.
The Chicago Bears defeated
the Washington Redskins, 73-0,
in the 1940 NFL championship
game and two years later lost
to them, 14-6, for the same
title.
The last heavyweight cham-
pionship bout fought with bare
knuckles was on July 8, 1889, at
Richburg, Miss. John L. Sulli-
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more exciting in a pro football
game than the action in "the
pit," where behemoths collide
on every play. And when two
behemoths going at each other
are trying to win jobs, it
makes the collisions even
more fearsome.
Which is why, when you're
not watching Fran Tarkenton,
Bob Griese or the rest of the
more obvious players on
Minnesota and Miami in
tonight's National Football
League game on ABC, you
might glance in the trenches.





The annual Ladies In-
vitational Road Runner Golf
Tournament sponsored by the
Calved Cityjdslies_ _calf
Association is slated for Sept.
7, at Calvert City Golf and
Country Club.
Golfers from throughout
Western Kentucky are ex-
pected to compete, according
to a spokesperson.
The entry fee is $10 in-
cluding luncheon and door
priies. Deadline for entry is
Monday, Aug. 29.
All entries may be mailed to
tournament chair-person
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offensive tackle Wally Pesuit
will be raising some dust.
The long weekend of
exhibitions moves into high
gear Saturday night with
Baltimore at Dallas, Los
Angeles at Kansas City,
Cincinnati at St. Louis, San
Diego at Oakland, Detroit at
Seattle, Washington at Green
Bay, the New York Jets at
New Orleans and Tampa Bay
vs. Atlanta at Orlando, Fla.
On Sunday it's Pittsburgh at
New England and Denver at
Philadelphia, then the
weekend ends Monday night
with Buffalo at the New York
Giants and San Francisco at
Houston.
Thursday night, Cleveland
beat Chicago 14-7 as Brian
Sipe easily outdueled former
teammate Mike Phipps. Sipe
had two short TD passes in the
first half and completed 14 of
27 pass attempts while Phipps
was sacked five times and hit
only three of 13 passes.
Jackson, trying to make a
name for himself as a member
of Minnesota's vaunted Purple
Gang, has been wowing Bud
Grant. The glacial head
coach, usually tight with the
compliment, has had a. few
nice things to say about the
New Mexico Statc alum :us, a
one-time New York Jet picked
up on waivers from
Washington.
"This is a game where you
have to take advantage of
opportunities and Joe has
done well whenever he's hada
chance to play," Grant said.
On the other side of the
scrimmage line will be Pesuit,
Dallas' fifth-round draftee out
of the University of Kentucky
and now trying to hook on with
the Dolphins as a free agent.
He's replacing Wayne Moore,
sidelined for at least a couple
of games with a bruised
tricep.
"I know I'm 'under a
pressure situation," said
Pesuit. "I still consider myself
a rookie. How I.perform in this
game is going to make a big
impression on the coaches.
I'm still new and learning."
Clearly, he's already
learned one thing. "When he
came here this summer, he
had absolutely no shot," said
Don Shula, Miami's heach
coach. "We didn't even know
whether we wanted to bring
him back. But John Sandusky
( the line coach) got him _
straightened out and he has
come on. He had one of the
worst stances you've ever
seen."
The Vikings are 2-1 in the
preseason.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A














































K. C. 73 ,51 .589 -
Chicago 70 54 .565 3
Texas 71 55 .563 3
Minn 72 56 .563 3
Calif 60 63 .488 12t2
Seattle 51 79 .392 25
Oakland
_
47 77 .379 26
Thursday's Results
Boston 9, Texas 6
Chicago 6, Baltimore 4
New York 6, Minnesota 4




9 at Boston ( Aase 3-1), in)
Kansas City Leonard 13-10)
at Baltimore Palmer 13-10),
mln
Oakland ( Langford 8-14) at
Toronto (Byrd 2-7), (n)
Seattle - ( Mitchell 1-5) at
Cleveland (Garland (10-15), In
Texas (Moret 2-1) at New
York (Guidry 10-6m, in)
California ( Tanana 15-7m at
Detroit ( Morris 1-1), 4n )
Milwaukee (Haas 9-8) at Chi-
cago ( Renko 1-1), in)
Saturday's Games
Oakland at Toronto
Texas at New York
Minnesota at Boston
California at Detroit
Seattle at Cleveland, ( p)
Kansas City at Baltimore, (n.)
Mirwaukee at Chicago, ( n -
National League
East
..W L Pet. GB
Phila 78 47 .624 -
Pitts 73 55 .570 6'-
S Louis 71 56 .559 8
Chicago 69 56 .552 9
Montreal 59 67 .468 19'2
N York 51 75 .405 27'2
West
Los Ang 75 52 .591 -
Cinci 67 61 .523 82
Houston 59 69 .461 16'2
S Fran 59 • 70 .457 17
S Diego 56 73 .434 20
Atlanta 45 81 .357 2912
Thursday's Results ni
Pittsburgh 2, Los Angela"!
Atlanta 8, Chicago 6
Cincinnati 3, New York 2
San Francisco 4, St. Louis 2
Houston 6, Philadelphia 5
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
New York ( Koosman 8-151 at
Atlanta (Capra 2-10), (n)
Philadelphia (Carlton 18-7) at
Cincinnati (Seaver 14-5), in)
Montreal (Brown 9-10) at
Houston( Lemongello 5-14i, in
Pittsburgh (Kison 6-6) at San
Diego (Jones 5-9), In)
St. Louis (Underwood 7-9) at
Los Angeles (Rhoden 14-8), (n)
Chicago ( R.Reuschel 17-5) at
San Francisco (Barr 11-11), In)
Saturday's Games
Philadelphia at Cincinnati
Chicago at San Francisco
New York at Atlanta, in )
Montreal at Houston, in )
Pittsburgh at San Diego, in)






Tender cbunks at beef
Grated vegetables
•••••••
Come on in to Sirloin
Your choice Stockade any week-end in
at Pctelo August for our Stockade
Sizz.-K-C3ob Special








fdreay, Ky. Try a 5' Cone. • THE' FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
;#
Tender pieces of beef
and vegetables on a
skewer GnIled to per-
fection and served stain
hot with a salad, your
choice of potato, a thick slice











Unexpected Power Helps Chicago Keep Pace In AL West
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
The Chicago White Sox got
some power from an
unexpected source Thursday
night. And it helped them keep
pace in the American League
West.
Wayne Nordhagen belted
his first two major league
home runs, driving in four
runs as the White Sox defeated
Baltimore 6-4. The victory
moved Chicago back into
second place in the AL West,
two percentage points ahead
of Texas and Minnesota and
three games behind first-place
Kansas City.
"My big plus in the minor
leagues always was driving in
runs," said Nordhagen, 29,
who spent nine years in places
like Kingston of the Carolina
League and Oklahoma City in
the American Association.
"But I don't hit too many
home runs. The most I ever hit
was 16'
The White Sox do hit a lot of
homers - 162 so far this
season - but they don't




a lot and they have three lefty_
starters," noted Nordhagen,
who has gotten six of his 12
runs-batted-in this season
against the Orioles. "I hit two
curve balls for the homers. I
haven't seen any curves since
who knows when."
Eric 4oder1tolm, who the
White Sox do pay to hit home
runs, slugged his 20th of the
season and Lerrin LaGrow
recorded his 20th save.
Elsewhere in the American
League, Boston broke a seven-
game losing streak with a 9-6
victory over Texas, New York
defeated Minnesota 6-4 and
Kansas City ran its winning
skein to nine with a 9-6
triumph over Milwaukee.
Red Sox 9, Rangers 6
The Red Sox rallied for six
runs in the seventh inning to
overtake Texas and remain
two game behind New York in
the AL East. Butch Hobson's
25th homer of the season, a
three-run shot in the seventh,
and George Scott's run-
scoring single and 30th home
run were the key hits for
Boston.
Yankees 6, Twins 4
New York continued its hot
streak, winning its 11th game
in the last 12 as Reggie
Jackson singled home the
winning run and Chris
Chambliss doubled home an
insurance tally in the eighth








been socked with a two-year




cement Thursday at the
NCAA's office in Kansas City,
UN-I,V officials scheduled a
news conference for today in
Las Vegas, reportedly to
discuss the matter.
The NW's investigation
centered on UN-LV basketball
program activities from 1971
to 1975 and included numerous
violations and what the NCAA
calls "questionable
practices." Included in the
NCAA's summary were
instances of illegal gifts to
players, illegal cash
allowances, promises of free
dental care for prospective
players, free airplane trips
home for players and
promises of free airplane trips
to the UN-LV games for the
families of players.
UN-1,V will be prohibited
from participating in any
post-season competition dur-
ing the 1977-78 and 1978-79
academic years. The team




In addition, the university
will be permitted to award
only three new basketball
scholarships each year for the
two years.
UN-LV Basketball Coach
Jerry Tarkanian, cited in
several of the violations and
questionable practices listed
by the NCAA, said Thursday
the three-player recruiting
limit will be "a hindrance."
But he added: "We'll be as
strong as ever; we'll be
back."
The NCAA's ruling said the
university must take
"appropriate disciplinary and
corrective action" against the
persons cited for the
violations. As a result, former
head basketball Coach John
Bayer, Tarkanian, a former
assistant basketball coach and
Record Intact
BALTIMORE (AP, -
Manager Earl Weaver of the
Baltimore Orioles kept his
streak intact by being ejected
from Thursday night's game
with the Chicago White Sox.
Plate umpire Larry mamy
tossed Weaver out in the
seventh inning, marking the
seventh time this season the
Oriole skipper has departed
early. It was the second
consecutive ejection for




night's game for disputing
strike calls, and McCoy gave
him the thumb for refusing to
either leave the mound or
make a pitching change.
Weaver also had been out on
the field in the third inning.
disputing a call by umpire
Durwood Merrill on a force
play at second. In the fifth,
Chicaso Manager Bob-Lemon
argued- when Balitrnore's
Dave Skaggs was called safe
at first by Hank Soar.
Replays of the two disputed
calls, shown op closetsircuit
-television ia-thi press box.
pyi Shot fl? grs•rrovi,/v.g2tari
eight athletic boosters will be
disciplined by the school.
After talking with school
officials Thursday night,
Tarkanian said he would stay
at UN-LV. Earlier, UN-LV
president Dr. Donald Baepler
a,M University of Nevada
Board of Regents Member
Chris Karamanos both said
they do not believe the
disciplinary action required
by the NCAA will include
Tarkanian's ouster.
But the NCAA Committee on
Infractions or the NCAA




Talk of • the NCAA's
investigation into the UN-LV
basketball program has run
rampant, for nearly a year.
But even as the talk continued,
the basketball team has
flourished.
The Runnin' Rebels have,
for the past two years, been
the hishest scoring team in the
nation. Now, UN-LV holds
nearly every NCAA team
offensive record. Last year,




active major college coach,
has won more than 100 games
in four seasons at UN-LV.
Arthur R. Reynolds', the
NCAA's infractions
committee chairman, said the
panel was particularly.
concerned with Tarkanian,
who he said encouraged
certain principals in the case
to provide false information
on some of the NCAA
regulatioilviolations.
503 Walnut
inning. Mickey Rivers 'also
singled in a pair of runs and
had three hits in the contest,
raising his batting average to
.334.
New York relief ace Sparky
Lyle, 9-4, got the victory while
Minnesota bullpen star Tom
Johnson, 13-6, was the loser.
Royals 9, Brewers 6
Kansas City's surge
continued thanks to John
Wathan's first major-league
homer, a three-run shot in a
six-run third inning. The nine
straight triumphs set a club
record.
Paul Splittorff, 11-6, got the
victory while Jerry Augustine,




Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors.
And if you buy now you'll receive:
And if you buy now you'll receive:
When you're in the mood to buy,
we re in the mood to bargain!
McKee! Equipment reZE
Co., Inc. •












Donate What You Can
Your Donations Support These Fine
Volunteers in Protecting Our County From Fire
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College football coaches, like
poker players, prefer got to
giggle over good cards
Yet Jackie Sherrill, playing
his first hand as coach at the
University of Pittsburgh,
adniit4he likes what he sees.
Gone is Pitt's ace in the hole
-- Tony Dorsett. He won the
Heisman Trophy last year and
left Pitt with the chips - a
national championship.
-But we're very blessed,"
says the 33-year-old Sherrill, a
former guard and linebacker
at Alabama. "You win
because of the players, and
we've GOT some players ...
I'm excited."
J. C. Snead Takes First Round
Lead In Hall Of Fame Tourney
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
PINEHURST, N.C. 1AP -
Positive thinking, said J.C.
Snead, is very important in
pro golf.
But, he added with a funny
little smile and a slow,
Virginia drawl, positive
thinking only works when
you're getting results.
"Let's say I think I can run
through that wall," he- said.
"Well, I take a run at it. About
the 10th time I bounce off that
wall, I'm gonna start thinking
maybe I can't run through it
after all."
Or, he said, there is the
matter of attitude; being
positive, cheerful, full of






Bowling Association will hold
its first meeting of the 1977,78
season on Sunday, Aug. 28, at 2
p.m. at Corvette Lanes.
The delegates' to the state
and national conventions will
be elected at this meeting. The
president and secretary from
all the ladies' leagues are
urged to be at this meeting. All
material and league kits will
be distributed at this time.
For more information about
the meeting contact Pat Scott
at 753-2202 or 7534657. -4.
"But if you see a guy who's
three-putted four holes in a
row and he's still smiling, he's
either faking-or he's crazy as
heck."
The putts started falling for
the slump-ridden Snead and
the door in the wall opened
just a bit as ,he fired a
sparkling, eight-under-par 63
for the first-round lead
Thursday in the $250,000 Hall
of Fare Golf Classic.
But Snead - winner of six
tour titles and an Australian
Open and a key figure on two
U.S. Ryder Cup teams - was
not ready to pronounce an end
to his season-long slump, a
slump so severe he had
considered quitting the game
in which he has won $750,000 in
the last six years.
"I've played one good
round," said the former pro
baseball player. "I don't know
if I'm over the hump or not.
This stupid game, you never
know what's going to happen.
Nobody ever really beats it.
I'll just have to go out and see
'what happens."
Snead one-putted 10 times,
including eight in a row, as he
came within one stroke of the
record on the No. 2 course
at the Pinehurst Country
Club, a revered, 7,007-yard
layout in the Carolina sanclhill
country that yielded some of
the lowest scores in its lengthy
history.
Leonard Thompson, who
grew up about 20 miles away
and has played here for
almost tWo decades, was one





Thurs., Aug. 25 thru Tuesday, Sept. 6
Its our Seconday birthday! And to thank you we
are giving the presents
Some party goods notes, flower baskets. Bridge
Card Ensembles. etc . ore
1/2 Price
Purchase 52 or more and well give you a Quality
key chain-absolutely FREE Better hurry-good
only while they lost
That isn't all! Our boxed Christmas cards are
here--buy them NOW anii well print your name
FREE! I And our doted Christmas ornaments and
new 1978 calendars have arrived too!
LEA'S HALLMARK SHOPPE
On the Square at 125 North Poplar
Paris Tennessee
three strokes the best he ever
has scored here. "I never
thought I'd shoot 64 on No. 2,"
he said.
Hale Irwin and Lon Hinkle
had 65s and Mike Morley a 66
in the mild, hazy, almost
windless weather.
Defending champion Ray
Floyd was five shots back
after a 68. Masters and British
Open winner Tom Watson had
a 70. Bobby Locke, a 60-year-
old South African inducted
into the Hall of Fame Tuesday
night, shot 83 in his first round
in the United States since 1956.
"I'm hitting the ball quite
well, just a bit more




'ST. LOUIS (API - Safety
Ken Stone has been acquired
by the St. Louis Cardinals on
National Football League
waivers from the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, the Cards said. ,
The 6-foot-1, 180-pound Stone
was a 10th-round draft choice
of the Washington Redskins in
1973. He played with
Washington in 1974 and missed
1975 with a knee injury.
Last year he was a starter
with Tampa Bay and had two
interceptions for 47 yards. '
Hall of Falk
FOXBURG, Pa. 1A.P) -
The winner of the 1947 U.S.
Open golf championship, Lou
Worsham, has been inducted
into the Golf Hall of Fame.
Worsham, the pro at
Oakmont Country Club, was
one of three golfers inducted
this,week. Also admitted were
Paul Runyon, winner of two
-fPGA championships, and
Denny Shute, a British Open
winner who also won
consecutive PGA titles.
jockey Injured
STANTON, Del. I API -
Officials at the Delaware
'Division of the Wilmington
Hospital Center reported
early this morning that jockey
Julie Snellings was in serious
condition.
Ms. Snellings suffered a
broken back when she was,
thrown from her horse
Thursday afternoon during a
race at Delaware Park.
The 19-year-old jockey took
the spill as her mount, Roc
Ruler, appeared to clip the
heels of Mortal Ruin in the
second race.
Ms. Snellings rode her first
race last Feb. 23 at Penn
National, and her first winner
came at the same track March
6.
Since that time, she has
-ridden nearly 50 winners.
Hairstyling
for the entire family
t1 tHri
po , rr •








Sherrill spent last season as
a 3-8 coach at Washington
State while Pitt was rolling
with players he helped recruit
Prior to last season, he had
spent three years as top aide
to Pitt's 1976 Coach of the
Year, Johnny Majors, now at
Tennessee.
One freshman Sherrill
helped bring in for the 1974
season was Matt Cavanaugh.
He was big, fast and tough.
Sherrill wanted him at
linebacker.
"I'm glad the other coaches
didn't let me," Sherrill says
now that the .6-foot-2, 218-
pound Cavanaugh is one of the
top quarterbacks in the
country.
Last season in a gatne
against Duke, Cavanaugh
threw five touchdown passes
against a defense geared to
stop Dorsett. After missing
three games because of a
hairline fracture of the leg, he
returned and won the Most
Valuable Player Award in the
ligar Bowl.
Cavanaugh will throw to an
,,ray of quality receivers,




Dorsett's backfield mate the
past two seasons. "I feel light
and loose," says Walker, who
:List 15 pounds from his 205-
pound playing weight of last
season.
Dorsett's job is up for grabs.
\rnong the contenders is Ray
.'harles Jones, who scored 28
touchdowns as a high school
senior in Pascagoula, Miss.
The major question mark
iiffensively will be in the line,
here graduation took four of
six starters.
Tom Brzoza, a second-team
All-American last season at
guard, moves to center. The
other returning starter is
guard Matt Carroll, down to
260 pounds after playing at 280
last year.
Defensively, Pitt still has
230-pound Randy Holloway, a
rangy tackle who led Pitt with
18 quarterbacks sacks last
season.
Starters were lost at the
other four positions in Pitt's
five-man defensive line, but
the replacements include 240-
pound middle guard Dave
Logan, who had an
outstanding spring.
Pitt also must replace both
linebackers from last season,
while the four-man secondary
returns, led by safety Bob
Jury, who had 10 pass
interceptions last season.
Before Pitt's Sept. 10
nationally televised opener
against Notre Dame, Sherrill
also must find replacements
for Carson Long and Larry
Swider, who handled the
placekicking and punting for
Pitt the last four seasons:
Among the freshmen is 5-
foot-6 Dave Trout, who kicked
a 48-yard field goal last,
season and has booted 60-
yarders in practice.

































Choic:.! :f 5 flavors.
















































Wilkinson razor with 3 bond-
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Peanuts
THE WEIXANG5 OFF!
THE BRIDE RAN 'UAL(







Six styles in decorator col-
ors. 17" and 18" high.
TABLE LAMP
' 9712 REG. 15.88
Pretty table lamps in six














Quality aluminum rqslcet with attrac-
tive, sporty cover.
CHAMPIONSHIP HEAVY DUTY,
X-DUTY SPALDING, OR PENN
YELLOW TENNIS BALLS .. .. 2.09
3 PER CAN
1 VALUES TO 2.37
Choose 44-qt. waste conttiner, 1V2
bushel laundry basket, 3-pc. sink









us. esti =WM- ' •
!YOU DON'T HAVE TO CLIMB Lees' Stay Well
\ A MOUNTAIN TO
GAIN ENLIGHTENMENT"
Just send away for the Consumer Inform.' : .0,11,tv
and a key to enlightenment will appear in your
The Consumer Information Catalog is put The Fed
eral Government. And it lists over 200 of their ho, that you
can send away for. Most are free. Atid they can 00 with
things like how to buy a home, how to grow Vegi how to
deal with headaches, simple plumbing repairs other
everyday and not-so everyday problems.
Su if you wish to learn about the mystic sc le, of
the Wayward .ancients, put on your climbing gel'
. But, if you wish to know about how to fix .1., tau( et.
send for the catalog. Write: ConsumerInformati •.iiter
Dept. A, Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
THE CONSUMER INFORMAllON CATALOG





*41tetto•Mu9ic perlorrnanc• vii FM V+ AM 131g
easy-to-r•ad 01001 lace elbde rule recto chat
with FMIIAM bend onthcatof 1410.•tmpact poly.
erytett•tn roctn walnut gran) tintsh Model 7-4501
Add spring and bounce to any hair style,





Automatically_ adjusts to changes in room
temperature. 72" x 84", 80% polyester, 20%








Compact manual portable with full-size 84
character keyboard. Includes half spacing,
hand set margins, paper bale scale, stencil













Compact lighted dial alarm
clock with large black nu-














Luxurious, 72" x 90", polyester
solid color blanket.
"BELMONT" 72" x 90"- THERMAL





12" carriage, electric repeat keys.
Ful,1 88 character office keyboard,
tabulator variable line spacer, sten-
cil selector. Picalite type. Separate
molded carrying Case.
4e4ve4b..4 ipt-t:29%0-.4614171-r, t4r 41411°4
'Or • L-
*AP
By F L Blasingame M
Preventing Hot Water Auras
Q: Mrs. M.O'C.. writes
for guidance about the
proper temperature for
circulating hot water for
general use from a water
heater in a home. A neigh-
bor's child got burned
while taking a bath be-
cause he suddenly opened
the hot .,water faucet, be-
came excited, arld was
burned before he could
turn off the water or get
out of the tub.
A: It is estimated that
half of all Americans heat
their water to unnecessar-
ily high temperatures.
This practice wastes en-
ergy and exposes the users
to potential burns like
those experienced by your .
neighbor's child.
Such household burns
have -been called to the
attention of physicians and
the public by Jerold
Kaplan, M.D. of the
Brooke Army Medical Cen-
ter in San Antonio, Tex. He
points out that 20 per cent
of burns in children are the
result of the use of hot
water in our homes.
As far as the appropriate
maximal temperature for
tap water, Dr. Kaplan re-
commends that it be no




slight elevation of the wa-
ter temperature above this
level.
As Dr. Kaplan points out,
at 135 degrees F.(57 de-
grees C.), water can pro-
duce full-thickness burns
after only a 10- to I5-second
exposure. Above this level,
the exposure time required
to produce a severe burn is
cut in half with each one-
degree rise in tempera-
ture. Infants and aged peo-
ple who are unable to es-
cape from such hot water
exposure can be dan-
gerously burned over a
large area of skin in only a
few seconds.
The greater the differ-
ence between the tempera-
ture of your water heater
and the air around it, the
greater the heat loss and
energy waste. Even high
water temperature will not
kill germs in dishwashing
and laundering and cause
sterilization. This is not
feasible or necessary for
good housekeeping. Water
NOT A BAD EXCUSE
NEW YORK ( AP) — Senior
forward Jerry Lugo didn't show
for a road trip for the Hunter
basketball team. Coach Charlie
Jackson Pi 84 puzzled but an
hour before the game, he got a
phone call from Lugo."Sorry,
coach," Lugo said. "Can't
make the game. I just got mar-
ried."
at a safe level 1135 degrees
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thermometer. You or your
plumber can adjust your
hot water heater thermo-
stat to keep water at the
desired temperature.
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NOW!
Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Build a bridge instead of a wall! When we insulate
our hearts from others, we isolate our lives from
realistic living. We are uniquely social beings
because we have been created in the image of the
eternal God-who is love perfected. (I John, 4:8)
Distrust, suspicion, jealousy, envy, selfishness, self-
righteousness, self-centeredness and revenge are
malignant diseases of the heart that lead to
emotional suicide. They wreck lives most treasured
relationships. They suffocate communication which
is indispensable to abundant life.
You are important! You have awesome powers to
positively affect the lives of others. But, before you
can relate to others, you must be able to live with
yourself. You rrtay be someone's last desperate
hope. Your kinaness, encouragement, and un-
derstanding may be the last line of communication
that can reach deep down inside and speak life to
another's gasping soul So, say with all your being,
let not your heart be troubled neither let it be
afraid." -
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be a Christian.
A good radial
doesn't have to leave
your wallet flat.
Buy Phillips 66 glass-belted
Radial II. 2 polyester cord ra-
dial body plies plus 2 fiberglass
belt plies. Gas-saving radial
construction.
All the radial you need,
for less than you expect.
'tendons Service
Sation





Lovett Dist., Co. Inc.
:op _ 
40tithSec.oncl St
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College football coaches, like
poker players, prefer not to
giggle over good cards.
Yet Jackie Sherrill, playing
his first hand as coach at the
University of Pittsburgh,
admits he likes what he sees.
Gone is Pitt's ace in the hole
- Topy Dorsett. He won the
Heisrnan Trophy last year and
left Pitt with the chips - a
national championship.
"But we're very blessed,"
says the 33-year-old Sherrill, a
former guard and linebacker
at Alabama. "You win
because of the players, and
we've GOT some players ...
I'm excited."
J. C. Snead Takes First Round
Lead In Hall Of Fame Tourney
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer •
PINEHURST, Nt. I AP) -
Positive thinking, said J.C.
Snead, is very important in
pro golf.
But, he added with a funny
little smile and a slow,
Virginia drawl, positive
thinking only works _when
you're getting results.
"Let's say I think I can pip
through that wall," he said.
"Well, I take a run at it. About
the 10th time I bounce off that
wall, I'm gonna start thinking
maybe I can't run through it
after all."
Or, he said, there is the
matter of attitude; being
positive, cheerful, full of






Bowling Association will hold
its first meeting of the 1977-78
season on Sunday. Aug. 28, at 2
p.m. at Corvette Lanes.
The delegates to the state
and national conventions will
be elected at this meeting. The
president and secretary from
all the ladies' leagues are
urged to be at this meeting. All
material and league kits will
be distributed at this time.
For more information about
the meeting contact Pat Scott
at 753-2202 or 753-4657.
know what's going to happen.
Nobody ever really beats it.
I'll just have to go out and see
what happens.-
Snead one-putted.10 times,
including eight in a row, as he
came within one stroke of the
record on the No. 2 course
at the Pinehurst Country
Club, a revered, 7,007-yard
layout in the Carolina sandhill
country that yielded some of
the lowest scores in its lengthy
history.
Leonard s Thompson, who
grew up abour20 rriles away
and has played here for
almost two decades, was one





Thurs., Aug. 25 thru Tuesday, Sept. 6
It s our Seconday birthday! And to thank you we
are giving the presents
Some party goods notes flower baskets Bridge
Card Ensembles, etc are
1/2 Price
Purchase $2 or more and we'll give you a Quality
key chain-absolutely FREE Better hurry--good
only whole they last
That isn't all, Our boxed Christmas cords are
here--buy them NOW and we'll print your name
FREE)) And our dated Christmas ornaments and
new 1978 calendars have arrived. too!
LEA'S HALLMARK SHOPPE
On the Square at 125 North Poplar
Paris. Tennessee
"But if you see a guy who's
three-putted four holes in a
row and he's still smiling, he's
either faking or he's crazy as
heck."
The putts started falling for
the slump-ridden Snead and
the door in the wall opened
just a bit as he fired a
sparkling, eight-under-par 63
for the first-round lead
Thursday in the $250,000 Hall
of Fame Golf Classic.
But Snead - winner of six
tour titles and an Australian
Open and a key figure on two
U.S. Ryder Cup teams - was
not ready to pronounce an end
to his season-long slump, a
slump so severe he had
considered quitting the game
in which he has won $750,000 in
the last six years.
"I've played one good
ST. LOUIS (API - Safetyround," said the former pro
baseball player. "I don't know Ken Stone has been acquired
if I'm- over the hump or not., by the St. Louis Cardinals on
This stupid game, you never National Football League
waivers from the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, the Cards said.
The 6-foot-1, 180-pound Stone
was a 10th-round draft choice
of the Washington Redskins in
1973. He played with
,,Washingtun in 1974 and missed
1975 with a knee injury.
Last year he was a starter
with Tampa Bay and had two
interceptions for 47 yards.
three strokes the best he ever
has scored here. "I never
thought I'd shoot 64 on No. 2,"
he said.
Hale Irwittrand Lon Hinkle
had 65s and Mike Morley a 66
in the mild, hazy, almost
windless weather.
Defending champion Ray
Floyd was five shots back
after a 68. Masters and British
Open winner Tom Watson had
a 70. Bobby Locke, a 60-year-
old South African inducted
into the Hall of Fame Tuesday
night, shot 83 in his first round
in the United States since 1956.
-I'm hitting the ball quite
well, just a bit more




FOXBURG, Pa. AP) -
The winner of thel1947 U.S.
Open golf championship, Lou
Worsham, has been inducted
into the Golf Hall of Fame.
Worsham, the pro at
Oakmont Country Club, was
one of three golfers inducted
this week. Also admitted were
Paul Runyon, winner of two
PGA championships, and
Denny Shute, a British Open
winner who also won
consecutive PGA titles.
Jockey Injured
STANTON, Del. (AP) -
Officials at the Delaware
Division of the Wilmington
Hospital Center reported
early this morning that jockey
Julie Snellings was in serious
condition.
Ms. Snelling suffered a
broken back when she was
thrown from her horse
Thursday afternoon during a
race at Delaware Park,
The 19-year-old jockey took
the spill as her mount, Roc
Ruler, appeared to clip the
heels of Mortal Ruin in the
second race.
Ms. Snellings rode her first
race last Feb. 23 at Penn
National, and her first winner
came at the same track March
6.
Since that time, she has
ridden nearly 50 winners.
Hairstyling
for the entire family
1 11r,ir tryi.t'l • tr,',
r. T.11,111\ 'lit fl1H f
1 (
Roffler Of Murray -
Central Shopping Center
7ci_pckoq
cia4tIfiniti" '3;ltita= "A A OAS"
_ —ST Y115.1111.finyii & WitYPOlitry"" _
Ay3C-A..-.PAr44‘4144114**,"'..itio.4.
*
Sherrill spent last season as
a 3-8 coich at Washington
State while Pitt was rolling
with players he helped recruit.
Prior to last season, he had
spent three years as top aide
to Pitt's 1976 Coach of the
Year, Johnny Majors, now at
Tennessee.
One freshman Sherrill
helped bring in for the 1974
season was Mitt Cavanaugh.
He was big, fast and tough.
Sherrill wanted him at
linebacker.
-I'm glad the other coaches
didn't let me," Sherrill says
now that the 6-foot-2, 218-
pound Cavanaugh is one of the
top quarterbacks in the
country.
Last season ih a game
against Duke, Cavanaugh
threw five touchdown passes
against a defense geared to
stop Dorsett. After missing
three games because of a
hairline fracture of the leg, he
returned and won the Most
Valuable Player Award in the
sugar Bowl.
Cavanaugh will throw to an
array of quality receivets,




Dorsett's backfield mate the
past two seasons. "I feel light
and loose," says Walker, who
1ost 15 pounds from his 205-
pound playing weight of last
season.
Dorsett's job is up for grabs.
tmong the contenders is Ray
Charles Jones, who scored 28
touchdowns as a high school
senior in Pascagoula, Miss.
The major question mark
offensively will be in the line,
where graduation took four of
six starters.
Tom Brzoza, a second-team
All-American last season at
guard, moves to center. The
other returning starter is
guard Matt Carroll, down to
260 pounds after playing at 280
last year.
Defensively, Pitt still has
230-pound Randy Holloway, a
rangy tackle who led Pitt with
18 quarterbacks sacks last
seasdh.
Starters were lost at the
other four positions in Pitt's
five-man defensive line, but
the replacements incl4le 240-
pound middle godlier Oasie
Logan, who had an
outstanding spring.
Pitt also must replace both
linebackers from last season,
while the four-man secondary
returns, led by safety Bob
Jury, who had 10 pats
interceptions last season.
Before Pitt's Sept. 10
nationally televised opener
against Notre Dame, Sherrill
also must find replacements
for Carson Long and Larry
Swider, who han4led the
placekicking and Osting
Pitt the last four seasons:
Among the freshmen is 5-
foot-6 Dave Trout, who kicked
a 48-yard field goal last
season and has booted 60-
yarders in practice.
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Assorted s . ., th con-
!rast print tr4 -, 5-'i-ring b-ut-
ton and belt tH-ls: muscle






































Wilkinson razor with 3 bond-




9" x 5" covered loaf pan,
!or cooking and storing. •
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Peanuts
THE WEDDiNG 5 OFF!
THE EiRiDE RAN ALUM
WITH Ti4E 6Rox'5 Nina!
U. EAT THE SALAD,






.ve"YOU DON'T HAVE 10 CLIMB
• AMOUNTAINTO
GAIN ENLIGHTEMENT"
Just send aw-a for the Consumer Inturn1.1'
and a key to enlightenment will appear in yout /
The Consumer Information Catalog is put ttle: Fed
.eral Government. And it lists over 200 of their t)•, that
can send away for. Most are free. And they can
„things like how: to buy a home, how to grow veg, • - . 1,.,„
deal with headaches, simple plumbing repairs a
everydaN and not .so everyday problems.
So if you wish to learn about the mystic sc.,
the wayward ancients, put on your climbing gt;i:
But, if you wish to know about how to fix .
send for the catalog. Write: Consumer Inform..iti
Dept A. Pueblo, Colorado 81009.
THE CONSUMER INFORMATION CATALOG
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Add 'spring and bounce to any hair style,






















































































































12" carriage, electric repeat keys.
Full 88 character office keyboard,
tabulator variable line spacer, sten-









































































CHOICE VALUES TO 2.371 
Choose 44-qt. waste container, 11/2
bushel laundry basket, 3-pc. sink
drain set, or 6-pc: table set (not pic-
tured).
-
. Bel-Air Shopping Center 9-9 Mon.-Sat
V
All the radial y
for less than you
Hendon: Service
Sation
4th & Walnut Street
Murray, Ky.
Let's Stay Well 13), F J L Biasulgiune
Preventing Hot Water Burns
Q: Mrs. M.O'C. writes
for guidance about the
proper temperature for
circulating hot water for
general use from a water
heater in a home. A neigh-
bor's child got burned
while taking a bath be-
cause he suddenly opened
the hot water faucet, be-
came excited, and was
burned before he could
turn off the water or get
out of the tub.
A: It is estimated that
half of all Americans heat
their water to unnecessar-
'ily high temperatures.
This practice wastes en-
ergy and exposes the users
to potential burns like
those experienced by your
neighbor's child.
Such household burns
have been called to the
attention of physicians and
the public by Jerold
Kaplan,- M.D. ' of the
Brooke Army Medical Cen-
ter in San Antonio, Tex. He
points out that 20 per cent
of burns in children are the
result of the use of hot
water in our homes.
As far as the appropriate
maximal temperature for
tap water, Dr. Kaplan re-
commends that it be no




slight elevation of the wa-
ter temperature above this
level.
As Dr. Kaplan points out,
at 135 degrees F.(57 de-
grees C.), water can pro-
duce full-thickness burns
after only a 10- to 15-second
exposure. Above this level,
the exposure time required
to produce a severe burn is
cut in half with each one-
degree rise in tempera-
ture. Infants and aged peo-
ple who are unable to es-
cape from such hot water
exposure can be dan-
gerously burned over a
large area of skin in only a
few seconds.
The greater the differ- I
ence between the tempera-
ture of your water 'heater
and the air around' it, the
greater the heat loss and
energy waste. Even high
water temperature will not'
kill germs in dishwashing
and laundering and cause
sterilization. This is not
feasible or necessary for
good housekeeping. Water
NOT ABAD EXCUSE
NEW YORK (API - Senior
forward Jerry Lugo didn't show
for a road trip for the Hunter
basketball team. Coach Charlie
Jackson was puzzled but an
hour before the game, he got a
phone call from Lugo. Sorry,
coach," Lugo said. "Can't
make the game. I just got mar-
ried."
at a safe level 1135 degrees






















































































thermometer. You or your
plumber can adjust your
hot water heater thermo-
stat to keep water at.the
desired temperature.














43 Lamprey 52 Halt
45 Symbol for 56 Greekietier-
tin 58 Employ
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NOW!
Kenneth Hoover
University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Build a bridge instead of a wall! When we insulate
our hearts from others, we isolate our lives from I
realistic living. We are uniquely social beings
because we have been created in the image of the
eternal God-who is love perfected. (I )ohn, 4:8)
Distrust, suspicion, jealousy, envy, selfishness, self-
righteousness, self-centeredness and revenge are
malignant diseases of the heart that lead to
emotional suicide: They wreck lives most treasured
relationships. They suffocate communication which
is indispensable to abundant life.
You are important! You have awesome powers to
positively affect the lives of others. But, before you
can relate to others, you must be able to live with
yourself. You may be someone's last desperate
hope. Your kindness, encouragement, and un-
derstanding may be the last- line ot communication
that can reach deep down inside and speak life to
another's gasping soul So, say with,ail your being,
'let not your heart be troubled neither ?Iit be
.afraid."
It's the greatest thing in the world
to be a Christian.
A good radial
doesn't have to leave
your wallet flat.
Buy Phillips 66 glass-belted
Radial II. 2 polyester cord ra-
dial body plies plus 2 fiberglass
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THE MURRAY Ay LEDGER & TIMES
or
Baptist Bapti • st , • . ....• .. , .,.... • • • . al  a 
a MethodistSCOTTS GlOVI
Worship Service 11 00 a inNEW PIROVIDENCI
1.Nening Worship 6 30p in Sunday. School 10 a in
IMMANUEL MISSIONARY Preaching Service 11 a in
Morning Worship . • 11 00a m Nightly Service 6 p in
Evening Worship
10 45 • m 
6 10 p m
FIRST SAITtS1
Morning Worship
F:ventng Worship 1 00 p m
WEST FORS
Morning Worship 11 00 a m
a















Worship Service 11 a al, 1st Sunday, 10 00 a
m 3rd Sunday, Sunday School 10.00 a m ,
2nd & 4th
sunder Es ening 6 00 p in
I 
IlUilMWS aiumn UNITEDWednesday FY ening 7 DO D in 
' Worship Service 11 00 a adSIIKING SPRING 
Sunday School 10001.mMorning Worship 11 :00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15p.rn GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service 9. 30 a.mNORTNSIDE
Morning Worship 11 00 a m Church of Christ Sunday School 11.00 a .mEr ening Worship. . 7 00 p m Nazarene
NAIR BAInST 
NEW PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENCE 
WIRDSunday School 10 00a. inMorning Worstup 11 00. in
Mormr.• Norship 11, IA, a m MURRAY CHURCH 
Morning Worship 11 00 a. rn.Er einng Worship 7 30p m Sunday School 9.45a al Evening Worship 6.30p. m.i 
UNIVERSITY KIRK:LIT UNITEDPOPLAR SPRINGS 
Morning Worship 10.45a m ' Soft/ ' Spoken Word Sunday' School 10:00 a. mMorning Wurstup .10• 30a m.N Y P S Worship 5 15 p m ,Mornots Worship II 00a m 
Morning Worship ii 00 a m., , , Evening Worship 8.00p. in.Evening Worship 6 30p m Evening Worship 6 00p rn t 
Evenutg Worship 7 00p. inWednesday Worship 7 00 p m 
GREEN PLAINWEAVE BAPTIST 1, i‘ • I 
• 41most every day we are confronted with 
, Bible Shady 10 a.m COLDWATER UNITEDSunday School 9 45 a m LOCUST GRCIVE CHUROI an angry itituatiofi. For a salesman or a
Worship Service 10:45 a.m. & 6 p.rn Worship Service 11 00 a rn. 1st & 2nd Sun-Morning Worship 10 45 am Morning Worship 11 :001.111. ' 1 '/09.* 
1.1rrik. it may be an impatient customer. FEW
a mother. two lighting children could be Wed, Worship 7 ,Y3 Pm day, 10 00 am 3rd & 4th. Sunday SchoolSinging. Evening Wurs 5 31)-6 °CI °in Sunday School 10,00a.m. r 0 0.00 a. in. 1st & 2nd Sunday, 11 00 a. in. 3rdthe problem. No ntatter what your °erupts- WEST MURRAYMUM YBLOOD RIVER Evening Worship 530p.m. S 4 0 • ., . ! -!:.2
Morning Worship 11 iAla m N.Y P.S. Worship 5.00 p.m. 
AIM.. 
lion, there are occasions when you have to Morning Worship 1050 a m. & 41.11 Sunday
f ' , 
,
I t / _.... "'.....-.  -• t' 1 
deil with anger. • Evening Worship 600p m.Evening Worship 6 30p in Wednesday Evening 6,30p.m. . . i num MILL UNITEDIIIRILSET BAPTIST • ....- iT4-i • 18. - UNION GROVE Monung Worship 10:06 ern
Sunday School 11:001 mwith anger? Or in the words of"Proyerbs 
Morning Worship 10,50a. m.
'il'ilk - • -- 
Flow do you handle it? Do you meet angerMorning Worship 11 00a in 'IV P4 • / 
„,,_::1 
I 'i 4 , ' ./ , '? / ' -....-o. ,..-„:„ Evening Worship 6:40p. m.EV ening W,r5hip 7 30 p rn Pentecostal , /j,, . r . ' it... ... --z. •...... •- . gpsr• 15:1. do you turn row, onset' .irk soitlY SEVENTH IL POPLAR RRST MITHODSTMEMORIAL BAPTIST i ' f  1 . ', , „„rr, ,.., ....=.„r - spoken meortis:' flow soothing it is ta. an Worship Service 10- 40a. m. woraup 11. 45& 1050a m.Morning Worship 10 SO a m .; ' 4., • ': 1/1 • ........;%,....., angry ckill to ha ye a gentle, s.ft•poken Everung Worship 6 • 00 p. rn,LIMO HEIGHTS • 7 • 1919!...mii' . Illzesir.r.....,..: ___ mother to calm him down. How pleasant NEW CONCORDEvening Worship 6 00 p m Morning Worship 11 00a a, RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITEDNEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY Evening Worship 7 30 p ni• , / e„ / i .. gui......Zip*,:ss. when we arr angry to hay.- a clerk offer
/IA iwP.176.7-,',4711.-: helpful suggestions. 
Morning Service
Evening Worship 
10.50. m Sunday School 10:00a. m.Morning V. orship 11 00 a in UWITED, NEW CONCORD { • ../' 6 ' N P. m Morning Worship 1100. in.Evening Worship 7 00p rn Sunday School 10:00a n. r , _. PLEASANT VALLEYr - 
, t.e.•'.''',4 Oat, ,! .5 .,,,,..-..1.7. When you are confronted with anger, re- Morning Worship 11:00. m. • LYNN GROVEIFLINT BAPTIST Worship Services 11:00 a.m .7 00 pt.:, I ..' 4 ' I; ' .il member these word.. If ey ery one heeded I Evening Worship COOP- m. Morning Worship Service 11:00a m.Morning Worship - 11 00 a m CALVARY TEMPLE . ... .,  -..
L :ening Worsh:p • 6 op rn Sunday School 10 00a. m s „ 
.,. this advice. what a different world ii would SECOND STREET Sunday School 10.00. In.
Worship Services 11 Siam .7.30p.m ., , 
`.\ . 
•-• be. Morning Worship 10: 45 em.
slop, GOSHEN ILUTRODEST
CHERRY CORNER ,,,. 




Morning Ih'orsrup 11 00a rn \ . 'Os S • . FRIENDSHIP Morning worship Services 930a. m.' '• 
••
OF GOD • Ms • .. I' 
st • l• Sunday School 10 00 a.m. Sunday School . 10:40a m.• • '
Ey erur.g Worship 7 °° P m A . ,
'ell .4' .
Sunday School 10 00a. in
ELM GROVE Morning Worship 11 00a. m
Morning Worship 11 00a m. Sunday Everung 7 fop m
Evening Worship 7 00 p in This nite 7 fop. in ,
SALEM BRPTIST UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
Sunday School 10 00 a m
tt. ' 10
• ,# .4.40P;.‘,;: '.. ' ' ../ ' • ' - ''' ; 
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Morning Worship 11 00 a in. Evenuig services: 1st., 3rd. & 5th Sundays
HAZEL CHURCH Preaching Service 6,30 p. in
Of CREST
Bide Study 10:00 COUE'S CAMPGROUND
AM Worship wise Worship Service 10 001 rn.Morrung Wor.shii• 11 00 a m
EN ening Wor1hip 7 15 p ril Evening Worship 7 fop m
DEWARDS CHAPELSUGAR CREEX Sunday School 10 OU a inMorning Worship 11 PO0 m• Worship Service 11 00. mF. ening Worshtp 7-15P m • Evening Worship 7 30p in
OMENS CHAPEL FIRST UNITED
Morning Worship 11.00a in Sunday Worship 10 00 a m & 7 00p m
F..) ening Worship . 5 30p in Toes & Thurs . 7 00 p m
MOUNT NORER-TREEIVILL BAPTIST
SmIdav School V 30 a' m
Worship 11 00a m
,
LONE 0All PRIMITIVE
1st Sunda) •200 p. m.
3rd Sunda) 10 30a m ' Christian .
' OLD SALEM BAPTIST i
Sunday School 30 00 a m FIRST CNRISTIAN '
Worship Service 11 00 a m Viorship Services 10 45a m.,7,00p.m.
Vesper Service 5 00P m. - MURRAY CHRISTIAN FILLOWSNIP
* Co LDWATER Worship 10-30a nr
f3able School 9•30 a mMorning Servn•es 11 00 a in 
Everting Sennce 6 00 p mEvening Services 6.00
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Mid Week 7:00 DETTER-NARDIN UNTIED
COLDWATER Worship Service 1000a in
Morning Worship 1°.542-m- lat & 2nd Sundays 11 00. m
Evening Worship 611013-m• lst & 3rd & itch Sunday
CRUET CHURCH
NT. MINOROf CHRIST Worship Service 10 00 a m. 1st Sunday &Sunday School 1000a. m.
Morning Worship 10:50a. m. 1100 a. m. 3rd Sunday . Sunday School 11 00
a. m. 1st Sunday - 1000 a. in 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Evening Worship 7,00 p m. 1 Sunday& Wed- smilay
nesdaysi
AIM° MT. CARMEL
Bible Study 10 00a m. Worship Service 10:00 a. as. 2nd Sunday.
Morrung Worship 13.00a. m. 11:00 a. m. 4th Stmday Sunday School 10:00




Morrung Services l0:45 a. m.
,LISPITT 0111111111LUID
Sunday Sc 10 ,00 alp. BROM CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 11:00 am 1st & 3rd Sunday, 930a. m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE Evening 7:110p, m.
p in CIOURCN Of JESUS CHRIST ''FAITH BAPTIST Of LATTER DAY SAINTSMorning Worship 11 00a m Sunday School 10 45 a rn .Evening Worship 6 30p m. ST. LEO CATNOLIC
LOCUST GROVE - CHURCH
Morning Worship :I co, m Sunda) Mass 8 a m , I 1 a m 4 30 p m
Evening Worship 7 co p m, Saturday Mass 6 30p m
CHESTTRIT STIEET GENERAL CHRISTIAN saINCI •
Sunda) School 10 00 a m SERVICES
Mornuig Worship Farmer A ve and 17th St.. Murray.  Ky., Sun-11 00 a m
day-s 11 00 a m. Testimony meeting secondLEDSETT111 MISSIONARY BAPTIST W'ednesday 8 p in
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Sunday. School 9 45 a.m. 2nd & 4th Sunday 11:0I$ In
Worship Service 11 00 a_ m No Evening Worship
sunday school OAX GROVE ecntit UN1TZD
10 09 a m, 1st & 3rd Sunday 11:00 a. m
Worship Services 11 cm,7 p. m. MdliFth Sond•F 930a m
Evening 6.00p in.
SOUTN PLEASANT WYE
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday Schod 10.00a m.
Morning Worship II .00 a 
m 
m, Morning Worshie, 11 , GO a m
Evening Worship 7:00 p Everung 7:00p. m.
FIRST PRESEITTEMAN STORIT'S NAIR 1/1111210
School 9 30a m, Monung Worship - 9.45a. m.Ssindav Scowl 10 -00a m JEHOVAH'S WITESSE • -Preaching 1100am & 6.00p.m Watchtower 
N S 
10 30a. m.Wednesday night 7:00 p m Bible Lecture 9 30.. m
SPRING CREEK WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
• BAPTIST CHURCH Worship Services 11 00a in .7 00 p.m.





Worship Service 10 45 a m Sunday School 10:45 a m..
Evenirut Worship 7.00p.m 9.45 a m
. JOHN BAPTIST CHURC14 
Worship 
HourT.
Church School 11 -00a mST 
IMMAN
l 
UEL LUTHERANMorning Worship 10,45a. m 
9 15 a.m
sunday schoo
Sunda) School 9'3°8 m Morning Worship 10 3.0. in
DEXTER SAITIST 01U1K/1 SIYIK71t DAT ADVENTIST
Wednesday Service 
7 00 p 4,1 . Sabbath Schoof Sat 10.30a m
Sunday School 
moo a.m. Worship Service Sat 9 15 a m

























Bags & 1.4 " 
' 
Beauty.
Beads 411 W.OnZ Salon














Concrete Products.zr-L E; Septic Tanks - Dnveway Culvets -
.••_ ___j ) Stock Water Tanks
.' Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete'.
Hoy 94 E. (3 Min dirt et Merrio) 753-0277
Bibles & Ourch Sepplies
Reference ional Books4311/41" crt
So I (woof of Sovoro We Special Order Promptly 713.7211
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerrold loyd-Oweer
Campion katesmoic iralionisses• s•rytai
entuckw Pita Chicks.*
"It's Finger Licitin. Good"
'try Owe Delicievs leaf mid Here Sandwich's
















Complete Tene-Up AL lava Salvias- -
709 S 701 753-1751
Radiator & Auto Gloss Service
American Coin-AMC
Motors Jeep
Ner MO,. Matador -Gmandin- Prap-P•cor Worm
Top arafity Usisil Cars
110e Coldwater Rd. Man 753-4448
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd66 753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th 8 Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 753-6655 753-1215
Corvette Lanes-Bowling At Its Best
1 415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
A.B.C. may school
,..----, *paws 6:45 "An. to 5 p.m. • S Daysyd..., . Worship With Your Children
',-7‘0 --- ei... ; ---:- IP'''''''.,q- *Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryan Ave., Murray 753-11307
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
• 
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1439
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT




MASSET•FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance
5114 4 d.eked; Restaurant
Whirlpool Sales 8. Service QUOSar Famous Fish Dinners
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 753-3037
I
On Noy. 61 at 'Warn
Phone 474-2202
Freed Cotham c.Co.,•If
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal





















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"










Go ' : C-')urch Sunday
Tiny Tot
Day Care
I Infants To 5 Years
41 
Kentucky Licensed
6 30 a.m. - 5.30 p.m,




. Murray's Most Complete Department Store
•41,DeVanti s Steak
& Pizza II
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air ConditIonles Heating Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
[302 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
'Home of Qualify, (colony, 44a Selections
Open 7 Days
7 o.m. 90 12 Midnight
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup 8, Delivery
Open 4:30 a.m. • Clete 110011.M.
%why Open I:004.m. - Chao 10:00 p.m.
&PA 12211 - Phew 7534131
an"Prng14"" Let us Entertain You
Murray
MI WNW/ rmm MPS Theatres
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic i
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 753-3914
Murray Memorial Gardens
Jerry D. Lents, Doodd A. Janes mad Larry Suitor. owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
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24 Hour Wrecker Serwce






JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
MoreyNite 753-2486. 2112 Coldwater Rd. 753-7404 Swains Calloway, Grens,
753-1323a., mud Corisla Canninam,.......
Roy's Top Shop
Speci eliting is Vinyl Reefs,--, Original Igeipassat Material
Swett Ith 753-4970Reales,
-..... Shirley's Florist 8
Garden Center
FT!) Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping,
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-3944












1:2:1) CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
( 6..6j PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS






4,- - A • ... .. . • .. e--.•-• • •
•sisq....:a.... .7::,11Crilir....,:-€4_•.- . .. ,R
......--
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest . Cash Prices for Corn,
,Whea; 8; Soybeans
••••••••• .••.-.411181Nsiiki• *is .i.J1LassfailigsSispi...... ....--..„
-  limas mini,' -
•
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen 8 Sears, Gen. Manager
SirVai Gr"". (0/10.0. Maraha, Carlisle Counties in Its end
*wiry Co., tom •
---
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAM - MGR.
HOUSE BOAT RENTALS .
rissite-Streferit •a .. ..--. --- omis•C*Ik; VII 4241.-Ettees3-5.1102
Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
" Sales and Service
. - .... --MS. N. 4th St.
 WillibliiidiC
• --40. --- ----- ' . Joiikr• ,•__.. - _•••••••-•••-•--- . ..._ -•/•- -- -..
•
4112r•-ritT-@
. . . _
Antatlilitalt7-064041e01:' - • `" r- v..... • do, 411,* • • -
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Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.





















THE ANSWER to any
question, you may have,
the solution to all
problems are found in
the -pages of Gods' in-
spired word, The Holy
Bible. Jesus says in
Matthew 6-33, "But seek
ye first the kingdom of
God, and his
righteousness; and all
these things shall be
added unto you." For
further inforamtion
consult your Bible. For
assistance call 753-0984.
Would you Mks to nide
ow Chwch Bus to Sun-
day School and mor-
ning worship services'
at
Sinking Spring liens' Church -
Bus Driver For








GET THE MOTH SPRAY











4H1S BACK OUT AGAIN.
GIVE HiG. LEGt A
HARP PULL, WILL 'U2
'
•••












day and night shift
Apply in person at
Trenholms.
WAITRESS WANTED.
Apply in person at
Gallimores Restaurant,
Hazel, or call J C.
Gallimore at 492-9785 or
49:4-8822.
EXPERIENCED cook
wanted. Apply in person
10... Suzanne Holsclaw,
Holiday Inn.
Olan Mills Studio needs
several persons for port
time telephone ork
from Home or office
52.30 per hour See
Mrs. Smith, Regal
Motel, Room 41 Mon





WOULD LIKE to keep 16
to 18 month old girl, 1 to
2 hours on mornings,
couple days a weeli to
play with my 16 month
old. Free. Call 753-0111.
WANT - BABYS1TTER
from 7 p. m.-11 p. m. in




and building plus 3
rental houses iodated on





for an amusement park
in the Hopkinsville area.





Some 6 per cent interest
loans available. Call 502-
885-1795 after 5.
14 Want To But
GOOD USED SET of
encyclopedia's. Call 753-
8567.
12 WIDE MOBILE home
in good condition.
Preferably in New
Concord area. Call 436-
5837.
OLDER CAR in good
mechanical condition'.
Prefer 6 cylinder 4 door.
Call Paris, 1-901-642-
3683.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
-753-5669.
USED STORAGE
building. Call 753-4508 or
753-1227. •
WANT TO BUY - good
used mobile homes. Call
5274.322.
WE BUY used trailers.


















Aid gales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Belt,one of Benton, 1200










bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x JO $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
5 lost And Found
LOST OR STRAYED part
Plot Hound and German
Shenhard puppy, black
with tan markings under
chin and all 4 ' feet,
wearing red collar. Last
seen 12th and Main. Call
753-0308.
LAMT BLUE Tick coon
dog. Near Blopdriver
Baptist Church. Call 436-
2639.
LOST, STRAYED or




















$200 WEEKLY - POS-
SIBLE stuffing en-



















Personal interview only Must
be 18 years of age or over
510 Main
THE PADUCAH Sun
Democrat is looking for









Call, Betty at L and B




shift. Apply in person at
ky. Fried Chicken, 1113
Sycamoi,e.
SOMEONE TO help with
elderly lady and do light






but not required. Ap-















MY NAME ISN'T FOSTER









15 Articles For Sale
THREE PIECE
Bathroom set. Good








----4,4. WOOD FRAME couch
and matching chair, $40,
rip Queen size velvet,
li 
covered headboard, $30.
Folding bed frame, $25.
* Call 753-3720
'.
1 - G.E. Pottscrubber
Dishwasher, avacado.
$15.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
1 - TAPPAN Microwave
Oven with defrost, $15.00






radio, tape and record
player. Excellent
condition. $75. Also
Cadillac hitch, $10. 8
channel Realistic Hi-Lo




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 7534767.
USED GAS STOVE and
heater. $50. Call 753-
6868.
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 44"
at. $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
12" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Thmato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglas & at • 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box iltslartin,,Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open




after 5 p.m. or Satur-
days, 753-8333.
AIR COMPRESSOR,
poitable; 1 year old. $75.
Call 436-2294.
500 COMIC BOOKS for
$150. Can 753-0946 or 753-
8821.
VAN BENCHES, like
- new, dark green with
seat belts, taken out of
Dodge van. $40. each. -
Call 753-5561.
BOYS BIKE shoes,






dryer, $40. Swivel Early
American Chair, $50. All
in good condition. Call
753-0398.
MATTRESS AND box




and 2 three drawer
chests, one 4 drawer
chest, sewing machine,
2 buffets. Call 753-8127.
SMALL BOOKCASE, $12.
Gun rack, holds 3 guns.
Phone 753-1712 after 4
p:rn.
BIRCH BOOKSHELVES
and cabinets. Van line
packing boxes. Call 759-
1156.
GOOD USED house
• doors, panel and smooth
type and heavy glass
with locks and hinges.
$450 to $800. We have 1
heavy commercial
aluminum double door,
and 3 single with
closers. Commodes, $20
complete, lavatories-
$3.50 to $8.50. Medicine
cabinets heavy, $6.50.
Transtucent plate glass
siie30" x 36" $5.00 each.
Storm windows, woo
up. Screens all sizes,
cheap. Double sash
windows, $2.25. Dinette
tables, $8.50 to $16.00.
Small wood tables, $4.50.
. We have 500 hard back.
Books this sale 50 cents
each. Florescent light
fixtures 4 foot 4 tubes,
$10 each. Best steel
folding chairs, $3.50.






pactor. White, $80. Call
753-9442.
BIG JACK antenna with




ponent set with AM-FM
stereo radio, 8 track
tape and record
changer, $9.00 per











suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.
Electric welder, 50 amp
and miscellaneous
items. Call 753-8127.
KING SIZE mattress and
springs. $50. Five years
old. Call 13•5995 after 5
p.m. -
NgW ND NAME 5
piece blid oak bedroom
suite. Call 153-6435.
DELUXE FRIGIDAIRE
stove. Just like new. One
year old. .$250. Can be
seen after 4:30 at 813 Sha
Wa Ct. or call 753-8975 or
753-5712. •
PORTABLE BLACK and
white T. V., $60.







209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
-Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Corn-.
_plete. color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
_ya,rns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types Bnen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Time:' Monday
thru Saturdays 10 a. m.
to 9 p. m., Sundays 1-9.
19 Farm Equipment
300 MF combine. Spike
tooth, R and C tires, has
combined 300 acres. Call ,
1-554-4094 nights,
Paducah, Ky.
ONE SET of Massey
Ferguson 3 bottom ..kz








$2,000. Call 4374679. T'
TWO ROW International
corn header No. 227. 1968
International 2 ton with
grain bed and boist.
Good condition. Call 492-
8877.
4400 JOHN DEERE
combine, grain and 443
Corn head. Call 753-8490
after 6 p.m.
101 INTERNATIONAL
Combine with corn and





boat, trailer 60 horse
Johnson motor, 2
trolling motors. Depth
finder. $1800. Call 753-
7595.
15' BOAT, 28 h.p. motor,




pump gun, 71" barrel,
modified choke, used
one season. One single
shot 22 Winchester rifle.
Like new. Call 753-3779
after 4 p.m.
28 FOOT CHRIS CRAFT
cabin cruiser, complete
galley, walk in head,
excellent condition.
$7500. Call 81241534728.
OLD ANTIQUL gun case.
Call 753-0946 or 753-8821.
121" GIRLS bicycle, 1 26"
3 speed mans bike, also
old swing set. Call 753-
8200.
17' STRIKER Bass boat.
115 h.p. Johnson motor,





Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake




with case. Call 753-9385.
SILVER TROMBONE













organs. lient to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across







*see/ C•gtty Wpm Re piers
Kelly's Termite
Pest Control
I*_. ...id mid oprevi •••0 21
r.o. Da not sip Pi csoirect iortt
kw flolibei





FOUR 10 x 15 mud tires




icebox, $135. Six ft
poplar bed with mat-
ching dresser,' $140.
Poplar wig dresser, $95.






CLOSE OUT Sale. 1 - 4,000
BTU G.E. air con-
ditioner. $10.00 per
month or $125. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses.
Healthopedic or foam








1 G.E. Electric stove,




FOR SALE_ one pair of
Allegro speakers $50 for
- pair Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-5914,
after 5.
ri FT: fiberglass tri-hull _..________
pttertf 7051393
26 TV Radio
1 - G.E. 19" Color TV.,
Townhouse series, in-
cludes T.V. stand. $15.00
per month WAC. For
infatnation call 753-
27 Mobile Home Sales
12 x 52 MOBILE borne.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.




MOVING MUST SELL 12
x 56 mobile home built-•
in stove, oven,
refrigerator. Carpet and
central air. Great shape.
Call before 4 p.m. 753-
6059.
1970 65 z 12 tindern Age
mobile hoine, un-
furnished, 100 x sb ft. lot
with tin utility building.
Two miles East of
Murray. $8,000. Call 753-
8086 after 4 p.m.
12 z 60 BUCANEER
mobile home, 2 bedroom
partially furnished, 10 x
10 frame storage
building. Extra clean,
gas furnace and tank.
Air conditioner. Call 474-
2741.
FOR-SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
Furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.




16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home' spaces for




sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or-753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS-to rent-
house in country. Call
753-7804 after 5 p. m.
WANTED HOUSE to rent
or lease. Near New .
Concord. Couple with 2,
--Thltdreril-0-anct.2 years





COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in town or within
10 miles of Murray. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-6947.
BURLEY BARN,
• . responsible farmer. Call
753-9773 after 6 p.m.
WANT TO RENT or lease
4 or 5 bedroom house.
Preferably within.. city
school zone. Call 753-










required. Call after 7
p in 436-5459.
HOUSE AND TRAILER,





GRAIN FED beef, choice
sides from 225 to 350 lbs.
at .80 lb Processing
paid, also a few grain
fed beef cows at .65 a lb.
11 753-6567.
RA( 'KING SIAM.: Red
Sorrell, blaze face,
stocking legs. gentle for
anyone to ride r Would
consider trade for heavy
type work mare. 1 Call
436-2336 after 6 rt m.
- - 
MILK COW For Sale. Call
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ready to u. Call 901-648-
5774 after 5 p.'
AK(' 9 month old Engli41













family vet. $150.00 to the
right person. Call 436-




wormed. $10 each. Call
435-4294 after 5.
AKC ALASKAN
Malamute, 10 month old
male puppy. Show











Dachshund, 7 weeks old,




weeks old, $85. Call 753-
5206.
AMERICAN ESKIMO.














29th, 8 a.m.-8 p.m. 506
South 9th Street. Lots of
clothes, all sizes cheap.
Odds and ends. If
raining will be following
Monday.
AUCTION SALE every
. Saturday 7 - p.m. Bring
‘1. consignments or will







•Saturday. August 26 and

















MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
THE DR. RALPH WOODS HOME
Located on a spacious street-to-street lot is a-
roomy tri-level with many outstanding features.
The lot runs from Main to Farris with beautiful
shade trees and shrubbery. This nine room
home has four bedrooms, three and a half baths,
huge living room and family room, and eleven,
that's right, eleven closets. Central gas heat,
central electric air conditioning. Fireplace,
fireplace set, disposal, built in range, and dish-
washer. Divided two car garage plus 10 by 23
workshop. This home is in excellant condition.
DONLID R 11.1(KIR I Mt SERVICE REAL ISIAH fIRm
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
C.,;:t,fi(,1 tr, .erve you
NIGHTS, WEEK ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe 1. Kennon 436 5676
Chuck Shuffett. 753-451S0
Patricia Miller   7 5 3 7 5 50
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B.  7511930






way 121 Cherry Corner.









On Utterback Road, Box
29.
YARD SALE Saturday,
August 27. 8:30 a.m. till
? 50512 South 8th.




Saturday 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. 823 N. 19th. Dish-






520'2 Broad. August 26
and 27.
YARD SALE, triday and
Saturday. North of
Stella.
YARD SALE Friday and




YARD SALE 4 party, 708












Saturday, 7 a.m. White
house on left hand side
of 641 N. three miles out.
Baby bed, clothes and
swing, couch and -chair,
sewing rocker, dishes,
curtains, books, room









and Saturday, 9:00 a.m.
till ? p.m. Baby clothes,
Avon bottles, antique
youth bed, baby bed and
many other usefuLitems




Sale. New merchandise -
low prices. Bargain




No sale before 9 a.m.
Oak bed, stemmed
crystal, wood stove,
much more. 1607 Far-
mer.
YARD SALE, Friday and
Saturday from 7-7. Two
party. Nick-nacks.
Avon, clothing, all sizes.
59 Riviera Ct.
YARD SALE, Saturday
and Sunday. Four miles
South of Uncle Jeffs on
641. Electric typewriter,
tape player, clothing,




Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
bath borne in excellent
neighborhood. Central
gas heat, central
electric air, den with
fireplace, LARGE
bedrooms, abundant
closets, gas grill on
patio, well landscaped
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY'- The priee is righti•
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four' bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REAL', 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently' 'located
office at 711 Main Street.
THRIFTY THINKING -
Just listed this economic
and comfortable 2.
bedroom brick home on
large lot 6 miles west or
Murray. Solid con-
struction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home














8:30-4. Old Benton Road,
brick house next to
Sager Glove. Baby Bed,
high chair, childrens
clothes and tops. lb
YARD SALE Saturday,
- Aug. 27, 8 a.m. til ?
Metal cabinets, clothes
all sizes, toys, games,
baby items, lots of
miscellaneous. 602 Vine
Want Ad Sale
The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of August
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
fr.-Ads must run three consecutive days
,-- No changes will be mode in copy
v- Paid days will run first
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
All Standard Rates On Classified Display
And Classified Ads Will Remain In Effect-
*





will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 3'2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
-Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. ;65,000.
Guy Spann Reality, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
41 Real Estate
South 12th at •I'clanaGre -
TELEPHONE 7511861
CUTE BEAGALOW
located oniy L .r block






garden area This is an
unequalled housing
opportunit) so better act
fast! Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
THREE YEAR old, 3
bedroom brick in the
Coldwater Community.
Central heat and air..
House is nicely
arranged. Waldrop Real
Estate, 206 South 4th,
753-5646. After hours call
753-7244 and 753-0686.
NEED A good tree for
squirrel hunting? We
have it. Claimed to be
the liest hunting area
around. Included with
the tree are ap-
proximately 11 wooded
acres plus 1 tendable
acre. All for $325 per
acre. Call today,,for
inside information.





202 Seek 4M Street
nem 753 3243
WOULD YOU LIKE to
live in Sunny California.
Owner would like to
ttade far acreage of
equal value in Murray
- .area or sell for $17.500.
- Two bedroom home with
beautiful trees, Monthly





yourself and your family
a favor - see this like
new 7 room, 3 bedroom
brick - 5 miles south on








$37,500. Call today or
come by 105 N. 12th
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 753-8080.




T-Shirts, Posters and Transfers. Also Albums,
incense, fish nets, beaded Curtains, new and used
books.
FANTASY ISLE




Are well stient in this beautiful laio.ieve home. large
living ropm with dining AlPea k11111P11-defl combination






WE HAVE several pieces
of lake property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John -C.*
Neubauer, Realtor, 505





New 2 BR home, on
large wooded lot,
deck, ready to move
in. $28,000.00.
Four bedroom brick,
2800 sq. ft. living























about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
%tures near take, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or




NER LOT. 200 ft. on
US 641 and 300 ft.
plus on paved side
road. Will sell all or
part. Priced for fast
sole. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744.
44. Lots For Sale
FLORIDA LOT for sale.




LOT 6 S Rockcastle
Shores - Barkley Lake.
$1800. R. L. Bolding,
• Kitchell Ave., Pana, Ill.
62557.
45. Farms For Sale
37 ACRES . in beans,
timber, good building
site. :Well and on gravel
road. Near Backusburg.
Call Relda Watson, 489-
2238.
LARGE AND LIVABLE
Two story Gatesboro home with 4 bedrooms, 21/2
baths, central gas heat, central air, lovely
drapes, fireplace in large family room, kitchen
with built-ins, carpet, double garage. Everything
jor gracious living and entertaining. Priced in
60s.
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
Member of Multiple Listings
Guy Spann, 753.2587 Louise Baker, 753-2409
Jack Persall, 753-8961 Prentice Dunn, 753-5125
T.C. Collie 753-5122
MOM
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom brick, family
room with lots of birch
cabinets, all draperies
included, extra large lot
with garden spot, metal
building, chain link, and
including split rail
fences, city water,
Meadow Green Acres off




house. Has den, car-
peting, large lot,
workshop. 419 S. 8th
Street. Call 753-4138.
•:afttelalea
46 Homes foi Sale
BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
1/2 bath, family room-
kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas Central
heat, central air with
thermostatically con-











shady lot, just outside
city limits at 1907






Roored, ready te sm. Or hey • Wield mid sere. Complete mil
ready to assemble US lop M 24:60 simodard, but will preset any she
molded. Sirop dm rest thew team is Casten hilt NW boy tbe best
ter loss.
do11m1mm1CUS1061 SLUT POOTAILI OW! RIGS 7534M 
1976 Chevrolet Impala Wagon, 9 passenger,
extra nice, new car trade in.
1974 Oldssnobne Cutlass Supreme, 4 door, all the
extras, new car trade in.
1972 Chevrolet Malibu 4 door, 26,000 miles, like
new, new car trade In.
1972 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, double power and
air, new car trade in.
1972 Oldsmobile Luxury Sedan, all the extras, "A
good buy."
1974 Pontiac Luxury Lemons Coupe, low
mileage, new car trade in.
g
0111111•1111/
End of the year Specials
on 1977 cars
Some Demonstrators still in stock
Highest trade-ins on Used cars
111_11 PURDOM
- Peale -
Markle/ Orwonows Ase Our
Araks Ceensge'
1406 West Maio • 753-631S
To BUY--See US! To SELL--List with US!
New 3 bedroom brick in Lynwood Estates. Lot
106' X 198'. Quiet, away from traffic 2 miles from
town. All weather street. 1/2 baths, reasonably
priced.
This home on 4 acres. Let us show you this fine
tri-level, 4 bedroom, 21/2 baths, 7 closets, wall to
wall carpeting, large recreation room with
- fireplace, double driveway, concrete. Located on
all-weather road only minutes from town. Near
elementary school. Must be seen to be ap-
preciated.
Mobile home on large lot. Furnishings included.
Call for details. •
Building lots-located in various parts of county
at popular prices. Call us today.
Located at comer of Hwy. 94 and oaks Country.4
Club Road, a quality home, wall to will car-
peting, beautiful landscaping. Shown By ap-
pointment.
This neighborhood grocery and cafe with
established business, stock and fixtures can be
yours. Live upstairs or rent for added income.
The price is right.
Brick home-cornor lot in town. Fireplace. wall to
wall carpet. Double garage. Fenced backyard
concrete driveway. Modestly priced. Immediate
occupancy.
20.9 Acres prime hear Oaks Country Club. Plat-
ted and recorded for sub-division. Priced to sell.
44 Townhouse type apartment complex under
6800,000. Good return on investment. Call for
details.
Fulton Young Realty
Rt. S Box 215
or*.
753-7333
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lots of wall paper, 2 car
garage, paved drive.
Two storages, red wood
deck, on large land-
scaped corner lot. with
trees. Two miles out on
121 South. Shown by
appointment. Phone 753-
8406.
EXTRA NICE new 4
bedroom house with lots
of extras. Must see to
appreciate, will con-
sider trade. Call 753-
3903.
47 Mctortycles
TWO MONTH OLD 1975








bike, like new with













Like new. Call 753-2321
or 474-2346.
1973 HONDA CB 350. Sell
for $350.00. Call 753-6564.
CHOPPED 1970 Triumph
650 Bonneville in great
condition, $650. Topper
for a short bed Datsun
pickup missing the door,
$40. Call 753-0774.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
956
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1966 VOLKSWAGEN,
very good condition. No




fuel injected, four speed.
Air conditioned.
Luggage rack, cassette
player. $1200. Call 753-
9298.
BLACK 1977 GMC short
bed pickup. Call 492-
8313.




1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start,- excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double





Sat.-Aug. 27, 1977 1:00 p.m.
Murray, Ky.
'Take Highway 641 South (Hazel Highway) to
Midway, turn West approximately 2 miles to
cross roads and turn right to place of sale.
1 A.C. Combine, 74 model, diesel, Hydrostactic,
big tires, love bar, heat and air.
14 row corn head, used 1 season
1 220 A.C. Tractor with duals, 1042 hours
1 210 A. C. Tractor with 1083 hours
1 185 A. C. Tractor with 981 hours
14-14 Massey Ferguson plow
I A.C. hard land planter with 8 drills and new
hydralic markers
1 Krause 18' disc with new harrow attachment
1 11' chisel plow
1 bush hog-6 foot
1 4 row A.C. rotary hoe
1 one thousand gal. water tank with pump and
motor
1 pump, saddle tanks and boom spray complete
1 1963 model GMC Truck with hoist and grain
bed, low mileage
1 1965 model Dodge with hoist and grain bed, low
mileage
1 1974 model Ford with 5826 miles, hoist and
grain bed
1 five hundred gal. fuel tank
Many misc, items and hand tools.
Terms: Cash on day of sale unless Credit is ap-
proved prior to time of sale.
NOT RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OF ACCIDENT
COL. FRANK NANCE - Auctioneer
Mrs. Stark Erwin - Executrix
Murray, Ky.
502-753-3936
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 NOVA automatic, 6
cylinder, $1250. 1972




short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
1969 OPAL, runs good.
$350 or trade. Call 753-
0946 or 753-8821.
1971 EL CAMINO triple
black, excellent con-




loaded. See at Murray
Ice Co., call 753-1813 or
. 436-2444.




brakes. Vinyl top. $1,350.
Call 753-8776 after 4 p.m.
1970 CHEVY IMPALA, 2
door, good condition.
Call 753-8161 between
4:30 and 5:45 on
Saturday morning.
1963 TWO TON Ford V-8 2
speed. With grain sides.
Call 753-6692.
MUST SELL, 1962 Chevy,
6 cylinder, 3 speed
chrome rims. Good
tires_ Ngw ...i'liitcb. and.
brakes. -Good running
car. $225.00 firm. Call
753-0974.
FORD 289 Engine, ex-
cellent transmission.




restored. $800. Can be
seen at Mercy Am-
bulance 4th and
Chestnut or call 753-9333.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.
1971 DELTA 88 Olds. Nice
clean car. Phone 753-
5510.




1966 CHEVY 4 door, .327
low mileage, runs good.






terey, 4 door, white with
black vinyl, top. double










VISIT THE WHITE HOUSE
al*
4 White House Building
711 Main







REALTY m •  George Gailagher - 253-11179Nam Pelterseir • 4924302Aidersea • 75141/37
INN keepervd • 7S3-1112
X
"HAVE A NICE PAH."
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 DATSUN 4 door, air,
and 46,000 miles. Call
753-8049.
RED 1975 CHEVY Luv









brakes and air. Call 753-
8856.
1976 CAMARO, red with
ralley wheels and tape
player. 15,000 miles. Call
753-6132.
19'73 V.W. Super Beetle,
with air condition. $1650.
Call 753-9964. -
1968 CAMARO, or trade
for Van or pickup. Can
be seen at 1105
Mulberry.
BY OWNER, 1977 Coupe
De Ville Cadillac. 5,500




power and air. V-8.
52,000 miles. Call. 753-
8693.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.







SIX PACK camper 6' x 6',
50 lb. icebox, table,
closet and storage
space, arid sleeps 2
comfortably. Fits
Datsun pickup. $375.
1631 Farmer Ave. or call
753-0475.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0005.
0. Campers
CAMPER TRAILER
sleeps 6, ver!, good
condition. Like new
Honda trail bike Call
435-4521.
POP UP camper 7'
Nimrod, sleeps 8 Stove.
icebox, back porch hith










Company Inc. Air con-












Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,








steam or dry foam ,
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today
For a special ip-
troductory Iffer for July

















PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
THE "DREAM HOUSE" SYNDROME
There are two species of
househunter - the
pragmatist and the idealist.
Beware of going to extremes
at either end of the financial
spectrum.
You can be too practical.
For instance, assuming that a
home in need of repair can
be fixed at an overall price
casings and find out that the
final cost greatly, exceeds
the estimate:Buying a home
in a neighborhood whose
value is going downhill
because "it's a
bargain."...Buying a home
with fewer rooms than you
teak need. You may end up
with an unsuitable, un-
comfortable ,home with ihr
„,.....;;;;;• •
- • - * - '
'lower resale potential.
On the other hand, the
idealist should beware of
the all-too- frequent "dream
house" syndrome Sure, it's
tempting to set (nit in quest
of the absolutely perfect
home. but it. heifer to
balance your dreams with
your pocketbook Even T.
you can 'define the perfect
home (which is doubtful),
you probably iouldn't afford
it. Be prepared to com-
promise..
Consulting 55th
about their real estate neiryic
is our %pc-chills limp by per.
dom & Thurman on- the
court square .ir. tall Pat
Mobley 7; I- 441 of 753-
..,,89544 We f f• help!
e A, • 4- a
51 Sertcei Offerea
CUSTOM CARPET Care
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x




ficient service. NO job











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








exterior. Also dry wall







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
1Vi&M- Blacktopping, seat




437-4533kor after 8 p. in.
354-8161 or 354-8138.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN • and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
WILL HAUL LIME or










Johnson, P.O. Box 678,
Murray, 753-8025.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call







by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor





homeowners in the gen-
eral ores will be given the
opportunity of haying now
DuPont Tedlar House Siding
applied to their horn* with
optional decorative work at
a very low cost.
Premium 30 Siding has a non
pro rated - Transferable - 40
Year Guarantee This °mos
ing new product has cap-
tured the interest of home-
owners throughout this
ynned States who ore fedup with constant pointing
and other mointenonc•
costs. It will lost you o
time and provides lull in
sulotion summer and win-
ter, as well as lire protec-
tion Our new product con
be used over every typo of
home including from*. con-
crete block. asbestos, stuc-
co. etc. It comes in a choic•
of colors and is now going to
be introduced to the Calloway
Co.. area. Your home
can be a show place in the
county ond we will make it
worth your while if we con
us* your home for odyertis
ing For an appointment.
moil within 3 days name
ond address to
TEDLAR








st,ming, N,on r FveM
51 Services Offered
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,







exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
PAINT YOUR PICKUP.
Color your car for
$140.00. Excellent work
guaranteed, no cracks,
chips or runs. Call 753-




53 Feed And Seed
HAY. Call 753-2400.
53 Feed And Seed
LARGE ROLLS of hay,
$12.00 a roll. Call 753-
5000 or 7534595.
54 Free Column
FREE - Beautiful white
spayed female cat. Also
six month old kittens -
one spayed calico and
one solid white male.
Will make lovely pets.
Call 753-3994.
BLACK PART Retriever
and black and yellow
kitten. Call 753-1887.




farmer to grow 6 acres,
possible more, tobacco.
Good land and good
barns. May also grow





Contact W. R. Hoover,





*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE





Due to our many sales we
need all types of listings
Call Us And We Will
Assist You In Pricing
Your Property To Sell.
Our Professionals
are ready to serve you!
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Miens 733-7724
Quality Realty Co.
A Benton Based Firm Serving All West Kentucky
EYE CATCHER Completely remodeled 3
bedroom frame home on approx. 9 acres with
new outbuildings, on blacktop road in rural com-
munity in Calloway Co.
110 ACRES On major highway with city water,
good building sites and older house which needs
remodeling. Fram is mostly fenced for livestock
and has year round water. $55,000.00.
NICE 3 BEDROOM House between Hardin and
Aurora on Hwy. 80. You would have to look a long
time to find a more desirable home than this One
- °Mgrs. Call Charles Jeffrey.
REMEMBER THE BIG STONE HOMES You
have seen sitting on a beautiful lawn with lots of
shade trees and in a very-desirable location. Now
we are in position to offer you such a home. See it
on Hwy. 121 between Stella & Coldwater and
makeup your own mind.
63 ACRE FARM or can be divided if so desired.
Has good building sites on it, long road frontage.
Priced to sell $26,500.00. Call Charles Jeffrey.
A LARGE RETAIL GROCERY OUTLET is now
available. Grocery stock and store, all store fix-
tures, with a lease agreement.
WATER FRONT HOME 3 bedroom home, 3
levels. Uniquely built for comfort and convenient
living with hasement, garage, and carport on
well landscaped Lt acre lot.-
10 ACRES Located on regularly travelded gravel
road, picturesque wooded area, slightly rolling,
ideal for building site, country living and hunting
area 15 miles West of Murray. $5,400.00.
ICE CREAM PARLOR Owner selling business
because of health. Minimum investment, good
return. Room for expansion. Located in Main
Shopping Center at Murray, Ky., across from
Murray State University Football Stadium.
144 ACRES LOCATED about 2'02 miles East of
Cherry Corner Church. Excellent building site, 2
year around springs & flowing creek. Approx.
tillable with both creek bottom and up-land. 2
acre tobacco base and barn. Partly fenced and
some marketable timber.
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY Good location.
Large shop building with 8 mobile home rental
units. This property is producing a steady,
dependable income.
11 ACRES with barn & tool shed, near Ky. Lake,
5 miles East of Hardin. Has 1 year old 12' X 64'
house „trailer with central, heat and air.
$19,500.00.
CHOICE COUNTRY HOME 3 Bedroom rustic
type home on 1 1,2 acres with 2,300 S.F. of living
space, plus basement, carport, & sundeck. Lots
of room plus comfort & convenience. 5 miles
East of Hardin just off Hwy. 80.
3 BEDROOM Home on 10 acres of good land bet-
ween Hardin & Brewers, 1 mile South of Hwy. 80
A home-you could be proud to own.
WE HAVE FARMS OF ALL SIZES; HOMES, BUILDING LOTS, LAKEFRONT
& LAKE ACCESS HOMES & LOTS, COMMERCIAL, AND INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
Whatever Your Real Estate Needs.. Call Us
Quality Realty Co.\
Darrell Cope, Broker
337 North Poplar Phone 527-1468
CALLO WAY COUNTY NUMBER 753-9625
PADUCAH NUMBER 443-2312
After hours, pliase
Charles Jeffrey. .. 474-2337 Joe T. Helton' . 527 3478
Bill Borrow . S27.9921 Cherie: W. Brien 527 9678
Deanne Boyd 362-4751 Bob Watson / 527 3370
Bob Riley . . 527-90%, Volney Inert, mqr  527 9678
•
WE WANT TO BE YOUR REAL ESTATE COMPANY.
Mem- •M111.1•••





The Grace 'Baptist Church
_will hold worship services at
10:45 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
Sunday, August 28, with the
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe.
as the speaker. The ordinance.
of baptism will be observed
following the everag service.
John F. Wood will direct the
song service with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist. Sunday
School will be V 9:45 a.m. with
Steve Smotherman as
superintendent.
Nursery workers will be
Linda Black, Roberta Hall,
Lula Farmer, Dean Downey.
and Wanda Hartsfield. Bus
driver will be John
Smotherman, phone 753-3410.
The teachers • and officers
will meet at seven p.m.
Wednesday with separate
adult and youth prayer ser-




The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor.
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at both the eleven a.m.
and 7:15 p.m. services on
Sunday, August 28. Jim Neale,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the morning service.
"Created In His Image"
-_Avild 'be the special selection
—b-Y the Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. Jim
Neale at the organ...
The youth will Meet at six
p.m. Sunday for practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. 'and Church Training at
6 : 30 p.m. The deacons will
Meet at 6:30 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Watkins and Mrs. June
McAlister.
Sinking Spring Church will
be in charge of the service at
Kenlake State Park cam-
pground amphitheater on
Sunday, August 28, at 8:30
a.m. The youth will present
special music at the service.
Idle Dollars .,
In A Checking Account
Earn You Nothing!
Your money can earn 5%% compounded daily - from date of deposit to
the date of withdrawal - for an effective yield of 5.39%
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Funerals
Funeral Services
To Be At Palestine
For Miss Gina Poss
The funeral for Gina Poss,
age six, will be held at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church on Saturday at two
p.m. with the Rev. John
Churchwell of Maury City,
Tn., officiating. The song
service will be by the
Palestine Church Choir with
Stanley Duncan as leader.
Burial will follow in the
Palestine Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home
Where friends May call from
four to nine p.m. today
+ Friday )
The little girl died in a
drowning accident at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Julius
Sorenson of Dexter Route One
where she was visiting on
Wednesday at twelve noon.
Born December 11, 1970. in
Waukesha, Wisc., she was the
daughter of Dale Poss and
Penny Palmer Poss.
Gina is survived .by her
mother. Mrs. Penny Poss.
Waukesha,. Wisc.; her father.
Dale Poss, and one sister,
Michelle Poss, Big Bend.
Wisc.; her grandparents, Mrs.
Myille Foss and Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Palmer, Waukesha,
• Wisc.; her great grand-
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Piegs, Waukesha, Wisc., and
Mrs. Grace Palmer, Hear-
tland, Wisc. . _
Final Rites Held
For George, Hprmon
Funeral services for George
T. Harmon were held this
morning at 10.30 a.m. at the
chapel of the •J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating.
Pallbearers were Cleburne
Adams,  Roy Allen Harmon.,
James Lee Harmon, Hugh
Cooper. Andy Harmon, and
Clifford White. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Harmon, former
resident of Calloway County
and a former member of the
Green Plain Church of Christ,
died Monday at 8:50 a.m. at
the Akron City Hospital,
Akron, Ohio. He was a
member of the Thayer Church
of-Christ, Akron, Ohio.
—Re-is-survived-by his wife,
Mrs. Mola Harmon; one
daughter, Mrs. - William
(Hilda) Adorns, Akron, Ohio;
-i,bne sister, Mrs. Vera Styers,
Paducah; one brother, David
Harmon, Murray.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.3.
up 0.1. Below dam 302.5. up
1.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.3.
Below dam 304.0, down 0.2.
Sunset 7:36. Sunrise 6:22.
Artistjim Cantrell of Bardstown does a study of Mary Watson of Murray.
Mrs. Watson is the wife of woodworker, W.I. Watson, who will display his
craft, Sept. 30-Oct. 2, during the Fall Fair in Berea. The Fair is sponsored by
the Kentucky Guild of Artists and Craftsmen. Other Murray exhibitors are:
woodworker, Kent Forrester, jeweler, Clara Eagle, and weaver, Carolyn
Darnell.
Rev. J. M. Harris
Speaker-At Calvary
Temple On Sunday
Thellev. J. Marland Harris
will speak . at the 11:00 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, -August 28. at
Calvary TempTe—First Pen-
tecostal Church of God. Hwy.
641 So.
Mrs. Linda Stalls will direct
the choir as they sing "Bless
His Holy Name" and "I'm
Gonna Keep on Singing." The
choir will be accompanied by
Stacey Stalls, piano, Jeffrey
Culver. saxaphone, Trina
Tipton, trumpet, and Tonya
Harris, clarinet. •
Sunday School will be, at
10:00 a.m. with nursery
Liberty Church To provided and classes for allages.
The Youth Groups will meet
---ttearitev. Sanders -at-6:00 p.m.
"God. Calls and Trains His
Servant" will be the subject of
the sermon by the Rev. T. H.
Sanders at the eleven a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
August 28, at the Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, located off .Highway
94 east of Murray. -
The song service will also be
directed by the pastor, the
Rev. Sanders. Sunday School
will be at ten a.m.
Sunday.
CEMETERIES.
Persons interested in the
upkeep of the Olive Cemetery
and Horn Cemetery will have
a dinner and meeting
following the eleven a.m.
services on Sunday, August 28,
at the Olive United Methodist
Church. Bobby Warren,
former professional
basketball player, will be the
guest speaker, and singing
will be held in the afternoon.
Council.
Continued From Page One
should be ready to report on a
request that a city ordinance
restricting times of operation
of game rooms containing
billard halls be changed to
allow later hours of operation
of such establishments at the
next council meeting.
Councilman Dave Willis
asked the council to clarify its
position on curbs and gutters
in the Douglass Community.
Willis pointed out that the
' council approved curbs and
gutters for streets in the
neighborhood in June of 1975
but as yet, onl, a small
amount of work had been
concluded.
Mayor Scott directed the
street committee to check into
the situation to see what could
be done.
Hog Market .
Federal State Market News Service
August 26, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 475 Est 900 Barrows &
Gilts steady Sows stead)
US 1-2 2004313 lbs. $44 75-15 00 few 45.25
US 14 300-240 lbs $44 50-44.75
US 24 240-360 lbs. - • • $43 75-44_50
US342804601bs. . . 243 00-43.75
..Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
US 1-3300-500 lbs.
























Allen To Rule On
Motion In TVA Suit
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A federal
judge is considering a motion by the
U.S. government to intervene in a
lawsuit against a government owned
utility, the Tennessee Valley Authority
(TVA).
At the request of the federal
Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA): the U.S. Justice Department
has asked to join a suit by
environmental groups that want to
force TVA to meet clean-air standards.
Wednesday was the last day for TVA
to reply to the Justice Department
motion. Now it is up to U.S. District
Judge Charles Allen to rule on it, said
deputy U.S. District Court clerk Joanna
Moore, reached by telephone at
Paducah.
TVA did not respond, she said, and
the motion will be sent to Allen's
Louisville office for his decision. -She
said such rulings generally take only a
few days.
The Sierra Club and the Natural
Resources Defense Council Inc., a New
York city-based coalition of 11
environmental groups, filed suit June
22 in U.S. District Court at Paducah.
The suit asks an injunction to bar
TVA's coal-fired Shawnee electrical
generating plant from exceeding
sulfur-dioxide emission limits set by
Kentucky's EPA-approved air pollution
control regulations.
V The environmental groups filed
kaiiivaltg4 .:A.e.aistrariaaraatiosirsirriutimu.vx.
similar suits simultaneously in federal
courts near other TVA generating
plants, including those at Knoxville,
Chattanoiiga, Memphis and Nashville,
Tenn., and at Birmingham, Ala. .
John Shepherd, a TVA spokesman at
Knoxville, said when the suits were'
filed that it would cost TVA — the
nation's largest utility — $375 million a
year to meekclean-air guidelines at all'
its plants — about the amoulit it cost
TVA to operate for the year 970.
TVA spent more than 'Ilion last
year to construct two 800-foot stacks at
the Shawnee plant. The stacks, which
replaced 10 smaller ones, - were
designed to disperse sulfur dioxide over
a broad area, reducing ground-level
concentrations.
But Jack Ftavan, EPA regional
administrator in Atlanta, has said "all
the tall stack does is allow the sulfur
dioxide to be spewed out on someone
else. 'Out-of-sight, out-of-mind' is not
consistent with today's laws."
On Aug. 11, Allen granted a motion by
the Kentucky attorney general's office
to join as a plaintiff in the lawsuit filed
at Paducah. That motion said it was the
state's duty under state and fet-al law
to enforce clean-air standards.
A complaint filed with- the U.S.
Justice Department mogun_ said that
since July 1, 1977, TVA's ptlant has been
"emitting sulfur dioxide in excess of the
allowable limits," said David Huber of
the U.S. attorney's office in Louisville,
who signed the motion.
Mother Claims City Should Pay
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Fiveday-old Isis Sarai's father
was shot to death by a police
officer before she was born.
Her mother is asking the city
for $2.25 million to pay for the
child's upbringing.
Ronald Burkholder, a • 35-
yearold biochemist and the
common-law husband of
,laria Herbst, was shot to
death on the sidewalk outside
his laboratory Aug. 4, just 17
days before his daughter was
born.
Some of the facts
surrounding the shooting are
in dispute, but two things are
clear: He was shot six times
and he was naked at the time.
"We plan to make the city of
Los. Angeles and the police pay
for the upbringing of this
child," attorney Stanley
Arnold, who represents Miss
Herbst, said in filing the claim
Thursday.
He said he would file formal
lawsuits if the "city does not'
respond to the claim, which
asks $1 million for Miss Herbst
and $1.25 million for the baby.
Sgt. Kurt Ban, a 10-year
veteran of the police force,
claimed that he fired in self-
defense after Burkholder had
assumed a "martial arts"
stance and "lunged" at him.
Ban was removed from field
duty pending an investigation.
Burkholder's friends
challenged Ban' account,
saying Burkholder was a
proponent of nonviolence and
was not trained in martial
arts. Toxicology tests showed
no evidence that Burkholder
had been taking any drugs
that would have caused him to
act in an unusual manner.
Miss Herbst's attorney said
an autopsy showed a 44-inch-
deep wound in Burkholder's
shoulder. He speculated that
Burkholder may have
wounded himself in the lab
and run outside unclothed,
seeking help. .
Specials To Be Key
To TV's Rating Race.
NEW YORK (AP) —
Specials will be a key to
winning the ratings race this
year, a major advertising
agency says in its report on
prime time network
television.
"Each network is depending
on special programming to
flatten the competition,"
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today firnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows:
 -4.16
Airco WI At,
Am. Motors 4 'I..%
Ashland Oil 30 -36
AT&T 60% -%
Ford Motor 41% As
Gen. Dynamics 55 um
Gen. Motors   65% unc.
Gen. Tire 21 unc
Goodrich M% As
Gulf Oil 25% -%
Pennwalt 33% -%
Quaker Oats 21% +'i
Republic Steel 22,.. -%
Singer Mfg. 22% As
Tappan 914 +4
Western Union 19% unc
Zenith Radio 19% +i
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First f Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows
Heublein Inc 23% +I
McDoruilds Corp V% unc
Ponderosa Systems . . . ... 12% +%
Kimberly Clark . . . . . . .43% -%
',Union Carbide . . . 453/41 -1
W.R. Grace .... .:  77% A.
Texaco .. . . •   2754 -54
General Elec . . . 52% +%
GAF Corp- - •  9% -%
Georgia Pacific. .26% +54
. . 26% -%








Batten, Barton, Durstine &
Osborn said in the report
released Tuesday.
Its analysis of the new
season further noted that
viewers can expect more
general and family dramas,
more situation comedies,
more sports shows and, of
course, more specials this
year.
The agency also said there
was 'a trend toward more
science fiction and fantasy
programs. In addition,
viewers should expect a
broader scope of subjects in
made-for-TV films., including
wife beating, breast cancer
and the loss of sexual prowess
in a youth.
But there has !ken a 43 per
cent decline since last year in
the amount of programs
classified as music, comedy or
• variety and an 11 per cent
decline in action, adventure
and mystery shows.
"During the past year prime
time network programing has
been marked by innovation,
quick action and monumental
change," the report said, "and
this volatility will continue to
influence the networks'
scheduling policies for the fall
season."
ROADRINEA
The Calloway Minty Fire-
Rescue Squad will hold fund-
raising roadblocks this
Sunday, Aug. 28, from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. The roadblocks will
be held at the intersections of. .
2411 and-Sy , 12th c.4"
noel IF. -1.11 .1ii
MISS YOUR PAPER?
frokseriberro who hove ire
remits/ thew boassiliarrorimi
copy of Tim 'WM, Leann
Tinos by 3:30 p. n.
friday or b iff 31351 p. an
Sationluys aro urged to cal
753-1916 botroom 510 p. a.
Old 0 p. a.. Moariay-friday,
or 3:311 p. on 4 p...
Satiorgays, to Imre dolloory
of no aosispapor. Gils awn
H placed by 6 p. warlik-
e* 6-!. "4'42,itirtl
prorantoo dollvara
Broken glass from lab
instruments and a candelabra
were found inside the lab, and
a trail of blood led to the
outside phone Burkholder
regularly used, Arnold said.
He said bloodied clothing
which the bio-chemist may
have shed after the accident
was also found.
Burkholder was the 27th
person killed by city police so
far this year, three fewer than
the total killed in either 1975 or
4
1976. Police officials are at a
loss to explain ttfe increase.
A special investigation of
the incident was ordered by
the district attorney last week
after 70 friends and relatives
of Burkholder protested
outside a police station.
"At this point," Arnold said,
"the district attorney is
running an investigation and
we're hoping they'll come up





Tues., Wed.,.Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.












• Choose from differeal boelyrrouods
sad custom pool.
• leaut owe per *object, Iwo per family
• Additrossl portraits o.atlable In al
inn reasonoble prime
• Groove II 25 earb orMiti000l embeeet
• Perroo• soon IA moo be bream
ponied by portal or roordla•




available at our low discount prices
